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Supervisor:  Richard P. Meier

This study seeks to extend methodologies previously used to analyze

target undershoot in vowels to the analysis of English stop consonants.  The same

methods are used to elicit variation in the location and handshape parameters of a

signed language, specifically American Sign Language (ASL).  Research has

shown that variation in the F2 values of vowels can be related to speaking rate

such that shorter vowels are less likely to achieve the expected target value for

that vowel.  Further, this kind of target undershoot is dependent on the phonetic

environment in which the vowel is placed.  Previous research on consonant

articulations is mixed.  While variation has been shown in most cases, some

results conflict.  The previous research on variation in signing is less extensive.

Studies indicate that variation in signed languages can be linked to aspects of the
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phonetic environment.  A few studies also indicate that some variation is related

to signing rate or style.

Three experiments were conducted to confirm the existence of rate

dependence on English F2 onsets and on the location and handshape parameters

of ASL.  Speakers and signers were asked to produce short utterances at differing

rates of production ranging from normal, relaxed utterances to articulations that

were as fast as possible.  Rate and context dependence were also shown to fit

expectations about phonetic undershoot based on the earlier research on vowel

undershoot.  Multiple linear regression analyses were used to quantify the effects

of speaking or signing rate and phonetic environment on English F2 onsets, and

on ASL locations and handshapes.

The articulators used for the production of speech sounds and those used

for the production of ASL signs are radically different in physical form.  Despite

the differences between the two systems, there may be important similarities in

the motor control of these systems.  As a result, constraints on language

production in one modality may be quite similar to constraints on production in

the other modality.  This dissertation shows that undershoot phenomena are

similar across the two modalities providing support for the validity of transferring

methodologies for the analysis of speech to the study of signed languages.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction

The articulators used for the production of speech sounds and those used

for the production of ASL signs are radically different in physical form.  Despite

the differences between the two systems, there may be important similarities in

the motor control of these systems.  As a result, constraints on language

production in one modality may be quite similar to constraints on production in

the other modality.  This dissertation will show that undershoot phenomena are

similar across the two modalities providing support for the validity of transferring

methodologies for the analysis of speech to the study of signed languages.

The literature on rate and context dependent undershoot effects in speech

has been largely concentrated on undershoot in vowels.  More recently, however,

some studies have examined undershoot style variation in consonants.  The first

part of this chapter will provide an overview of undershoot and report on studies

of undershoot in vowels and consonants in spoken languages.

Undershoot methodologies have not yet been applied to signed languages,

however.  In the second portion of this chapter, I will discuss research that

indicates that context dependence in the formational parameters of signed

languages exists and can be quantified in ways similar to methods used for

speech.
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1.1  TARGET UNDERSHOOT IN SPEECH

Coarticulation is the influence of one sound on adjacent sounds.  In faster

speaking or signing rates, the coarticulation between neighboring speech sounds

is expected to increase, resulting in undershoot of phonetic targets.  Undershoot

occurs when an expected phonetic target is not achieved, often due to constraints

imposed by speaking rate or phonetic environment.  To better understand the

nature of undershoot in speech, I will discuss a real world phenomenon that has

properties similar to undershoot in speech.  Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of a park

with a curved sidewalk traversing it.

Figure 1.1:  ‘A walk in the park’ analogy for language undershoot

If a person is walking home through the park beginning at the position

marked with a star, that person would typically follow the curved sidewalk, even

though it does not represent the most direct path through the park.  The sidewalk

represents the park designer’s expectations of where people will walk and, lacking

Start

Park

Home
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any motivation to do otherwise, people will follow this path.  If we suppose that

the walker is under some pressure to arrive home in relatively little time, he or she

may chose to leave the sidewalk and walk on the grass following a more direct

path home, as indicated in Figure 1.2 by the dashed line.

Figure 1.2:  ‘A walk in the park’ analogy for language undershoot

Applying this situation to speech, locations along the sidewalk represent

phonetic targets.  Three targets may be sufficient to generally describe the

sidewalk as it is shown in this diagram: one at the beginning of the curved walk

near the position marked start, one at the end of the sidewalk near the home

position, and a third at the extreme point of the curve of the sidewalk.  These

positions are indicated in the next diagram, Figure 1.3 with open circles.  The

dashed path represents a fast articulation of these three phonetic targets.  The

deviation of the straight path from the medial target value of the sidewalk

Start
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represents the degree of undershoot present in a fast speech articulation of three

phonetic targets in this configuration.

Figure 1.3:  ‘A walk in the park’ under time constraints

Undershoot is not related only to time pressures during the articulation.

Pressure from the phonetic environment is also crucial to understanding

undershoot effects.  If the sidewalk and the direct path were identical, there would

be no motivation to leave the sidewalk.  In speech, if the difference between a

series of phonetic targets is small, there is little or no motivation to undershoot

one of those targets.

The positions of the contrasting targets are also related to the extent of the

resulting undershoot.  Figure 1.4 shows a variation on the park example, where

one end of the sidewalk has been shifted.  Now the direct path between the two

endpoints is further from the extreme point of the curved sidewalk.  Similarly,

Start
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increased phonetic distance between targets will increase the degree of phonetic

undershoot.

Figure 1.4:  ‘A walk in the park’ with an alternative endpoint

One shortcoming in this analogy is that once a walker has left the

sidewalk, there is no motivation for the walker not to choose the straight path.

Time constraints may determine if the walker will deviate from the sidewalk, but

will not determine the degree of deviation.  In the articulation of phonetic targets,

speakers will often approach a phonetic target, even in fast speech.  Speaking rate

may also play a role in how much the speaker deviates from the undershot target.

In Figure 1.5, a range of dashed lines indicate undershoot for different speaking

rates.

Start
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Figure 1.5:  ‘A walk in the park’: a more speech-like analogy for undershoot

1.1.1  Undershoot in Vowels

The study of target undershoot has its beginnings in studies of vowel

production.  Some early studies of vowel reduction suggested that reduced vowels

are shifted from ideal target values in the direction of the neutral vowel schwa.

For example, Tiffany (1959) studied F1 and F2 frequency values of stressed and

unstressed vowels.  He found that the overall range of F1 and F2 values was

reduced in unstressed vowels indicating that the vowel space for unstressed

vowels was reduced.  Further, he found that the F1 and F2 values of unstressed

vowels were generally shifted in the direction of schwa relative to the values of

their stressed counterparts.  Shearme and Holmes (1962) compared vowels in

isolated monosyllables with vowels in connected speech.  They found that the

formant values of vowels in connected speech were not well matched with the

Start
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those of the vowels in the monosyllables.  Similar to the unstressed vowels in

Tiffany (1959), the vowels in connected speech tended to be more schwa-like

than in the isolated monosyllables.

Lindblom (1963) analyzed Swedish vowels within sentence frames

designed to yield variation in the duration of these vowels.  He found a systematic

relationship between the duration of the vowel and the F2 value achieved during

the vowel.  Longer vowels tended to show values close to expected target values

for those vowels.  Shorter vowels tended to result in F2 values that varied away

from target values and toward values for the preceding F2 onset.  Based on that

study it appears that the undershoot of target values is related to both speaking

rate as reflected in vowel duration and phonetic context.

Stevens and House (1963) compared American English vowels in a

variety of consonantal contexts with the fairly neutral [h__d] context used in

Peterson and Barney (1952).  They found that neighboring consonants induce

formant variation in vowels.  Further, they noted that the lax vowels had a greater

tendency to undershoot their target values than their tense vowel counterparts.

They attributed this difference to the fact that lax vowels are shorter than tense

vowels.  Additional studies support the notion of rate dependency or rate and

context dependency of vowel formant values (e.g. Stevens, House and Paul 1966,

Kuehn and Moll 1976, Flege 1988, Moon 1991, Moon and Lindblom 1994,

Brownlee 1996).

Lindblom’s (1990) Hypo- and Hyper-Articulation (H&H) theory of speech

production suggests that utterances fall on a continuum of production from
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reduced and context-dependent articulations to clear context-independent

versions.  Reduced or hypo-articulated forms serve a speaker’s need for economy

of effort.  On the other hand, hyper-articulated forms server the listener’s need for

ease of comprehension.  This theory predicts that speakers are aware of factors

impinging on comprehension and may adjust how well their speech conforms to

phonetic targets.  As a result, articulations may range from exceptionally clear

speech where articulations strongly match phonetic expectations, to fast speech

where speakers do not have sufficient time to meet phonetic targets and

articulations may show numerous reductions.  Normal everyday articulations

would fall somewhere in between these two extremes.  The studies in this

dissertation will focus on the differences across a range of articulations from

speaking or signing in a normal, relaxed manner to speaking or signing as quickly

as possible.

1.1.2  Undershoot in Stop Consonants

Studies by Gay and Ushijima (1974) and Gay, Ushijima, Hirose and

Cooper compared muscular activity during the articulation of CV sequences in

normal and fast speech of American English speakers.  They found that activity of

the muscles responsible for vowel articulations was decreased in fast speech

relative to normal speech.  This decrease in activity reflected a decrease in effort

on the part of the speaker and was matched with evidence of target undershoot in

accompanying x-ray data.  For stop consonants, however, the level of activity of

muscles responsible for creating the stop closure was found to be higher in fast
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speech compared to normal speech, indicating that speakers were making

additional effort to achieve the stop closure in order to counteract the effects of

speaking rate.  This study did not compare these articulatory results with acoustic

results, however, to see if the coarticulation of vowel and consonant movements

might have resulted in acoustic variation of F2 onset values in fast speech, despite

the articulatory effort expended to achieve the consonant closure.

Electropalatography (EPG) quantifies the degree and location of contact

between the tongue and the roof of the mouth.  Dixit and Flege (1991) used EPG

to analyze the effect of speaking style on the articulation of retroflex stops in

Hindi.  They found that variability in contact was related to the identity of the

following vowel but was not related to speaking rate or loudness.  Byrd and Tan

(1996) conducted an EPG study of consonant sequences in English.  They found

some shift in the location of contact with increased speaking rate, especially for

consonants in coda position.

Shia (1995) analyzed stop consonant articulations in clear speech and

normal speech in terms of locus equations.  Locus equations compare F2 onset

values with their F2 midpoint values for a range of CV syllables (e.g. Sussman,

McCaffrey and Matthews 1991).  The slope and intercept of the resulting lines are

different for each consonant place of articulation.  This difference is consistent

across speakers and highly significant.  Overall, stops in clear speech were found

to have slightly steeper locus equation slopes than stops in normal speech.  While

F2 onset values were found to vary across these two conditions, they were not

found to be dependent on speaking rate.
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Sussman, Dalston and Gumbert (1998) examined the difference between

citation speech and spontaneous speech in terms of locus equations.  Alveolar and

palatalized velar stops were found to have locus equations that were steeper in

spontaneous speech than in citation speech.  These differences were small but

significant.  Similar results were found for read and spontaneous speech in Dutch

(van Son and Pols 1999).

The results from Sussman et al. (1998) and Shia (1995) seem to conflict.

According to the H&H Theory, clear speech would be expected to be a more

hyper-articulated form than normal speech.  Similarly, citation form speech would

be more hyper-articulated than spontaneous speech.  In Shia, the hyper-articulated

form tended to have locus equations with steeper slopes.  In Sussman et al, the

hyper-articulated form had a shallower slope.  It may be that the differences

between the selected hypo- and hyper-articulated styles was insufficient to return

consistent results.  Shia and Sussman et al. both agree that the slightness of the

locus equation differences is indicative of the stability of locus equations as

predictors of consonant place of articulation.

Tjaden and Weismer (1998) analyzed F2 onset values across eight

speaking rates ranging from slow to normal to fast, finding significant correlations

between vowel duration and F2 onset values.  The results of this study were

mixed however, in that the direction of significant correlations was often not in

agreement with Tjaden and Weismer’s predictions.  Inconsistencies in these data

may be related to the choice of stimuli in the experiment.  Speech samples

consisted of the stop consonants [b], [d], and [g] followed by [ajd], [ejl] and [_l].
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These CVC combinations were placed into sentence frames where they were

preceded by the words “put a”.  The phonetic environment for the stop consonants

in these speech samples may not bring a high enough degree of phonetic pressure

to bear on the stop to result in consistent variation in F2 onset values.  It is

problematic, however, that significant effects were found in the opposite direction

of expectations based on theories of undershoot.

1.1.3  Addressing Variability in Consonant Articulation in the Current Study

Overall, results of the various studies of the effect of speaking style and

rate on consonant articulation do not always agree.  However, most of these

studies rely on only a single level of contrast in speaking rate or style: normal vs.

fast, clear vs. normal, spontaneous vs. citation.  Inducing undershoot may require

a broader range of speaking rates or styles.  One study, Tjaden and Weismer

(1998), used eight rate distinctions.  However, that study did not provide a great

deal of consideration for the issue of phonetic context.

One part of this dissertation will be an experiment aimed at inducing

variability in F2 onset values for stop consonants in English.  This experiment

will examine the acoustics of these stops across a range of speaking rates while

manipulating the neighboring vowels to increase the pressure of the phonetic

context on the F2 onset of the stop.  It is hoped that maximizing speaking rate and

phonetic pressure will result in more consistent undershoot effects than have

previously been shown.
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1.2  VARIATION IN AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

1.2.1  The Status of American Sign Language

American Sign Language (ASL) is a manual-visual language used by as

many as 500,000 deaf people in the United States and some parts of Canada.

Since the 1960’s, extensive research has demonstrated that ASL is a language

organized in ways similar to spoken languages, i.e. it has semantic, syntactic,

morphological and phonological systems.  Further it has been shown that ASL is

independent of English, the predominant spoken language in areas where ASL is

used as the primary signed language.  In other words, ASL is not a simple

replacement of English words with manual signs but rather comprises linguistic

systems not related to those of English (Klima and Bellugi 1979).

The terms phonology and phonetics are widely used in the study of signed

languages to represent the manual-visual modality’s analogs of the phonetic and

phonological aspects of spoken languages.  Differences in phonological

parameters in a sign generally result in changes in meaning of that sign, similar to

differences in consonants and vowels in minimal pairs for spoken languages.  The

phonetics of signed languages is the study of the physical transmission of ideas

through the manual-visual channel, i.e. by the movement of the arms, hands and

fingers.

ASL signs are composed of three major parameters as well as several

minor ones.  The major parameters, movement, handshape and location, serve as

the primary source of distinctions between signs (Stokoe 1960, Klima and Bellugi

1979).  The ASL experiments in this dissertation focus on variation in two of
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these parameters: location and handshape.  These two parameters comprise a

relatively small inventory of discrete values that readily lend themselves to

phonetic measurements.

The location of a sign refers to the spatial location of the hands at some

time during that sign and often refers to a location on the body that the hands

contact (Klima and Bellugi 1979).  The phonological distinctiveness of location

values is demonstrated by minimal pairs in Figure 1.6.  The signs FATHER,

MOTHER and FINE are all articulated with the same handshape and involve

repeated movement toward with contact between the thumb tip and the body.  The

crucial difference between these signs lies in the location parameter.  For

FATHER, the hand contacts the forehead, for MOTHER, the hand contacts the

chin and for FINE, the hand contacts the torso.  The meaning distinction for these

three signs is not accompanied by any other difference in articulation.

Figure 1.6:  ASL minimal pairs based on location: FATHER, MOTHER, FINE

Stokoe (1960) distinguishes 12 distinct locations for ASL signs.  Of these

locations, 11 are body locations.  The final location is neutral space.  Neutral
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space is defined by Stokoe as the area in front of the signer’s body from the waist

to the head.  Klima and Bellugi define this area as the reach of the arms with the

elbows bent and suggest that it can be analyzed as several separate vertical levels.

Neutral space signs in the location experiment in chapter 3 are normally

articulated in front of the signer’s torso.

A handshape is a combination of positions of the fingers and thumb during

the production of a sign (Klima and Bellugi 1979).  Minimal pairs distinguished

by handshape are shown in Figure 1.7.  The three signs shown here all involve

contact between the hand and the signer’s cheek and a twisting motion of the

forearm and hand.  The only difference between these three signs is the

handshape.  The handshape for the sign CANDY is produced with only the index

finger extended and the other fingers and the thumb closed.  The handshape for

APPLE has fingers closed into a fist with the knuckle of the index finger slightly

extended.  Finally, the sign JEALOUS is made with the pinky finger extended and

the other fingers and thumb closed.  Stokoe (1960) posits 19 distinct handshapes.

While the fingers and thumb may be flexed or extended separately or as a unit,

there are some restrictions on the possible combinations of finger positions

(Mandel 1981).
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Figure 1.7:  ASL minimal pairs based on handshape: CANDY, APPLE,
JEALOUS

1.2.2  Variation in Locations in Signed Languages

Relatively few studies have focused on variability in the location

parameter in sign production.  Wilbur and Schick (1987) found that stressed signs

in ASL tend to have locations higher in the signing space relative to unstressed

productions.  Mauk (1998) found a similar effect when ASL signs are directed to

an addressee standing far from the signer.  Holzrichter and Meier (2000) found

that ASL-signing parents elevated some signs in child-directed signing.  Crasborn

(2001) found that shouting in Sign Language of the Netherlands (SLN) also

resulted in higher articulations of signs in the signing space.  Crasborn also

showed that in SLN whispered signs were articulated in a signing space that was

relatively compact and low.  These examples demonstrate that location variation

occurs in signed languages, but the variation found in these studies was not

related to signing rate or phonetic environment.
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Lucas, Bayley, Rose and Wulf (2002) examined the shift of forehead-

located signs downward to a cheek location.  They found that the grammatical

category of the sign was the strongest predictor of whether a sign would shift

downward.  Function words (e.g. prepositions) were found to be the most likely to

shift, adjectives the least likely and nouns and verbs somewhere in between.

Location of the preceding sign was also found to be a significant factor.

Compared to signs articulated on the face or head, signs produced at locations

below the head were more likely to be followed by the cheek variant of a forehead

sign.  Although Lucas et al. used qualitative rather than instrumental coding of

location values, their results do indicate that phonetic context influences the

variation in a small set of ASL locations.

1.2.3  Variation in Handshapes in Signed Languages

Fingerspelling is the method used for transliterating English words into the

visual-manual modality.  Each letter of the English word is matched by the

corresponding handshape from the manual alphabet.  Studies have reported both

anticipatory and perseverative coarticulation in fingerspelling (Reich 1975,

Wilcox 1992).  For example, the individual handshapes A, I and R are shown in

Figure 1.8.  The A handshape is made with all the fingers closed and with the

thumb held along the side of the closed index finger.  The I handshape is normally

made with only the pinky finger extended with the other fingers held closed by

the thumb.  Finally, the R handshape, involves the crossing of the index and

middle fingers, while the ring and pinky fingers are held closed by the thumb.
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While these ideal handshapes may be combined to fingerspell the English word

‘air’ (A-I-R), a typical articulation of A-I-R tends to be less crisp.  The

handshapes in Figure 1.9 show a possible articulation of the fingerspelled word

A-I-R.  In this example, the A handshape is the same as it appears in isolation.

However, the I and R handshapes may be articulated with the thumb to the side of

the fisted fingers rather than opposing them.  In effect, the thumb position of the

A handshape has been carried over into the later handshapes.

Figure 1.8:  ASL handshapes A, I and R

Figure 1.9:  Fingerspelled A-I-R

Hoopes (1998) examined the presence of pinky extension in signs that are

articulated without it in their citation forms.  He proposed that this added pinky
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extension might be related to the handshape of neighboring signs.  He found that

the I handshape, when used in fingerspelling, could cause some degree of pinky

extension in neighboring signs.  However, in the analysis of sign sequences with

no fingerspelling, he found that signs with pinky extension were almost never

preceded or followed by signs with an extended pinky finger.  Hoopes found that

grammatical category was a factor in that 99% of signs with added pinky

extension were verbs.  He also suggested that social factors and emphasis may

also play a role in pinky extension.

Liddell and Johnson (1989) observe that handshape assimilation occurs in

ASL.  The example they give is the sign phrase ME GULP.  The sign ME is

normally articulated with an index handshape.  In this example, however, ME

assumes an F handshape anticipating the handshape of the following sign GULP.

Liddell and Johnson state that handshape assimilation in ASL may be largely

limited to alterations of the index handshape in the sign ME.  Parisot (2002)

reports that first, second and third person singular pronouns in Quebec Sign

Language also show some tendency to take on the handshape of a neighboring

verb.

Bayley, Lucas and Rose (2002) examined and quantified variation in

index handshapes.  This study found that phonological handshape assimilation

patterns observed in signs expected to have an index handshape were related to

the phonological handshape features of neighboring signs.  For example, a sign

with an index handshape in the citation form was more likely to appear with a 5-

hand if the preceding handshape had the middle, ring and pinky fingers open.
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Cheek (2001) examined variation in the ASL index hand caused by the

proximity of a 5-hand.  Her goal was to induce variation in the index handshape

and determine if that variation was related to coarticulatory (phonetic) effects or

assimilatory (phonological) effects.  She analyzed the index handshapes in both

normal and fast signing and found that signing rate was a factor in the degree of

variation in the handshape measure.  This finding formed part of her justification

for determining that the observed handshape variation was the result of

coarticulation rather than assimilation.  This study was limited to the

coarticulatory effects of the 5-hand on the index handshape and did not address

phonetic variation in the articulation of the 5-hand.

1.2.4 Motion Tracking and ASL

Few researchers have taken advantage of optoelectronic imaging systems

for studying signed languages.  Data collection using traditional video is limited

to only two dimensions for each video image.  While two video images can be

coordinated to result in a visual perspective of all three dimensions, video records

are still problematic for making precise measurements.  An optoelectronic

imaging system allows markers on a participant’s body to be tracked in three

dimensions simultaneously.

Poizner, Newkirk and Bellugi (1983) and Poizner, Klima, Bellugi and

Livingston (1986) used a system called Selspot to track the realization of

aspectual movements in ASL signing.  The Selspot system uses a set of infrared

light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and two or more infrared sensitive cameras.  The
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LEDs are attached to the signer’s body and the cameras record only the

movement of those LEDs.  The resulting video images are integrated into a three-

dimensional model of the movement of the LEDs.  Wilbur (1990) used a similar

system called WATSMART to analyze stress in ASL signing.  Wilcox (1992)

used WATSMART to record and analyze changes in handshapes during

fingerspelling.  Selspot and WATSMART are active marker systems, since the

markers themselves produce the infrared light that the cameras track.

The Vicon system, which is used in the ASL studies in this dissertation,

has been used successfully in several studies of ASL.  Vicon is similar to the

Selspot or WATSMART system except that Vicon is a passive marker system, i.e.

the infrared-sensitive cameras generate infrared light and the markers are simply

small balls covered in silver tape which reflects the infrared light back to the

cameras.  Mauk (1999) compared movement trajectories from normal signing and

signing intended for a watcher at a great distance.  Cheek (2001), described above

in section 1.2.3, used Vicon to analyze handshape variation.  Finally, Cormier

(2002) examined the positioning of indexers relative to their referents.  More

information on Vicon can be found in chapter 3.

1.2.5 Addressing Variability in ASL in the Current Study

Previous studies of variation in handshape and location parameters in

signing have largely focused on naturalistic data with observations coded

qualitatively.  Language use in a naturalistic setting can be problematic in that

investigators do not control the sequences of sounds or signs that are produced
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and must rely upon whatever samples can be found in the data that shed light

upon the hypotheses being tested.  Further for a detailed analysis of handshape

and location variation, qualitative observations may not be fine grained enough to

reveal variability if that variability is relatively small.  The experiments in this

dissertation will analyze handshapes and locations in controlled environments.

Further, a system of markers located on the signer’s dominant arm and hand will

allow handshapes and locations to be measured quantitatively.

Cheek (2001) used a quantitative measure to analyze the effect of a 5-hand

on an index handshape at two signing rates.  The handshape experiment in this

dissertation will use her work as a starting point, reexamining this effect, as well

as the effect of an index handshape on a 5-hand, across a broader range of signing

rates.

1.3  GOALS AND ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION

The goal of this dissertation is first to demonstrate rate and context

dependent variation in F2 onset values for English stops, and in location and

handshape measurements for ASL signs.  Multiple linear regression analyses will

relate any observed variation to other phonetic factors.  Chapter 2 will describe

the experiment on English F2 onsets and experiments on ASL locations and

handshapes will be detailed in chapters 3 and 4 respectively.  Chapter 5 will sum

up these experiments, relating them to each other and to other experiments in the

literature on phonetic and phonological variation and give some thoughts on

ramifications for methodological issues and directions for future research.
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Chapter 2:  Undershoot in English Stop Consonants

In this chapter, I will describe an experiment designed to elicit undershoot

effects in stop consonant articulations.  Studies of vowel undershoot are plentiful

in the literature showing that the realization of vowels’ F2 targets is dependent on

speaking rate and style.  However, little work has been done to investigate similar

effects on consonants.  In this experiment, CV sequences were selected to

heighten the acoustic distance between a high F2 onset representing the

consonant’s articulation and a low F2 at the vowel’s midpoint.  Extreme

transitions from F2 onset to F2 midpoint will increase the likelihood of finding

rate dependent effects.  The preceding vowel has either a high F2 value or a low

F2 value.  A consistently low F2 environment is expected to result in more

consistent rate effects.  Based on these sequences of vowels and consonants, I will

show that speaking rate and phonetic context influence the realization of stop

consonants in a manner that is consistent with undershoot effect seen in vowel

articulations.

2.1 METHODOLOGY

2.1.1 Participants

Two male and two female speakers of American English between the ages

of 30 and 45 participated in this study.  All four were students or staff at the

University of Texas at Austin.  These participants were originally from different
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parts of the United States.  In this dissertation, all participants will be referred to

by their initials.  AT and CW are female, while FH and MB are male.

2.1.2 Speech Samples

Since the primary interest of this experiment was to study the interaction

of consonant and vowel formant targets, four CV combinations were chosen to

maximize the acoustic distance between consonant F2 targets (as reflected by F2

onset values for the following vowel) and vowel F2 targets.  The consonants

chosen, [d] and [g], have relatively high F2 onset targets, while the vowels they

were matched with have relatively low F2 targets.  The consonant [d] was

followed by two back vowels [a] and [o]; [g] was followed by [a] and [æ].  These

CVs were followed by either [d] or [g] to make closed syllables.1  Some of the

words formed were actual words of English (e.g. dog and god), while others were

not (e.g. doag [dog]).  Participants were instructed as to the pronunciations

expected for non-words.

Each of these CVC syllables was placed into two carrier phrases, one

where the CVC was preceded by [o]: though ___ hopes, the other where the CVC

was preceded by [i]: see ___ here.  The first phrase, though ___ hopes, places the

CVC into an environment where it is both preceded and followed by a low F2

target.  The second phrase, see ___ here, places the CVC into an environment

                                                  
1 Effects from the consonant closing the syllable were not analyzed.  The syllables were closed to
make the CVs part of a sequence that is word-like in English.  The vowel [æ] in particular cannot
be word-final in English.
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where it is surrounded by high F2 targets.  The resulting phrases contain 8 VCV

sequences of interest: [oda], [odo], [oga], [ogæ], [ida], [ido], [iga], and [igæ].

Participants were asked to say these phrases in four manners:  a) normal,

relaxed speech, b) speech faster than normal but not so fast that the subject or

experimenter felt the speech lost intelligibility, c) speech that was even faster but

without any special regard for clarity, and d) speech that was “as fast as possible”.

These elicitation conditions were intended to produce a range of speaking rates.

Each participant was offered the opportunity to practice a few phrases before each

new condition.  Rarely did the investigator feel the need to provide feedback on

the subject’s performance.  Participants were not provided with any kind of

regulatory feedback (e.g. a metronome) to help them control their performance of

any of the rate categories.  Rather, participants were allowed to perform at self-

selected rates.

The phrases were presented to the participants typed on slips of paper

measuring 8.5” x 2.75”.  The investigator turned these slips of paper as the

participant finished each phrase.  Occasionally, the participant would misspeak.

In these cases, the investigator asked the participant to repeat that phrase.

The phrases were randomized within each repetition set and different

random orders were used for each elicitation condition.  In total, 10 repetitions

were collected for each of the 8 phrases in each of the 4 speaking conditions.  A

total of 320 phrases were collected from each participant.
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2.1.3 Recording and Digitizing

Subjects were recorded in a sound-treated room using a uni-directional

Shure G 3.1 microphone and a Fostex D-5 Digital Master Recorder (DAT).  The

data were digitized on a Macintosh G4 using MacQuirer 5 by Scicon R&D Inc. at

a sampling rate of 22 kHz.  Spectrograms were produced using a 172 Hz filter and

included formant tracking with a 5 ms step size.

2.1.4 Measurements

2.1.4.1 Segmentation of VCV Sequences

In the normal elicitation category, the segmentation of the spectrogram

into the VCV sequence was fairly straightforward.  The beginning of each vowel

was determined by a sharp increase in the amplitude of the first formant.  Since

the consonants often had little or no voicing, this increase in amplitude was often

the beginning of F1.  The end of each vowel was determined by a sharp decrease

in the amplitude of the first formant.  Again, due to lack of visible voicing during

the consonants, this drop in amplitude was often the end of F1.  The beginning of

the stop closure coincided with the ending of V1.  The release burst was

considered the end of the stop closure.  The spectrogram in Figure 2.1 shows an

example of a typical VCV sequence with arrows to indicate these landmarks.

Note that all spectrograms in this chapter have the same scale in terms of time and

frequency.
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Figure 2.1: [oga] in the Normal elicitation category with arrows marking
segmentation of V1, stop closure and V2, speaker AT

In the faster elicitation categories, the boundaries between vowels and

stops were often much more subtle.  The rubric described above for the normal

elicitation category was applied to these faster rates.  While the difference in

amplitude between vowel and stop and vice versa was much smaller in the faster

speaking rates, these amplitude differences were still visible and served to

indicate the segmentation of these sequences.

V1 Closure V2
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Figure 2.2: [oga] in the Fast Clear elicitation category with arrows marking
segmentation of V1, stop closure and V2, speaker AT.

2.1.4.2 Formant Measurements

A combination of visual inspection of the spectrogram and formant

tracking was used to determine formant values.  Values for Macquirer’s formant

tracking are determined using an LPC calculation with a smoothing algorithm.

Except in the case of some F2 onsets (see below), formant tracking was never

taken as a measure of F2 without reference to visible formants on the

spectrogram.

In the VCV sequences, the onset of the second formant of the second

vowel (V2 F2 onset) was of primary interest.  Since the F2 onset was intended to

represent the place of articulation of the preceding consonant, the F2 onset

measurement was taken as early as possible following the release of the

V1 Clos V2
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consonant.  Even though the stop consonants in this study were voiced, there did

tend to be a slight lag following the release of the stop before the onset of voicing.

If there was no voicing at the time of the release, formant tracking was used to

establish the value of the F2 onset immediately after the release.  The first

formant tracking mark after the release was used as the measure of F2 onset.  The

spectrogram in Figure 2.3 shows an example where formant tracking, marked

with an arrow, determined the value of the F2 onset.  In this example, the formant

track begins in the period of aspiration following the release and leads clearly into

the vowel’s second formant.

Figure 2.3: Spectrogram showing formant tracking used to measure F2 onset in
the VOT with an arrow indicating the beginning of the formant
tracking for V2, one example with good first marker, speaker AT

On occasion, the first formant track mark after the release did not seem to

match the general trend of the F2 moving into the vowel.  In these cases, the first
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marker was ignored in favor of a second or third marker.  An example of this

situation can be seen in the spectrogram in Figure 2.4.  In this case, following the

release, there are two pairs of formant tracking point that are not clearly related to

the third tracking point, which begins a smooth transition into the F2 formant

track of the vowel.  In this case, the third formant tracking point was taken as the

measurement point for the F2 onset.

Figure 2.4: [oga] in the Normal elicitation condition, speaker AT

Since variability in the V2 F2 onset was expected to be related to

neighboring F2 values, F2 measurements were also taken for the midpoint and

offset of the preceding and following vowels.  Offset F2 values were taken at the

last glottal pulse of the vowel.  The measurement of F2 midpoints was not always

taken at the temporal midpoint of the vowel.  Figure 2.5 shows a set of possible

F2 shapes during the vowel.  The point where the F2 contour crosses the dotted
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line represents the point where the F2 was measured for each type.  If there was a

steady state portion of the vowel as in Figure 2.5a, the vowel’s F2 was measured

there.  If no steady state was present during a vowel, the F2 measurement was

taken at a medial minimum or maximum F2 value as in Figure 2.5b and 2.5c.

Otherwise, the temporal midpoint of that vowel was used for F2 measurements as

in Figure 2.5d.

Figure 2.5: Idealized F2 contours and measurement points for each

2.1.4.3 Duration Measurements

As noted above, F2 onset values were expected to be dependent on

speaking rate.  For each VCV, durations were measured for the first vowel, the

stop closure, and the second vowel.  The graph in Figure 2.6 shows the mean

duration for each segment in each elicitation condition for speaker AT.  Error bars

in all graphs represent one standard deviation.  Notice that the Normal elicitation

condition has the highest mean duration for each segment, and each successive

condition has a lower mean duration, indicating an overall increase in speaking

a                           b                            c                         d
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rate from the Normal condition to the Fastest condition.  This pattern was true for

all speakers.

Figure 2.6: Mean durations by elicitation condition, speaker AT

Notice that for AT the greatest duration difference between successive

conditions was between the Normal condition and the Fast Clear condition

conditions.  This was also true for CW and MB.  For speaker FH, however, the

greatest difference was between Fast Clear and Fast Unclear for the first vowel

and between Fast Unclear and Fastest for the stop closure duration and the second

vowel as shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Mean durations by elicitation condition, speaker FH

Articulatorily, stop consonants are typified by a complete closure between

the tongue and the roof of the mouth, or between the upper and lower lip.

Acoustically, voiced stops may show a voice bar (extremely low F1) and a release

burst, but usually no higher formant structure.  In this experiment, the stops

produced in the normal elicitation category conformed to these acoustic

expectations, see, for example, the spectrogram in Figure 2.8.  However, in the

faster elicitation categories, higher formant structure was often visible and

sometimes these higher formants were strong enough that segmentation between

the stops and their neighboring vowels was difficult.  Figure 2.8 shows a

spectrogram with a partially visible F2 during the stop closure.  A spectrogram of

a stop with a continuous F2 is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: Spectrogram showing typical F2 during closure with arrows marking
stop closure, speaker AT

Figure 2.9: Spectrogram showing some F2 during closure with arrows marking
stop closure, speaker AT

Closure

Clos
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Figure 2.10: Spectrogram showing continuous F2 during closure with arrows
marking stop closure, speaker AT

In order to quantify the presence of visible higher formants during stop

closure, I first measured the duration of the closure that did not show a visible F2.

This value was then subtracted from the closure duration to yield a duration of the

stop closure with a visible F2.  Finally, the duration of stop closure with visible

F2 was divided by the closure duration, resulting in a percentage of stop closure

with F2 visible.  Based on acoustic expectations about stop consonants, this

measure would normally be 0%.  Since F2 was sometimes visible during the

closure, this expectation was not always met.

Cl
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2.1.5 Regression Analysis

In order to quantify the effect of speaking rate on stop consonants, linear

regression analyses were conducted.  These regressions compare stop closure

duration with either the proportion of F2 visible during closure or the value of the

F2 onset.  Regression line equations, Pearson Product Moment Correlation

coefficients and significance levels (p values) will be reported.

It is anticipated that several factors influence the observed values of F2

onsets.  Multiple linear regression models were designed to better explain the

variation in F2 onsets.  F2 values of preceding and following vowels and duration

of stop closure were the main independent variables included in these models.

Terms representing the interactions of some of these main variables were included

in a stepwise manner.

In the construction of these models, all three main variables were

considered obligatory.  If one of these main variables were not present in the

model, any interaction terms based on that variable could not be appropriately

evaluated.  Unlike the main variables, the interaction terms were included in a

stepwise manner, meaning that each interaction term was only included in the

model if it was significantly correlated with whatever variance in the dependent

variable remained unaccounted for at the time of the interaction term’s inclusion

(p< .05).  The order of inclusion for interaction terms was based on the degree of

the correlation of that variable with the residual variance.  The interaction that

was most strongly correlated with the residual would be added first.  At that time,

a new model would be created and any remaining interaction terms would be
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compared with the residual variance from the new model.  These models are

summarized in section 2.3 below.

2.2 RESULTS

Two kinds of results will be discussed in this section.  It was noted above

that at faster speaking rates, the character of the stops tended to be different from

the normal expectations about stops.  Section 2.2.1 will describe the occurrence of

visible formant structure during stop in fast speech.  Section 2.2.2 will present an

analysis of the variability of F2 onsets following stop consonants.

2.2.1 Rate Effects on Visible F2 during Closure

As described above in section 2.1.4.3, for the faster elicitation categories,

higher formant structure was often visible during stop closure.  The graph in

Figure 2.11 shows the mean percentage of closure duration with F2 visible in each

elicitation category for each speaker.  In this graph, all phrase types have been

combined within each elicitation category.  Generally, the Normal category had

the least amount of visible F2 during closure.  As speaking rate increased, the

percentage of visible F2 increased.  Note that there is a great deal of variability

within each of the faster rate categories.  As a result, the standard deviations for

these categories are high.
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Figure 2.11: Mean Percentage of Stop Closure with Visible F2

The occurrence of F2 during closure was also compared with observed

stop closure durations.  Since there is some overlap of measured durations

between the elicitation categories, a point-by-point comparison may provide a

finer level of description of this phenomenon.  The graph in Figure 2.12 compares

stop closure duration to the proportion of the closure with a visible F2 for speaker

AT.  The data in this scatter plot have been divided into their elicitation

conditions, but the regression line represents the data as a whole.  Note that 100%

is the maximum value for the y-axis.  Since many measurements are located at

this ceiling level, the identification of individual points in this graph may be

difficult.  The mean values for each condition have been superimposed on the data

scatter to better elucidate the relative distribution of points.  For example, in the

fastest elicitation condition, some tokens showed 0% visible F2 during closure

and the distribution of the Fastest condition points between 0% and 100% seems
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relatively uniform.  However, the mean value is still over 70%, reflecting a large

number of tokens at the ceiling.

The distribution of points in this scatter plot is “L” shaped.  Stops with the

longest closure duration tended to have little visible F2.  Only stops with short

closure durations have a large degree of F2 visible during closure.  However, a

short closure duration did not necessarily result in a visible F2; some cases with

particularly short closure durations had no F2 visible during the closure.

Figure 2.12: Presence of visible F2 during stop closure, speaker AT

Speakers CW and MB were much like AT in terms of visible F2 during

closure.  Speaker FH, shown in Figure 2.13, tended to have much less visible F2

than the other speakers, which is not surprising in light of the low mean

proportions of visible F2 for FH shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.13: Presence of visible F2 during stop closure, speaker FH

Table 2.1 summarizes the correlation between the duration of stop closure

and the degree of visible F2 during stop closure for each speaker.  For each

speaker, the correlation is found to be negative and highly significant.

Speaker Regression Equation r r2 p

AT y = -1.13x + 99.94 -0.63 0.40 <0.001

CW y = -1.14x + 91.14 -0.61 0.37 <0.001

FH y = -0.56x + 58.50 -0.52 0.27 <0.001

MB y = -1.41x + 113.24 -0.70 0.49 <0.001

Table 2.1: Presence of F2 during closure correlated with closure duration

The presence of formant structure during closure implies that the closure

may be incomplete.  The first formant (F1) is related to the degree of openness of
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the vocal tract.  Since a stop typically involves a complete closure of the vocal

tract, F1 during stop closure is expected to be low.

Formants are resonance curves and as such areas of peak amplitude in a

formant curve reflect frequency ranges that are amplified (Fant 1960).  Figure

2.14 illustrates the composition of a formant curve for two vowels, one a high

vowel, the other a mid height vowel.  The top image shows individual formant

components.  The solid line represents the formant components for the mid vowel.

The high vowel has the same values for the second through fourth formants.  The

F1 for the high vowel, however, is shown with a dashed line.  Since the value of

F1 represents the degree of closure in the vocal tract, the peak of the F1 for the

high vowel is at a lower frequency than the F1 peak for the mid vowel.

Figure 2.14: Additive nature of formants (Fant 1960)
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Notice that the right side of the individual formants becomes low in terms

of amplitude2, indicating that the formant will make a reduced contribution to the

amplitude of the spectral envelope in this frequency range.  Since the F1 for the

high vowel peaks at a lower frequency than the mid vowel, the right tail for the

high vowel reaches a lower amplitude than that of the mid vowel.  The bottom

picture shows the result of adding the formant components together for each

vowel.  Because of the decreased amplitude of the first formant’s tail for the high

vowel, the higher formants (F2-F4) have lower overall peak amplitudes.

We can extend this relationship between F1 frequency and amplitude of

higher formants to stop consonants.  It is clear that stop consonants with their

minimal F1 values should show extreme dampening of higher formant structure.

Thus the presence of higher formants during stop closures may indicate that the

F1 value is relatively high for a stop.3  To cause these high F1 values at faster

speaking rates, the degree of closure may have been reduced.

Incomplete closure can be interpreted as a kind of undershoot.  The

specification of closure in a stop generally results in a clear boundary between

stops and neighboring vowels.  However, as shown above, in the fast speech

samples in this experiment, these boundaries were often quite subtle resulting in a

more vowel-like acoustic result for stop consonants.  In this experiment, it is

unclear whether the closure is incomplete (i.e. the airstream is not entirely

                                                  
2 In this illustration, only the first and second formants are shown to fall below 0 dB.  In fact, each
formant is expected to fall below 0 dB in amplitude, but due to space considerations, the frequency
range of the chart does not extend high enough to show this.
3 Due to the relatively low amplitude typically found during stop closures, an actual measurement
of F1 values during closure was difficult.  The measurement of F2 during closure was considered
to be more reliable, if less direct, measure of the degree of closure.
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stopped) or if the physical extent of the closure is simply reduced (i.e. the area of

contact between the tongue and the roof of the mouth is smaller).

2.2.2 Rate Effects on F2 Onset Values

As expected, F2 onset values were found to vary across the elicitation

categories.  In some cases, F2 onsets were found to be lower in faster speech

rates.  The spectrogram in Figure 2.15 shows a typical example of the sequence

[oda] in the Normal condition produced by speaker AT.  The F2 onset in this

example is near 2000 Hz.  In Figure 2.16, an example of the same sequence in the

Fastest condition, the F2 onset value is around 1500 Hz.  The reduction in the F2

onset may result from coarticulation of the stop with the preceding and/or

following vowel, both of which have relatively low F2 values.  Notice that there is

also some increase in the value of the F2 values of the neighboring vowels in the

Fastest condition example, with the overall result that the F2 sequence in that

example is flatter than the Normal condition example.
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Figure 2.15: [oda] in Normal condition, speaker AT

Figure 2.16: [oda] in Fastest condition, speaker AT
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Variation in F2 onsets did not always lead to lower F2 onsets at faster

speech rates.  In some cases, the F2 onset at faster rates was higher as seen by

comparing the spectrograms in 2.17 and 2.18.  The example of the sequence [igæ]

from the Normal condition has an F2 onset just below 2000 Hz, while the

example from the Fastest condition was measured at over 2150 Hz.  Presumably

the F2 onset in the Fastest condition example is shifting upward to match the

preceding vowel’s high F2.

Figure 2.17: [igæ] in the Normal condition, speaker FH
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Figure 2.18: [igæ] in the Fastest condition, speaker FH

In the following sections, I will demonstrate that these examples are

consistently represented in the data as a whole.  Section 2.2.2.1 will describe

VCV sequences beginning with [o], while section 2.2.2.2 will describe sequences

beginning with [i].  Section 2.2.2.3 will summarize and compare the results of

these two sequence types.

2.2.2.1  Rate Effects on F2 Onsets in [oVC] Sequences

This section will describe rate effects on four VCV sequences: [oda],

[odo], [oga] and [ogæ].  For each sequence, I will first present mean F2 values for

each rate condition for various landmarks in each phrase.  I will then present a

scatter plot comparing F2 onset values with stop closure durations for that

sequence.
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2.2.2.1.1  Sequence [oda]

The graph in Figure 2.19 shows the mean values for F2 at the onset of the

second vowel for the sequence [oda].  Each rate condition is represented as a

separate bar.  Error bars represent one standard deviation.  For speakers AT, CW

and MB, the mean V2 F2 onset values show a clear progression from highest at

the Normal speaking rate to lowest at the Fastest condition.  Speaker FH shows a

similar progression, except that the mean values for the Normal and Fast Clear

conditions are similar.

Figure 2.19: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [oda]

In order to better understand this progression of mean values, charts have

been constructed to show the variation in mean F2 values at five points during the

VCV sequence: V1 midpoint, V1 offset, V2 onset, V2 midpoint and V2 offset.

The chart in Figure 2.20 shows mean F2 values for speaker AT.  Each line and
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symbol type represents one elicitation condition.  For speaker AT, the mean V2

F2 onset values show a clear progression from highest at the Normal speaking

rate to lowest at the Fastest condition, replicating the distribution shown above in

figure 2.19.  The reverse progression is true for the V2 midpoint: the Normal

condition has the lowest F2 measure there, while the Fastest condition has the

highest.  The preceding vowel shows a slightly less consistent progression, with

the Fast Clear condition showing the lowest F2 value.  The changes seen in these

mean values result in an overall reduction in F2 change from one landmark to the

next as speaking rate increases.

Figure 2.20: Mean F2 values for [oda], speaker AT

The scatter plot in Figure 2.21 compares each F2 onset measurement with

the corresponding closure duration measurement for the [oda] sequences

produced by speaker AT.  The trend seen for F2 onsets in Figure 2.20 is

confirmed in the scatterplot in Figure 2.21.  Stops with shorter closure durations
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have lower F2 onset values.  Similar rate effects were found for the sequence

[oda] in the productions of the other three participants.

Figure 2.21: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oda], speaker AT

Table 2.2 summarizes the correlations between closure duration and F2

onset values for each speaker’s productions of [oda].  The correlation between

these two factors is positive and significant for each speaker, again indicating that

as closure duration decreases, F2 onset values decrease.
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Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = 2.513x + 1559.8 0.85 < 0.001

CW y = 6.516x + 1446.4 0.84 < 0.001

FH y = 3.319x + 1210.6 0.71 < 0.001

MB y = 3.852x + 1486.7 0.65 < 0.001

Table 2.2: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [oda]

2.2.2.1.2  Sequence [odo]

The rate effects on F2 onsets in [odo] are similar to the effects seen for

[oda].  The mean values for the F2 onset of V2 are shown in Figure 2.22.  As with

the [oda] sequence, each speaker shows the same general trend, with the highest

mean values found at the Normal rate condition and the lowest values found in the

Fastest rate condition.  To further illustrate this similarity, Figures 2.23 and 2.24

show mean F2 values and duration scatterplot of F2 onsets for the second VCV

sequence [odo] from speaker AT.
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Figure 2.22: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [odo]

Figure 2.23: Mean F2 values for [odo], speaker AT
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Figure 2.24: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [odo], speaker AT

Table 2.3 summarizes the correlations between F2 onsets and closure

duration for [odo].  The regression equations for each speaker are similar to the

corresponding regressions for the [oda] sequence.  These similarities may indicate

that the [d] consonant is influenced similarly by speaking rate regardless of the

following vowel.

Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = 2.608x + 1608.7 0.86 < 0.001

CW y = 4.575x + 1547.5 0.80 < 0.001

FH y = 3.281x + 1282.0 0.62 < 0.001

MB y = 3.156x + 1590.7 0.62 < 0.001

Table 2.3: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [odo]
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2.2.2.1.3  Sequence [oga]

The third VCV sequence [oga] does not show consistent variation for

three of the four speakers.  For speakers CW and FH, the V2 F2 onset values are

similar across the rate conditions (see Figure 2.25).  Speaker AT shows variation

in her mean values, but not in manner that seems logical in light of the rate

conditions.  Only MB shows variation in mean V2 F2 onset values similar to

those discussed in the preceding sections.

Figure 2.25: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [oga]

Figure 2.26 shows mean F2 values for [oga] for speaker AT.  In this

example, while there is variation in the mean V2 F2 onset values, there is not a

logical progression of these values.  The Normal, Fast Unclear, and Fastest means

are similar, while the Fast Clear mean is much lower.  At the same time, however,

the F2 offset of the previous vowel and the midpoint of the following vowel do
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seem to be rising as speaking rate increases, bringing their values closer to that of

the F2 onset.  The results for speaker CW are similar, except that CW shows even

less variation in F2 onset means as shown in Figure 2.27.  For speaker FH, lack of

variation in the F2 onset is matched by lack of variation in the following vowel

midpoint.

Figure 2.26: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker AT
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Figure 2.27: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker CW

Figure 2.28: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker FH

The correlations of F2 onset with closure duration for AT, CW and FH are

positive for this sequence, but the correlations are relatively weak (see Table 2.4).

Figure 2.29 shows a scatter plot for speaker AT.
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Figure 2.29: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oga], speaker AT

The final speaker, MB is different from the first three with respect to the

[oga] sequence.  For MB, the F2 onset shows a strong downward trend as rate

increases.  In fact, MB’s strongest rate effect is found with this sequence.

Another striking difference between MB and the other speakers is that for MB,

there is relatively little variation in the offset of the preceding vowel or in the

midpoint of the following vowel.
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Figure 2.30: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker MB

The comparison of F2 onset and closure duration for MB’s [oga] supports

the trend seen in MB’s mean F2 values.  Only MB shows consistent variation in

the F2 onset for this sequence.

Figure 2.31: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oga], speaker MB
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Table 2.4 summarizes the correlations between F2 onset values and

closure durations.  As expected from the case-by-case discussion above, only MB

shows a significant correlation between these two variables.

Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = 0.461x + 1529.4 0.14 ns

CW y = 0.237x + 1581.8 0.04 ns

FH y = 0.046x + 1336.9 0.02 ns

MB y = 7.664x + 1135.4 0.77 < 0.001

Table 2.4: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [oga]

2.2.2.1.4  Sequence [ogæ]

The final VCV sequence to be discussed in this section is [ogæ].  For this

sequence the four speakers’ productions were found to be similar.  Figure 2.32

compares the mean V2 F2 onset values found for each rate condition.  For speaker

CW, a clear downward progression of mean values is seen.  While the progression

of mean values of the other three speakers are not as consistent as those of CW,

an overall downward trend can be seen by comparing the Normal and Fastest rate

conditions.
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Figure 2.32: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [ogæ]

Mean F2 values are shown for [ogæ] from speaker AT in Figure 2.33.  In

this case, the Fast Clear condition has a slightly higher mean F2 onset value than

the Normal condition.  Otherwise, the F2 onset shows a downward progression as

speaking rate increases.  The scatter plot in Figure 2.34 shows the correlation of

F2 onset with closure duration.  As with previous examples in this section, the

relationship is positive; as closure duration is shortened, the F2 onset value

decreases.
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Figure 2.33: Mean F2 values for [ogæ], speaker AT

Figure 2.34: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ogæ], speaker AT
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Table 2.5 summarizes the correlation of F2 onset and closure duration for

all speakers.  Each speaker shows a significant positive correlation between these

two factors.

Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = 2.575x + 2114.7 0.56 < 0.001

CW y = 6.312x + 1879.7 0.77 < 0.001

FH y = 3.309x + 1746.2 0.52 0.001

MB y = 2.106x + 1911.4 0.24 < 0.001

Table 2.5: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [ogæ]

2.2.2.1.5  Summary of Results for [oVC] Sequences

In this section, I have shown that when the initial vowel in these VCV

sequences is [o], if there is a lawful relationship between F2 onset and speaking

rate, F2 onset values will be lower as speaking rate increases.  Each speaker

showed strong positive correlations between stop closure duration and F2 onset

values for three out of the four VCV sequences.  For AT, CW and FH these

sequences were [oda], [odo] and [ogæ].  For MB, a correlations were found for

[oda], [odo] and [oga].

It is important to remember that these sequences were designed so that the

stop consonant F2 would be high and the second vowel F2 would be low, putting

the demands of the stop in conflict with the demands of the following vowel.

When those CVs are preceded by an [o], which also has a low F2 value, the stop
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consonant is in a consistently low F2 environment.  It is not surprising that if the

stop consonant undershoots its expected F2 value, it will do so in the direction of

the low F2 environment.

2.2.2.2 Rate Effects on F2 Onsets in [iVC] Sequences

The preceding section described rate effects on [oCV] sequences.  These

sequences placed the stop consonant in a consistently low F2 environment.  This

section will report rate effects on VCV sequences beginning with [i].  The vowel

[i] typically has a high F2 value.  As a result, the stop consonant will be preceded

by a high F2 and followed by a low F2.  As with the previous section, results will

be described for each [iVC] sequence.

2.2.2.2.1  Sequence [ida]

Rate effects on the sequence [ida] show some variability across the four

speakers.  Figure 2.35 shows mean values for the V2 F2 onset for this sequence.

Speakers CW and FH’s mean values show a downward progression with each

successive rate condition.  For speakers AT and MB, however, the mean values

are similar across the conditions.
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Figure 2.35: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [ida]

The chart in Figure 2.36 shows the mean F2 values of [ida] as produced by

speaker CW.  The mean F2 onset follows a progression typical of several of the

[oCV] sequences described above; the mean F2 onset for the Normal condition is

the highest, and the mean F2 onset is lower for each successive rate condition.

This pattern is also largely true for the first vowel’s mean F2 midpoints and

offsets.  The second vowel, however, shows mean F2 values that rise with each

increasing rate condition.  As seen in Figure 2.37, the correlation between stop

closure duration and F2 onset value is positive for speaker CW, indicating that as

closure durations become shorter, the F2 onset value is lower.
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Figure 2.36: Mean F2 values for [ida], speaker CW

Figure 2.37: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker CW

The F2 onset pattern for [ida] from speaker FH is similar to that of speaker

CW.  The mean F2 values in Figure 2.38 show a downward progression of the
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mean F2 onset in successive rate conditions.  Also similar to CW, the V2

midpoint and offset show some variation in mean value, with the F2 of the Fastest

condition lower than the F2 of the other conditions.  One notable difference for

speaker FH is that there is little variation in the means of the second vowel’s F2

midpoints.  Figure 2.39 shows that the correlation of F2 onset with closure

duration is positive for FH.

Figure 2.38: Mean F2 values for [ida], speaker FH
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Figure 2.39: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker FH

For speakers AT and MB, while there is variability in the mean F2 onset

values, that variability does not follow a clear progression based on the rate

conditions.  For example, for speaker AT, as seen in Figure 2.40, the mean values

for the Normal and Fast Unclear categories are similar while the Fast Clear and

Fastest categories are similar.  The preceding vowel F2 midpoint and offset and

following vowel midpoint, however, show consistent patterns similar to those

seen for CW’s production of this sequence.  The scatter plot in Figure 2.41 shows

that there is no correlation between F2 onset and closure duration.  MB’s

productions are similar to AT’s.
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Figure 2.40: Mean F2 values for [ida], speaker AT

Figure 2.41: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker AT

Table 2.6 summarizes the correlation of F2 onset and closure duration for

all four speakers.  For FH and CW, a positive correlation between these two
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factors was found to be significant.  Correlations for AT and MB were not

significant.

Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = -.003x + 1914.1 0.00 ns

CW y = 2.111x + 1852.8 0.60 < 0.001

FH y = 1.745x + 1518.0 0.44 0.005

MB y = -3.190x + 1747.1 -0.14 ns

Table 2.6: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [ida]

2.2.2.2.2  Sequence [ido]

For the sequence [ido], speakers AT and CW show F2 onset means with a

downward progression as the speaking rate conditions increase (see Figure 2.42).

For FH, there is little variation in the mean values.  While mean values for MB’s

productions vary, the variation does not follow a consistent pattern with regard to

the rate conditions.
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Figure 2.42: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [ido]

Figure 2.43 shows the mean F2 values for speaker AT.  Similar to AT’s

mean F2 values for [ida], the first vowel’s midpoint and offset means also show a

downward progression, while the second vowel midpoint shows an upward

progression with successive speaking rate conditions.  The correlation between F2

onset and closure duration is positive, as shown in Figure 2.44.
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Figure 2.43: Mean F2 values for [ido], speaker AT

Figure 2.44: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ido], speaker AT

Speakers FH and MB do not show an orderly progression of mean F2

onset values.  As seen in Figure 2.45, the F2 onset means for speaker FH show
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little variation.  For MB in Figure 2.46, variation in F2 onset means was found,

but in this case the Normal and Fastest categories had similar F2 onset means,

while the other two conditions were slightly higher.  The corresponding

correlations between F2 onset value and closure duration were found to be low, as

exemplified by Figure 2.47, showing that correlation for speaker MB.

Figure 2.45: Mean F2 values for [ido], speaker FH
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Figure 2.46: Mean F2 values for [ido], speaker MB

Figure 2.47: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ido], speaker MB
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Table 2.7 summarizes the F2 onset-closure duration correlations for [ido].

A significant positive correlations was found for CW.  Correlations for the other

speakers were not significant.

Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = 0.736x + 1925.4 0.28 ns

CW y = 1.463x + 1963.6 0.48 0.002

FH y = 0.192x + 1684.2 0.06 ns

MB y = -0.013x + 1822.7 0.00 ns

Table 2.7: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [ido]

2.2.2.2.3  Sequence [iga]

Mean V2 F2 Onset values are shown in Figure 2.48 for the sequence [iga].

Only speaker MB shows an orderly relationship between F2 onset means and the

rate conditions.  The other speakers show variation in mean V2 F2 onset values,

but that variation does not seem related to the rate conditions.
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Figure 2.48: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [iga]

The mean F2 values in 2.49 show that for MB the progression of means

across the rate conditions is downward.  The corresponding F2 onset-closure

duration correlation is positive, as shown in Figure 2.50.

Figure 2.49: Mean F2 values for [iga], speaker MB
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Figure 2.50: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [iga], speaker MB

The F2 onset means for the other speakers did not fit expectations of either

an upward or downward progression.  An example can be seen in Figure 2.51

from the productions of speaker AT.  Despite the lack of a logical relationship

between F2 onset means and the rate conditions, the correlation between F2 onset

values and stop closure durations was found to be negative for AT, CW and FH.

The scatter plot in Figure 2.52 demonstrates this relationship for speaker AT’s

productions.
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Figure 2.51: Mean F2 values for [iga], speaker AT

Figure 2.52: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [iga], speaker AT

Table 2.8 shows the correlational analyses for all four speakers for the

sequence [iga].  Significant correlations were found for only two speakers: CW &
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FH.  For these two speakers, the correlation of F2 onset values with closure

duration was negative.

Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = -1.146x + 1899.2 -0.14 ns

CW y = -5.166x + 2145.9 -0.54 < 0.001

FH y = -2.196x + 1743.8 -0.47 0.002

MB y = 0.815x + 1841.0 0.14 ns

Table 2.8: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [iga]

2.2.2.2.4  Sequence [igæ]

The final VCV sequence discussed in this section is [igæ].  Mean V2 F2

onset values are shown in Figure 2.53.  Only speaker AT shows a clear downward

progression of mean V2 F2 onset values.  Speakers CW and FH’s productions

resulted in very little variation in F2 onset means for this sequence.  Mean values

for MB show variation that does not seem related to the rate conditions.
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Figure 2.53: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [igæ]

In Figure 2.54, speaker AT’s productions show the downward progression

of mean F2 onset values across the four rate conditions.  The scatter plot in Figure

2.55 shows a positive correlation between F2 onset and closure duration for AT’s

production of [igæ].  AT was the only speaker to show this pattern for this

sequence.
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Figure 2.54: Mean F2 values for [igæ], speaker AT

Figure 2.55: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [igæ], speaker AT

Speaker CW showed little variation in F2 onsets for this sequence.  CW’s

mean F2 values show that the mean F2 onset values were all similar.  The scatter
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plot in Figure 2.57 indicates that the values of the F2 onset were not related to the

measured closure durations for CW’s [igæ].

Figure 2.56: Mean F2 values for [igæ], speaker CW

Figure 2.57: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [igæ], speaker CW
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The other speakers, FH and MB, both showed a tendency for F2 values to

rise as speaking rate increased.  The mean F2 values show the pattern for MB’s

productions of [igæ].  For MB and FH, the mean F2 onset values rose across the

four rate conditions.  Figure 2.59 shows a negative correlation between F2 onset

values and closure durations for MB.

Figure 2.58: Mean F2 values for [igæ], speaker MB
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Figure 2.59: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [igæ], speaker MB

Table 2.9 summarizes the closure duration dependence of F2 onset values

for the four speakers.  AT showed a significant positive correlation between F2

onset values and closure duration.  MB showed a significant negative correlation

between these two factors.

Speaker Regression Equation r p

AT y = 5.568x + 2103.3 0.56 < 0.001

CW y = -0.013x + 2448.0 0.00 ns

FH y = -1.197x + 2200.4 -0.26 ns

MB y = -1.951x + 2329.4 -0.42 0.006

Table 2.9: F2 onset correlated with closure duration for [igæ]
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2.2.2.2.5  Summary of Results for [iVC] Sequences

In this section, I have described the effect of speaking rate on F2 onsets in

VCV sequences beginning with the front vowel [i].  The results were not as

consistent as those reported in section 2.2.2.1 for sequences beginning with [o].

Table 2.10 summarizes the directions of the relationships between F2 onset values

and stop closures for each [iVC] sequence for each speaker.  Lack of consistency

across speakers for these sequences most likely arises from conflict between the

F2 targets of the first and second vowels.  In each phrase, the first vowel is [i],

which has a high F2 target value.  The second vowel in each sequence has a low

F2 target.  The intervening consonant is caught in this conflict, sometimes

accommodating to the first vowel, sometimes to the second and sometimes to

neither.

[ida] [ido] [iga] [igæ]

AT ns ns ns Positive

CW Positive Positive Negative ns

FH Positive ns Negative ns

MB ns ns ns Negative

Table 2.10: Summary of F2 onset-closure duration correlations of [iCV]
sequences
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2.2.2.3 Rate Effects across Preceding Vowel Context

In this section, I will compare rate effects on [oCV] sequences with rate

effects on the corresponding [iCV] sequences.  Since [oCV] sequences have low

F2 vowels both preceding and following the stop consonant, it is expected that

these sequences will generally have positive correlations between stop closure

duration and F2 onsets; negative correlations are not expected.  However, in the

[iCV] sequences, the preceding and following vowels have conflicting F2 values.

For these sequences, the direction of the correlation is not predictable.  Tables

2.11-2.14 serve to remind the reader of the regression equations from each VCV

sequence for each speaker.

Speaker

Regression Equation

[oda]

Regression Equation

[ida]

AT y = 2.513x + 1559.8 ns

CW y = 6.516x + 1446.4 y = 2.111x + 1852.8

FH y = 3.319x + 1210.6 y = 1.745x + 1518.0

MB y = 3.852x + 1486.7 ns

Table 2.11: Regression equations for [oda] & [ida]
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Speaker

Regression Equation

[odo]

Regression Equation

[ido]

AT y = 2.608x + 1608.7 ns

CW y = 4.575x + 1547.5 y = 1.463x + 1963.6

FH y = 3.281x + 1282.0 ns

MB y = 3.156x + 1590.7 ns

Table 2.12: Regression equations for [odo] & [ido]

Speaker

Regression Equation

[oga]

Regression Equation

[iga]

AT ns ns

CW ns y = -5.166x + 2145.9

FH ns y = -2.196x + 1743.8

MB y = 7.664x + 1135.4 ns

Table 2.13: Regression equations for [oga] & [iga]
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Speaker

Regression Equation

[ogæ]

Regression Equation

[igæ]

AT y = 2.575x + 2114.7 y = 5.568x + 2103.3

CW y = 6.312x + 1879.7 ns

FH y = 3.309x + 1746.2 ns

MB y = 2.106x + 1911.4 y = -1.951x + 2329.4

Table 2.14: Regression equations for [ogæ] & [igæ]

The slope of the regression line can be considered an indicator of the

strength of the effect of one factor on the other.  For example, if the slope of a

regression line relating stop closure duration and F2 onset value is high, a

relatively small change in closure duration will result in a large change in F2

onset.  On the other hand, if the slope is small, a small change in closure duration

will be matched by a small change in F2 onset.

As expected, the [oCV] sequences never show a negative correlation

between stop closure duration and F2 onset value.  The [iCV] sequences show

nine cases where the rate effect is not significant.  Out of the remaining [iCV]

cases, four show positive correlations, and three show negative correlations.

Recall that both vowels in an [oCV] sequence have low F2 targets.  In

these sequences, both the first and the second vowel targets may exert pressure on

the F2 onset.  For [iCV] sequences, the two vowels have opposing F2 targets, so

the conflicting influences of the two vowel targets should result in a less

consistent effect on the F2 onset.  A stronger rate effect and thus a higher positive
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slope should be found for the [oCV] member of an [oCV]/[iCV] pair.  The four

[iCV] cases with positive correlations are each matched by a positive correlation

in the corresponding [oCV] sequence: CW’s & FH’s [oda]/[ida], CW’s

[odo]/[ido] and AT’s [ogæ]/[igæ].  For three of these four [oCV]/[iCV] pairs, the

[oCV] member has a higher slope than the [iCV] member.

Scatter plots in Figures 2.60 and 2.61 illustrate rate effects for [oda] and

[ida] from speaker CW.  Notice that the Normal condition tokens have relatively

similar F2 onset values centered around 1900 Hz for [oda] and 2050 Hz for [ida].

However, as stop durations decrease, the F2 onset values for [oda] fall much more

rapidly than the F2 onset values for [ida].

Figure 2.60: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oda], speaker CW
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Figure 2.61: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker CW

Out of the remaining [oCV]/[iCV] pairs, one [iCV] sequence with a

negative correlation is matched with an [oCV] sequence with a positive

correlation.  The remaining two [iCV] sequences with negative correlations

correspond to [oCV] sequences with correlations that were not found significant.

2.2.2.4 Rate Effects Across Following Vowel Context

In this section, I will discuss differences in F2 onset and closure duration

correlations related to the identity of the second vowel.  The VCV sequences in

this experiment were all designed so that the F2 onset would be higher than the F2

of the following vowel.  Since the two stops were not matched with the same

following vowels, I will discuss the two stops separately.

Table 2.15 shows the mean F2 midpoint values for the stop and second

vowel in sequences with [d].  Since the Normal condition was the slowest
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speaking rate, F2 values in this condition are expected to conform most strongly

to underlying F2 target values.

Speaker

F2 Onset

[d]

F2 Midpoint

[o]

F2 Midpoint

[a]

AT 1909.9 1369.9 1186.2

CW 1999.0 1537.3 1339.1

FH 1622.2 958.4 1169.6

MB 1758.3 1271.4 1219.0

Table 2.15: Mean F2 values for V2 onset and V2 midpoint for [Vda] and [Vdo] in
the Normal elicitation condition

Since the F2 midpoint values of [o] and [a] are relatively similar for these

speakers, it may be expected that the rate effects for sequences with [d] will

behave similarly for each speaker.  Tables 2.16 and 2.17 below compare

regression lines for [oda] and [odo] and regression lines for [ida] and [oda]

respectively.  For [oda] and [odo], the regression lines for each speaker have

positive slopes for both sequences and for three of the speakers, the value of the

slope is similar across the two sequences.  Speaker CW who shows the highest

slope values for these sequences, seems to have a stronger rate effect for [oda]

than [odo]
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Speaker

Regression Equation

[oda]

Regression Equation

[odo]

AT y = 2.513x + 1559.8 y = 2.608x + 1608.7

CW y = 6.516x + 1446.4 y = 4.575x + 1547.5

FH y = 3.319x + 1210.6 y = 3.281x + 1282.0

MB y = 3.852x + 1486.7 y = 3.156x + 1590.7

Table 2.16: Regression equations for [oda] & [odo]

Only one speakers has significant regression equations for the two

sequences [ida] and [ido].  CW’s production of these sequences show a positive

effect of stop closure duration on F2 onset.  Speaker FH has a significant effect

only for [ida].

Speaker

Regression Equation

[ida]

Regression Equation

[ido]

AT ns ns

CW y = 2.111x + 1852.8 y = 1.463x + 1963.6

FH y = 1.745x + 1518.0 ns

MB ns ns

Table 2.17: Regression equations for [ida] & [ido]

Table 2.18 lists mean F2 onsets and midpoints of the second vowel in the

Normal condition for sequences with [g].  Notice that there are two F2 onset mean
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values reported, one for a velar [g] as in [ga], the other for the palatal allophone of

[g] found in [gæ].  Since values for F2 onset for these two [g] allophones are so

different, it might obscure the actual relationships of F2 onsets and midpoints to

report a single mean.  The F2 values of the palatal [g] and the vowel [æ] are much

higher than the values for the velar [g] and [a], but the differences between F2

onset and midpoint values are similar ranging between 430 Hz and 540 Hz for

each CV with the exception of FH’s [ga], where a difference of around 280 Hz is

found between the mean F2 onset and midpoint.

Speaker

F2 Onset

Velar [g]

F2 Midpoint

[a]

F2 Onset

Palatal [g]

F2 Midpoint

[æ]

AT 1728.1 1186.2 2404.8 1957.5

CW 1745.0 1339.1 2417.0 1854.8

FH 1450.3 1169.6 2037.5 1583.2

MB 1766.7 1219.0 2093.8 1661.4

Table 2.18: Mean F2 values for V2 onset and V2 midpoint for [Vga] and [Vgæ] in
the Normal elicitation condition

Three of the speakers, AT, CW and FH, behave similarly with respect to

the regressions in Table 2.19.  For each, the relationship between F2 onset and

closure duration was not significant for the [oga] sequence.  On the other hand,

the correlations were significant and positive for [ogæ] for these three speakers.

MB differs in that he shows a significant positive rate effect for both [oga] and
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[ogæ].  There is no clear reason why rate dependence is not found for each of

these sequences for each speaker.

Speaker

Regression Equation

[oga]

Regression Equation

[ogæ]

AT ns y = 2.575x + 2114.7

CW ns y = 6.312x + 1879.7

FH ns y = 3.309x + 1746.2

MB y = 7.664x + 1135.4 y = 2.106x + 1911.4

Table 2.19: Regression equations for [oga] & [ogæ]

Regression equations are shown in Table 2.20 below for the second

portion of the [g] data.  CW and FH are similar, this time showing negative

correlations for the [iga] sequence.  AT and MB’s [iga] productions result in non-

significant correlations between F2 onset and closure duration.  The correlations

for the [igæ] sequence are mixed, one significant positive correlation from AT’s

data, and one negative correlation from MB.
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Speaker

Regression Equation

[iga]

Regression Equation

[igæ]

AT ns y = 5.568x + 2103.3

CW y = -5.166x + 2145.9 ns

FH y = -2.196x + 1743.8 ns

MB ns y = -1.951x + 2329.4

Table 2.20: Regression equations for [iga] & [igæ]

In this section, I have described the differences in the correlation of F2

onset values and closure duration as they relate to the identity of the second vowel

in the VCV sequence.  While sequences with [d] were found to be relatively

consistent, the effect of following vowel in [g] did not follow a clear pattern.

2.3 MODELING VARIATION IN F2 ONSET VALUES

The preceding sections have demonstrated that speaking rate affects the

measured value of F2 onsets.  One would never expect that speaking rate would

be the only influence on F2 onset values, however.  The effects of neighboring

vowels have been explored to some degree in the preceding sections, but rate

effects have primarily been discussed as effects on separate VCV sequences.  To

unify the representation of rate effects on different VCV sequences, a multiple

linear regression approach was used to create numerical models of F2 onset

variation.  For more details on multiple linear regression analyses, see Cohen and
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Cohen (1983).  Separate models will be reported for each stop: [d], velar [g] and

palatal [g].

The main effects on F2 onset values were anticipated to be speaking rate,

the F2 value of the preceding vowel and the F2 value of the following vowel.  As

in the analyses above, speaking rate was represented by duration of stop closure.4

The preceding vowel provides a starting point for the entire F2 excursion.5

Section 2.2.2.2 showed that in some cases, F2 onset values shifted upward to

match the preceding vowel’s high F2.  The effect of a following vowel was also

seen in section 2.2.2.2 in cases where the F2 onset value shifted downward toward

the following vowel’s low F2 value, despite the presence of a preceding high F2.

Rate effects are expected to be directed by phonetic context.  That is, the

phonetic context will determine the direction of any rate effect.  As such, there are

no specific hypotheses about a main effect of rate.  Generally speaking, however,

positive correlations between closure duration and F2 onset were found more

consistently than negative ones when considering the individual VCV sequences.

Consequently, it may be that the presence of positive correlations in the data will

outweigh negative correlations, resulting in overall positive correlations for the

main effect of rate.

Two interaction terms were included in a stepwise manner in these

regression models.  These terms were meant to represent interactions between
                                                  
4 Preceding and following vowel durations were also considered as possible representatives of
speech rate.  However, as shown in Figure 2.7 relative changes in duration were fairly similar for
all segments across the elicitation conditions.
5 Note that the first vowel’s F2 offset is temporally closer to the F2 onset of interest than the
preceding vowel’s F2 midpoint.  However, the F2 offset would be related not only to the first
vowel, but also to the identity of the stop consonant.  In effect, the strength of the F2 offset in a
multiple linear regression model of F2 onsets may be artificially high.
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speaking rate (closure duration) and the F2 value of the first and second vowels.

An interaction of speaking rate and vowel F2 midpoint would imply that speaking

rate effects are not consistent across all values of a neighboring vowel’s F2

midpoint.  We saw in section 2.2.2.3 that rate effects were different depending on

the identity of the first vowel.  For example, for speaker AT, a significant positive

correlation was found between closure duration and F2 onset for the sequence

[oda] but the correlation was not significant for AT’s [ida].  Scatter plots are

shown in Figures 2.62 and 2.63 to illustrate this difference.  Notice that the F2

onset distributions for [oda] and [ida] in the Normal rate condition are fairly

similar around 1850 Hz and 1950 Hz respectively.  As closure duration decreases,

the F2 onset values for the two sequences diverge, resulting in a difference of

around 300 Hz for the shortest stops.

Figure 2.62: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oda], speaker AT
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Figure 2.63: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker AT

As mentioned above in section 2.1.5, the interaction terms were included

in a stepwise manner.  That means that they would only be included if they had a

significant correlation with whatever residual variation remained after a model

was created based on the four main factors.  Since there are two interaction terms,

the creation of these models may have as many as three stages.  In the first stage,

a model is created using the three main variables.  A second model is created

including one of the interaction terms if that term is found to be a significant

contributor to the model.  A third model is created only if the remaining

interaction term is also significant.  In this analysis, I will report only the final

version of each model.

The next three sections will examine models for each stop consonant place

of articulation.  The [g] data has been divided to reflect the allophonic split

between a true velar articulation and a palatalized velar.
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2.3.1  Models of Variation in F2 Onsets for [d]

Table 2.22 summarizes the resulting multiple linear regression models for

[d].  For each speaker, coefficients are listed for each of the factors included in the

model.  In some cases, one or more of the four main factors does not have a

significant correlation with the dependent variable.  If this is the case, the

coefficient is followed by “ns” for “not significant”.  An r2 value is reported for

each speaker, representing the amount of variance in F2 onset values accounted

for by that speaker’s multiple linear regression model.  All models were found to

be significant predictors of F2 onset values, p<0.001.
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Speaker Factor Coefficient r2

AT Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

718.4
8.984
0.483
0.104
-0.00412
(not included)

0.833

CW Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

652.2
13.416
0.537
0.00689 (ns)
-0.00511
(not included)

0.793

FH Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

1027.2
7.853
0.495
-0.309
-0.00408
(not included)

0.641

MB Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

1452.0
-3.631 (ns)
0.346
-0.322 (ns)
-0.00510
0.0116

0.458

Table 2.21: Multiple linear regression models of F2 onset variation for [d]

The F2 midpoint of the preceding vowel was found to be significant in

each speaker’s model of F2 onset variation.  For each case, the relationship

between V1 F2 Midpoint and F2 onset is positive.  This correlation means that

when V1 F2 midpoint values are relatively high, F2 onset values will generally be

high.  This trend was seen in Figures 2.52 and 2.53, where speaker CW’s F2 onset
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values when preceded by a high F2 as in the [ida] sequence were higher than

when preceded by a low F2 as in the [oda] sequence.

The effect of the following vowel’s F2 midpoint was not as consistent

across speakers.  Generally, one would expect relatively strong positive

correlations between F2 onset values and the F2 midpoint values (c.f. locus

equations reported by Sussman, McCaffrey and Matthews 1991).  However, in

this experimental design, the range of F2 values for the second vowel is limited as

only vowels with low F2 values were selected.  Consequently, the positive

correlation between F2 onset and F2 midpoints typically seen across a range of

vowels may not be seen in this data.  This seems to be the case for CW and MB;

in regression models for their productions, the F2 midpoint of V2 was not found

to be a significant predictor of F2 onset.  For AT, however, the V2 F2 midpoint

contribution was significant and positive in accordance with the expectations

described above.

For speaker FH, the effect of the V2 F2 midpoint was significant, but

negatively correlated with F2 onset values.  The negative direction of this

correlation can be seen in the overall flattening effect of mean F2 values seen with

increasing speaking rate.  Figure 2.64 shows the mean F2 values for [oda] from

speaker FH.  Notice that as speaking rate increases, V2 F2 onset values fall as the

F2 of the V2 midpoint rises.  High F2 onset values are matched with low V2 F2

midpoint values and vice versa (i.e. the two are negatively correlated).  This effect

is clearly a result of the rate manipulation in the data but is pervasive enough in
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FH’s productions that it is interpreted in the overall model as a significant effect

for the V2 midpoint.

Figure 2.64: Mean F2 values for [oda], speaker FH

For CW and MB, the V2 F2 midpoint was not found to provide a

significant contribution to the model.  Recall that these models are built in stages.

When new terms are introduced into a model, the variance in the dependent

variable is reallocated.  For CW and MB, the V2 F2 midpoint term was significant

until the inclusion of one of the interaction terms.

Finally, the correlation between closure duration and F2 onset was

significant and positive for speakers AT, CW and FH.  This means that in the data

taken as a whole decreasing closure duration leads to smaller F2 onset values.

The presence of interaction terms related to closure duration may mitigate this

effect, however.  For speaker MB, the effect of closure duration as a main effect
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was not significant.  However, the two interaction terms of closure duration with

neighboring vowel F2 were found to be significant contributors.

The inclusion of interaction terms in the multiple linear regression models

indicates that the effect of one independent variable is dependent on the other

independent variable in the interaction and vice versa.  In these models, the

possible interactions were between F2 midpoint of V1 and closure duration and

between F2 midpoint of V2 and closure duration.  The inclusion of one of these

two interaction terms indicates that the effect of speaking rate is conditioned by

the value of a neighboring F2 midpoint.

For all speakers, the interaction of F2 V1 midpoint and closure duration

was found to be a significant contributor to the model.  In each case, the

coefficient for the interaction term is negative.  The interpretation of an

interaction term is not as straightforward as the interpretation of one of the main

variables, especially due to the presence of independent variables not involved in

the interaction.  For more on the interpretation of interaction terms in multiple

linear regression models see Cohen and Cohen (1983).  The model for AT

includes only one interaction term.  I will expand upon her model to explain the

interaction of V1 F2 midpoint with closure duration.  Once the method has been

established, I will return to the other models.  In Table 2.22, AT’s coefficients are

listed.
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Speaker Factor Coefficient r2

AT Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

718.4
8.984
0.483
0.104
-0.00412
(not included)

0.833

Table 2.22: Multiple linear regression models of F2 onset variation

The regression equation for AT’s model is listed in equation 1.  Since the

F2 V2 midpoint is not involved in the interaction being described, a mean value

for the term based on AT’s productions (1332.4 Hz) will be substituted into the

equation (2-3).  Collapsing terms will result in the equation in (4).  Note that

changes in each equation are marked in bold to ease the transition from equation

to equation

(1) F2 Onset (d) = 718.4 + (8.984 x C Dur) + (0.483 x V1 F2)

+ (0.104 x V2 F2) – (0.00412 x C Dur x V1 F2)

(2) F2 Onset (d) = 718.4 + (8.984 x C Dur) + (0.483 x V1 F2)

+ (0.104 x 1332.4) – (0.00412 x C Dur x V1 F2)

(3) F2 Onset (d) = 718.4 + (8.984 x C Dur) + (0.483 x V1 F2)

+ 138.6 – (0.00412 x C Dur x V1 F2)
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(4) F2 Onset (d) = 8 5 7 . 0 + (8.984 x C Dur) + (0.483 x V1 F2)

– (0.00412 x C Dur x V1 F2)

To understand how the speech rate effect changes relative to the V1 F2

midpoint, three V1 F2 midpoint values will be substituted into the equation: the

mean F2 for the V1 midpoint (1865.2 Hz) and the mean F2 for the V1 midpoint ±

1 standard deviation (1865.2 ± 429.1).  The resulting regression equations are

listed in Table 2.23.

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1436.1 F2 Onset (d) = 1550.6 + 3.067 x C Dur

Mean 1865.2 F2 Onset (d) = 1757.9 + 1.299 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2294.3 F2 Onset (d) = 1965.1 - 0.469 x C Dur

Table 2.23: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for [d] from speaker AT.

When the first vowel’s F2 midpoint is low, the correlation between closure

duration and V2 F2 onset is positive.  At the mean value of the first vowel’s F2

midpoint, the rate effect is weaker as indicated by a decreasing slope in the

regression equation, but the correlation is still positive.  When the first vowel’s F2

value is one standard deviation above the mean, the correlation of the two factors

is negative.  A graph of this interaction is shown in Figure 2.65.  This graph is

reminiscent of the results discussed for AT’s productions of [VdV] sequences.

When the first vowel was [o], with a low F2 midpoint, the correlation of closure
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duration and V2 F2 onset was positive, similar to the Mean F2 V1 – 1sd line..

When the first vowel was [i], the correlation was close to zero, similar to the

Mean F2 V1 + 1sd line.

Figure 2.65: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of [d], speaker AT

Following the same procedure, regression lines can be generated to

explain the interactions in the models of the other speakers.  Other interaction

terms with negative coefficients should be similar to the results described here for

AT.  The correlation between closure duration and F2 onset should be strongest in

a positive direction when the preceding vowel has a low F2 value.  Conversely,

the weakest positive correlation and possibly negative correlations will be found

when the preceding vowel has a high F2 value.

Table 2.24 summarizes the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint and closure

duration for speaker CW.  These regression lines are graphed in Figure 2.66.  For
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low values of the preceding vowel’s F2 midpoint, the correlation of stop closure

and F2 onset is positive, indicating that short closures are matched with low F2

onset values.  As the preceding vowel’s F2 increases, the strength of the effect

decreases, but the correlation remains positive.  These regression lines match the

trends discussed in section 2.2 for CW’s productions of these sequences.

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1515.5 F2 Onset = 1476.5 + 5.672 x C Dur

Mean 1960.8 F2 Onset = 1715.6 + 3.396 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2406.1 F2 Onset = 1954.8 + 1.121 x C Dur

Table 2.24: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for [d] from speaker CW.

Figure 2.66: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of [d], speaker CW
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Table 2.25 summarizes the interaction between the preceding vowel’s F2

and closure duration for speaker FH’s model.  This model is similar to that of AT.

For a low F2 preceding vowel, the rate effect is strong and the correlation

between closure duration and F2 onset value is positive.  As the preceding

vowel’s F2 value increases, however, the strength of the effect of closure duration

on F2 onset values falls.  When preceded by a vowel with a high F2, the

correlation is negative.  While no individual correlations were found to be

negative for FH’s productions of [VdV] sequences even for sequences beginning

with the high F2 vowel [i], the negative correlation is weak and may be a close

approximate to the no correlation result found for FH’s [ido] sequence.

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1039.6 F2 Onset = 1213.3 + 3.611 x C Dur

Mean 1576.8 F2 Onset = 1479.2 + 1.420 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2114.0 F2 Onset = 1745.1 – 0.772 x C Dur

Table 2.25: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for [d] from speaker FH.
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Figure 2.67: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of [d], speaker FH

For speaker MB, both interaction terms were included in the multiple

linear regression model.  Each interaction is explained separately.  The interaction

of closure duration with preceding vowel F2 as with the previously described

interactions in this section has a negative coefficient.  As expected the regression

lines representing this interaction given in Table 2.26 are similar to those seen in

the previous discussion in this section

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1316.9 F2 Onset = 1494.8 + 4.523 x C Dur

Mean 1720.4 F2 Onset = 1634.5 + 2.465 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2123.9 F2 Onset = 1774.1 + 0.407 x C Dur

Table 2.26: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for [d] from speaker MB.
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Figure 2.68: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of [d], speaker MB

For the interaction of the following vowel’s F2 midpoint value with

closure duration, the coefficient is positive.  Based on our understanding of

interactions with negative coefficients, for an interaction with a positive

coefficient, we should expect that the strongest positive correlations for closure

duration and F2 onset will be found when the following vowel has a relatively

high F2.  Negative correlations if there are any will most likely be found when the

following vowel has a low F2 value.  The regression lines generated for this

interaction shown in Table 2.27, fit these expectations.  The strongest effect of

speaking rate was found when the following vowel had a high F2 value.  This

result does not particularly match the results discussed in section 2.2.  Previously,

the [oda] sequence was found to have a slightly stronger rate effect than [odo] in

MB’s productions.  However, MB’s [a] generally has a lower F2 than his [o]
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which would seem to contradict the result of this interaction.  It is important to

note that while these interactions are discussed as separate entities, they coexist

within the same model.  It may be this interaction actually serves to mitigate part

of the strength of the other interaction in MB’s model.

V2 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1196.7 F2 Onset = 1662.0 + 1.477 x C Dur

Mean 1281.9 F2 Onset = 1634.5 + 2.465 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 1367.1 F2 Onset = 1607.1 + 3.453 x C Dur

Table 2.27: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V2 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for [d] from speaker MB.

Figure 2.69: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the following vowel
midpoint for the prediction of [d], speaker MB
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2.3.2  Models of Variation in F2 Onsets for Velar [g]

Table 2.28 lists the models for productions of [Vga] sequences.  The main

effects for each model are similar to the main effects discussed for the [d] models

in section 2.3.1.  The correlation of preceding and following vowel F2 midpoint

and closure duration with F2 onset values is positive when it is found to be a

significant factor.  When the interaction of preceding vowel and closure duration

is significant, the interaction’s coefficient is negative.  The second interaction is

significant only for speaker CW.
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Speaker Factor Coefficient r2

AT Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

-53.3 (ns)
6.083
0.500
0.581
-0.00264
(not included)

0.767

CW Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

627.6 (ns)
-7.688 (ns)
0.657
-0.0903 (ns)
-0.00628
0.01380

0.847

FH Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

1152.1
4.398
0.488
-0.292 (ns)
-0.00374
(not included)

0.865

MB Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

-314.867 (ns)
18.987
0.842
0.271 (ns)
-0.00832
(not included)

0.852

Table 2.28: Multiple linear regression models of F2 onset variation for velar [g]

Table 2.29 details the interaction of preceding vowel F2 and closure

duration for speaker AT’s model.  As described in section 2.3.1, a negative

coefficient for this interaction term will result in the strongest positive

correlations between F2 onset values and closure duration when the preceding

vowel has a low F2 value.  When the preceding vowel has a high F2, the resulting
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regression equation may reveal a negative correlation between the two factors.

Alternatively, the slope may still be positive, but will be shallower, indicating a

decreased effect of closure duration on F2 onset.  As expected, for AT’s

interaction, low F2 values for the preceding vowel result in positive correlations

between closure duration and F2 onset, and high F2 values result in a relatively

weak correlation.  This interaction is graphed in Figure 2.62.

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1395.5 F2 Onset = 1408.9 + 2.399 x C Dur

Mean 1846.8 F2 Onset = 1634.5 + 1.207 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2298.1 F2 Onset = 1860.2 + 0.0160 x C Dur

Table 2.29: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for velar [g] from speaker AT.
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Figure 2.70: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of velar [g], speaker AT

For speaker FH’s model, the interaction indicates that the correlation

between F2 onset and closure duration is weak when the preceding vowel has a

low F2 value.  When the preceding vowel has a high F2, the correlation is

stronger but in a negative direction.

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1006.5 F2 Onset = 1285.4 + 0.634 x C Dur

Mean 1559.4 F2 Onset = 1555.2 - 1.434 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2112.3 F2 Onset = 1825.0 - 3.502 x C Dur

Table 2.30: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for velar [g] from speaker FH.
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Figure 2.71: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of velar [g], speaker FH

The interaction of preceding vowel F2 value with closure duration for

MB’s model is summarized in Table 2.31.  In this case, a low F2 value results in a

regression equation with a high positive slope.  This slope is the highest reported

for any of the interactions and contains the portion of the data found to have the

highest slope in section 2.2, MB’s [oga].

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1241.4 F2 Onset = 1093.3 + 8.659 x C Dur

Mean 1668.2 F2 Onset = 1452.6 + 5.108 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2095.0 F2 Onset = 1812.0 + 1.552 x C Dur

Table 2.31: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for velar [g] from speaker MB.
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Figure 2.72: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of velar [g], speaker MB

Finally, the model for CW’s productions of [Vga] sequences contained

both interaction terms as significant factors.  The results of these two interactions

is as expected based on the interactions discussed in the previous section.

V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1422.3 F2 Onset = 1425.0 + 4.344 x C Dur

Mean 1904.7 F2 Onset = 1741.9 + 1.320 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2387.1 F2 Onset = 2058.8 - 1.705 x C Dur

Table 2.32: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for velar [g] from speaker CW
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Figure 2.73: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of velar [g], speaker CW

V2 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1398.2 F2 Onset = 1752.7 - 0.335 x C Dur

Mean 1518.1 F2 Onset = 1741.9 + 1.320 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 1638.0 F2 Onset = 1731.1 + 2.974 x C Dur

Table 2.33: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V2 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for velar [g] from speaker CW.
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Figure 2.74: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the following vowel
midpoint for the prediction of velar [g], speaker CW

2.3.3  Models of Variation in F2 Onsets for Palatal [g]

The models for the palatal variant of [g] are the last to be described in this

chapter.  These models are similar to those discussed above for [d] and velar [g].

Each of the independent variables, when found to be significant predictors, were

matched with positive coefficients, indicating that each is positively correlated

with F2 onset values.
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Speaker Factor Coefficient r2

AT Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

337.2 (ns)
3.393
0.172
0.760
(not included)
(not included)

0.534

CW Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

982.6
17.164
0.622
-0.0244 (ns)
-0.00714
(not included)

0.762

FH Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

1064.8
9.061
0.471
0.0818 (ns)
-0.00482
(not included)

0.430

MB Constant
Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

700.7 (ns)
8.441
0.389
0.410 (ns)
-0.00429
(not included)

0.601

Table 2.34: Multiple linear regression models of F2 onset variation for palatal [g]

Interactions between closure duration and the preceding vowel’s F2 value

were found to be significant for three speakers: CW, FH and MB.  These

interactions are illustrated in the following figures and tables using the method

laid out in section 2.3.1.  The individual patterns in the interactions were similar

to those seen before.
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V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1505.0 F2 Onset = 1871.3 + 6.433 x C Dur

Mean 1987.5 F2 Onset = 2171.4 + 2.993 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2470.0 F2 Onset = 2471.5 - 0.447 x C Dur

Table 2.35: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for palatal [g] from speaker CW

Figure 2.75: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of palatal [g], speaker CW
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V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 999.1 F2 Onset = 1665.9 + 4.245 x C Dur

Mean 1595.1 F2 Onset = 1946.6 + 1.373 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2191.1 F2 Onset = 2227.3 - 1.500 x C Dur

Table 2.36: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for palatal [g] from speaker FH

Figure 2.76: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of palatal [g], speaker FH
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V1 F2 Midpoint Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 1173.6 F2 Onset = 1877.7 + 3.406 x C Dur

Mean 1654.8 F2 Onset = 2064.9 + 1.342 x C Dur

Mean + 1 SD 2136.0 F2 Onset = 2252.1 - 0.722 x C Dur

Table 2.37: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of V1 F2 midpoint
and stop closure duration for palatal [g] from speaker MB

Figure 2.77: Interaction of closure duration and F2 value of the preceding vowel
midpoint for the prediction of palatal [g], speaker MB

2.3.4  Overview of Modeling of Stop Consonant Variation

Overall, the models reported for productions of stop consonants were

similar and support observations described in section 2.2 about individual VCV

sequences.  A summary of the direction of each correlation within each model is
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provided in Table 2.38 below.  Closure duration was a significant factor in 10 out

of the 12 models generated and was positively correlated with F2 onset values in

each of those cases.  The F2 midpoint value of the preceding vowel was a

significant and positive contributor in all models generated.  The interaction of

these two terms was significant and negatively correlated with F2 onset values in

11 of the 12 models.

The F2 midpoint of the following vowel was the variable whose

contribution varied the most across the regression models.  In models of AT’s

productions, the main effect of the V2 F2 midpoint was positive, while in one of

FH’s models, the effect was negative.  In all other models, this factor was found

to be non-significant.  Further, the interaction of closure duration and V2 F2

midpoint was significant for only two of the models, and was positively correlated

with F2 onset in each case.  As discussed above in section 2.3.1, variation in the

effect of V2 midpoint on F2 onsets is likely to be related to the limited number of

vowels in the V2 position in this experiment.  A wider range of vowels would

most likely result in more consistency in the V2 midpoint terms and the V2

midpoint-closure duration interaction terms within these models.
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Speaker Factor [d] Velar [g] Palatal [g]
AT Closure Duration

V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
(ns)

Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
(ns)

Positive
Positive
Positive
(ns)
(ns)

CW Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

(ns)
Positive
(ns)
Negative
Positive

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

FH Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative
(ns)

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

MB Closure Duration
V1 F2 Midpoint
V2 F2 Midpoint
Closure x V1 F2
Closure x V2 F2

(ns)
Positive
(ns)
Negative
Positive

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

Table 2.38: Multiple linear regression models of F2 onset variation

2.4 CONCLUSION

The experiment in this chapter has confirmed that the articulation of stop

consonants is influenced by factors such as speaking rate and phonetic

environment.  Undershoot effects were described for the degree of stop closure

and the value of F2 onsets.  The findings of this experiment illustrate the
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existence of these effects in stop consonants, resulting in a more complete picture

of the phenomenon of undershoot.

Undershoot results for F2 onset values were analyzed statistically through

a multiple linear regression approach.  A relatively small number of variables

serve to describe the variation in F2 onset values with a reasonable degree of

precision in ways that conform to expectations about consonant and vowel

articulation.  The results of this experiment as well as the experiments to follow

will be discussed further in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3:  Undershoot of ASL Locations

Previously, we have seen that undershoot effects apply to spoken language

consonants and vowels.  The undershoot methodology has never been applied to

the articulation of signed languages.  If undershoot is a phenomenon based on

attributes of motor systems, similar results would be expected for signed

languages.  In this chapter, I will describe an experiment designed to elicit

undershoot effects in the articulation of American Sign Language (ASL)

locations.  This experiment will compare combinations of neutral space locations

and forehead locations.  The location of the hands in space during signing may be

analogous to the location of the tongue in the mouth during speech.  It is expected

that extreme contrasts of location will be difficult to execute as signing rate

increases.  As a result, signers may undershoot the location of one or more signs.

3.1  METHODOLOGY

3.1.1  Participants

Two male and two female deaf signers of ASL between the ages of 28 and

31 participated in this study.  All four were born deaf to deaf parents who used

ASL as the primary mode of communication in the family.  They were all

residents of Austin, Texas at the time of the data collection.  As in the previous

chapter, participants will be referred to by their initials.  MM and RE are female,

while AY and TP are male.  TP was left-handed, whereas the other three were

right-handed.
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3.1.2  Signed Samples

As mentioned above, this experiment focused in particular on two ASL

locations.  Signs with a forehead location involve contact or close proximity

between the signer’s dominant hand and the forehead.  The signs in this study

with forehead locations are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.  The sign FATHER

involves repeated contact between the signer’s thumb and forehead as the hand

repeatedly moves toward and away from the forehead.  The sign SMART begins

with contact between the forehead and the radial side of the index finger and

involves movement of the hand away from the forehead.

Figure 3.1: ASL Sign FATHER
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Figure 3.2: ASL Sign SMART

Neutral space is typically defined as the area in front of  or to the side of

the signer’s torso.  Signs articulated in neutral space are often made without any

contact between the dominant hand and the body.  The two neutral space signs in

this experiment are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.  The sign CHILDREN begins

with the two hands palm down relatively close to the signer’s midline.  The hands

make two or three up and down movement “bounces” as they move apart, away

from the signer’s midline.  A one-handed variant of the sign CHILDREN exists

involving the same movement as the two-handed variant for the dominant hand,

but the non-dominant hand remains at rest.  Signers AY and RE preferred the

two-handed variant, while TP and MM used the one-handed variant.  Only the

location of the dominant hand was analyzed in this experiment.  The sign LATE

begins with the signer’s dominant hand on the ipsi-lateral side of the signer’s

torso with the palm facing downward.  The signer’s wrist is flexed so that the

fingertips are pointing down.  This wrist movement is repeated and may be

accompanied by a downward movement of the arm as a whole.
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Figure 3.3: ASL Sign CHILDREN

Figure 3.4: ASL Sign LATE

These signs were combined to form four phrases each with three signs.

These phrases are listed in Table 2.1.  Two phrases have both locations, creating

sequences in which a sign with one location is surrounded by signs specified for

the other location, e.g. forehead-neutral-forehead.  The other two phrases have

three signs with the same location specification.
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Sequence of Locations Sign Phrases

Forehead-Neutral-Forehead SMART CHILDREN SMART

Neutral-Forehead-Neutral LATE FATHER LATE

Forehead-Forehead-Forehead SMART FATHER SMART

Neutral-Neutral-Neutral LATE CHILDREN LATE

Table 3.1: Sign phrases

Sign phrases with both locations are expected to exhibit undershoot

effects.  For example, in the forehead-neutral-forehead sequence, the position of

the neutral space sign may move up toward the forehead location as signing rate

increases, or the forehead located signs may move downward toward the neutral

space sign.  Sign phrases with only one specified location are not expected to

display lawful variation in that location.

At the beginning of each phrase, the signer’s hands moved upward from a

position of rest, usually from the signer’s lap.  Likewise, at the end of each

phrase, the signer’s hands returned to rest.  The low position of the hands at the

beginning and end of each phrase may cause the articulation of the first and third

signs in these phrases to be lower than would normally be expected if those signs

were in a medial position within a phrase.  Therefore, undershoot effects will be

discussed primarily with regard to the second sign in each phrase.

Similar to the speech experiment described in chapter 2, participants were

asked to sign these phrases in four manners:  a) normal, relaxed signing,

b) signing faster than normal but not so fast that the participant or experimenter
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felt the signing lost intelligibility, c) signing that was even faster but without any

special regard for clarity, and d) sign that was “as fast as possible”.  As with the

speech experiment, these conditions resulted in a range of signing rates.

The signers were allowed to practice before each condition and some

feedback was given by the investigator at that time to insure that signing rate did

increase across the conditions.  During the actual elicitation, little feedback was

given.  In general, signers were allowed to set their own signing rates based on

their own interpretation of the elicitation instructions.

Sign phrases were presented to the participants typed on slips of paper

measuring 8.5” x 2.75”.  The investigator turned these slips of paper as the

participant finished each phrase.  Occasionally, the participant would mis-sign the

sequence.  In these cases, the investigator asked the participant to repeat that

phrase.  The phrases were randomized within each repetition set and different

random orders were used for each elicitation condition.  In total, 10 repetitions

were collected for each of the 4 phrases in each of the 4 speaking conditions.  A

total of 160 phrases were collected from each participant for this experiment.

3.1.3  Recording Signed Samples

Signed samples were recorded using an infrared movement capturing

system, Vicon 250 from Oxford Metrics.  The Vicon system is part of Dr. Jody

Jensen’s Developmental Motor Control Laboratory in the Department of

Kinesiology at UT Austin.  This equipment was used for data collection because

of the three-dimensional images it records.  Since ASL signing takes place in all
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three dimensions, this system was clearly superior to any data collection using

traditional video which can only record two dimensions of movement at any time.

The Vicon System was calibrated before each data collection session.

Each camera was calibrated with reference to a stationary L-shaped bar and a

dynamic calibration wand.  Calibration scores of less than two are acceptable

according to Vicon, but scores of less than one are considered to be accurate

calibrations.  The calibration scores for each of the five cameras for each

participant’s data collection session were less than one.

Prior to data collection, seven 9 mm reflective spheres were taped onto the

signers’ skin or clothing.  Three markers were placed on a signer’s shirt at the

right and left shoulders and on the sternum and one on the right side of the

signer’s forehead.  The other three markers were placed on the signer’s dominant

arm at the outside of the elbow, the protrusion of the ulna at the back of the wrist,

and the ulnar side of the pinky adjacent to the fingernail.  For this experiment, the

wrist marker was used as an indicator of the location of a sign.6  The other

markers were used to serve as a frame of reference for the movement of the sign

sequence and to assist in the automation of marker labeling by Vicon.  Figure 3.5

contains a still image showing the seven markers with the signer’s hands at rest.

                                                  
6 The location of a sign is typically defined as where the hands contact the body or where the
hands are positioned in space.  However, the available contacting regions of the hand are
dependent on the handshape during contact and the position of individual fingers introduces
additional variability in the position of any markers attached to them.  The position of the wrist is
relatively constrained in comparison with that of the hand.  In this experiment, the wrist was
considered a more stable indicator of the position of the hand in space.
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Figure 3.5: Layout of the reflective markers, signer AY

The Vicon system uses five infrared cameras.  Each of the infrared

cameras was equipped with an infrared strobe around the lens.  Light from these

strobes bounces off the reflective markers on the participant’s body and is

recorded by the cameras at a rate of 60 frames per second (Hz).  The Vicon data

station then takes the information from each of the infrared cameras and integrates

it, resulting in a model of the movement of the markers in three-dimensional

space.  The three-dimensional model contains precise x, y, and z coordinates for

the location of each marker.  The locations of each reflective sphere are measured

in millimeters from an origin point established during the calibration process.  In

this experiment, the origin point was located below and behind a seated signer’s

waist.  The x-axis is a horizontal axis running perpendicular to the front of the

signer’s torso.  X-axis values increase as a marker moves forward.  The y-axis is

also horizontal, but running from right to left parallel to the front of the signer’s

Forehead

Dominant Shoulder

Elbow

Wrist

Pinky

Non-Dominant Shoulder

Sternum
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torso.  Y-axis values therefore increase as a marker moves to the signer’s left.

The z-axis is the vertical axis with increasing values as a marker moves up.7

Vicon can also capture regular video data to accompany the three-

dimensional movement data.  Regular video data was used primarily as a

reference, since the movements of the markers alone is typically insufficient to

determine the identity of the signs in any given sequence.  No measurements were

made from this regular video data.

3.1.4  Measurements

3.1.4.1  Determining Sign Landmarks

The first step in determining a location measurement is to establish the end

points of each sign in the sign sequence.  Determination of these endpoints is

based on the type of movement specific to each sign.  Since the three-dimensional

model displays only the locations of the reflective markers, information related to

handshape and contact was not readily available when making these decisions.

Therefore, these landmarks were defined by movements of one of the markers,

usually in terms of one dimension of movement (i.e. along the x-, y- or z-axis).

The sign sequence SMART CHILDREN SMART is shown in Figure 3.6.

The first and third signs in this sequence involve a forward movement of the hand

from the forehead.  This movement should be recognized as a positive movement

                                                  
7 Since the origin point established in the calibration of the system was located behind the right
side of the signer’s waist, the markers may move in such a way that negative values may be
achieved with respect to these three axes, but this was typically not the case, i.e. if the wrist
marker moved below the level of the waist, the z-axis value for it’s location would fall below zero.
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in the x-axis for the wrist marker.  Figure 3.7 shows the x-axis movement for an

example of this sequence produced by signer AY in the normal elicitation

condition; the endpoints of the three signs are marked.  The beginning of each

example of SMART corresponds to a minimum value along the x-axis.  The end

of the first SMART corresponds to a maximum x-axis value.  Notice that the area

marked as SMART1 is immediately followed by another x-axis minimum and

maximum.  This second set of minimum and maximum values crosses over the

boundaries of CHILDREN (c.f. Figure 3.8).  The selection of endpoints is

described here as a linear process.  The actual coding of these endpoints, however,

involved examining the different axes to determine the endpoints in a more

simultaneous manner.

The end of the second SMART is marked at a point where the x-axis value

forms a momentary plateau before continuing to increase.  Following the second

SMART, the hands return to rest in the signer’s lap.  The rest position in this case

corresponds to the maximum value of the movement along the x-axis.  As the

hands come out of or move into the rest position, the beginning or end of the

entire sequence may be obscured.  When this is the case, a change in the

trajectory, such as the brief plateau in this example, is located and used for the

landmark in question.
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Figure 3.6: Sequence SMART CHILDREN SMART

Figure 3.7: X-axis movement in SMART CHILDREN SMART in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY

The second sign, CHILDREN involves the hands moving outward, i.e. left

and right, from the signer’s midline.  For a right-handed signer, this movement

will result in a decrease in the y-axis location of the wrist marker on the dominant

arm.  For a left-handed signer, this will appear as an increase in the y-axis

location of the wrist marker.  In the example shown in Figure 3.8 for the y-axis

movement, the temporal endpoints of SMART1 and SMART2 are carried over
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from Figure 3.7.  This chart also shows the endpoints of the y-axis movement of

CHILDREN.

Figure 3.8: Y-axis movement in SMART CHILDREN SMART in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY

The endpoints of each sign were determined through procedures specific

to each sign.  The landmarks for the signs in this experiment are listed in Table

3.2 below.
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Sign Beginning Ending
FATHER X-axis maximum for the wrist

marker: the first time the
wrist begins to approach the
forehead

X-axis minimum for the wrist
marker: the final time the
thumb contacts the forehead

SMART X-axis minimum of the wrist
marker: the point of contact
between the index finger
and the forehead

X-axis maximum of the wrist
marker: the end of the
forward movement away
from the forehead

CHILDREN Y-axis minimum for the wrist
marker for right-handed
signers or y-axis maximum
for left-handed signers: the
beginning of the outward
bouncing movement

Y-axis maximum for the wrist
marker for right-handed
signers or y-axis minimum
for left-handed signers: the
end of the outward bouncing
movement

LATE8 X-axis maximum for the pinky
marker: the initial palm
down position of the hand
with the fingers pointed
away from the body

X-axis minimum for the pinky
marker: the end of the final
downward arc of the hand

Table 3.2: Endpoint landmarks for ASL signs in the location experiment

3.1.4.2  Location Measurements

Once the endpoints for each sign have been determined, a measurement of

the location parameter can be made.  In this experiment, since the two locations

are separated largely in terms of a vertical distance, the vertical position of the

wrist marker was used to indicate the hand’s location in space.9  Figure 3.9 shows
                                                  
8 The sign LATE involves an arcing movement as the wrist flexes.  As the wrist flexes, the
fingertips move downward (a change in the z-axis) and closer to the signer’s torso (a change in the
x-axis).  While the sign’s movement involves changes in the x-axis and the z-axis, the x-axis
change was used as the primary indicator for the landmarks of this sign because z-axis changes are
primarily used to determine the realization of a sign’s location parameter in this experiment.
9 As mentioned before, ASL signing happens in all three dimensions; variation in location may
also be found in the other two axes.
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the example discussed above in 3.1.4.1.  The temporal endpoints previously

described have been transferred onto the line representing vertical movement

during the sign sequence.  If the sign has a forehead location, like the sign

SMART, the highest z-axis position was taken to represent the location

measurement for that sign.  Conversely, for signs with a neutral space location

like CHILDREN, the lowest z-axis position was considered representative of the

signs location.  The vertical locations chosen for this example are indicated by the

open squares.

Figure 3.9: Z-axis movement in SMART CHILDREN SMART in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY

When the first and third sign was LATE, the determination of the vertical

location was a little more complicated.  Ideally, the vertical position for a neutral

space sign like LATE would be the minimum z-axis position within the endpoints

of the sign.  The lowest position within the apparent endpoints of the sign was
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often within a transitional movement as the hands moved out of or into the rest

position.  The Figure in 3.10 shows an example the z-axis movement of the

sequence LATE FATHER LATE.  The endpoints of the signs have been marked

with solid diamonds.  Notice that the beginning of the first sign LATE and the end

of the second sign LATE are the lowest points within the boundaries of these

signs.  Accepting the lowest z-axis position in these cases would result in a

measurement that indicates the position of the hands at rest, rather than the target

location of the sign.

For the first LATE, the measurement position chosen is at the end of the

sign, when the wrist marker makes a small downward movement.  This movement

indicates that in this example the arm makes a small downward movement in

addition to the expected downward arcing movement of the hand.  As the signer

articulates the second LATE, he is in the process of moving the hand downward

from the forehead location of FATHER.  This downward movement is continuous

through the sign, but not consistent.  There is a change in the downward velocity

of the wrist as indicated by the dimple in the downward slope, indicating a change

in movement velocity of the wrist marker.  For the second LATE in this example,

the location measurement was taken at this dimple.  These two situations are

prevalent for the sign LATE in this experiment, with the second type more often

present in faster signing.  It is important to note that only the location

measurements for the medial signs FATHER and CHILDREN will be analyzed.

However, measurements of locations for LATE and SMART are used as
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independent variables in constructing multiple linear regression models of

location variation for FATHER and CHILDREN.

Figure 3.10: Z-axis movement in LATE FATHER LATE in the Normal elicitation
category, signer AY

3.1.4.3  Duration Measurements

Similar to the experiment on stop consonants in chapter 2, signing rate

will be discussed in terms of the duration of elements in the signed sequence.  As

mentioned above in the discussion of the sign LATE, when determined by

movement landmarks, the apparent boundaries of the signs in first and final

positions in a phrase may be influenced by the movement of the hands into or out

of the rest position.  Since the duration of individual signs may be difficult to

determine, I have decided to use a duration measurement based on the time at the

location measurement points, which I will refer to as the measurement-to-
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measurement time.  In effect, this duration measure indicates how much time the

signer took to change from one measurement value to another; at faster signing

rates, location measurements should be closer together in time than at slower

signing rates.

Since there are three locations measured for each sequence, there are three

measurement-to-measurement times: the interval between the first and the second

measurements, between the second and third measurements and between the first

and third measurements.  The chart in Figure 3.11 shows the mean values for each

of these times for each elicitation condition based on the productions of signer

AY.  For signer AY, each successive level of increase in the rate condition is

matched by a decrease in each measurement-to-measurement time.  Also, notice

that the measurement-to-measurement times for S1 to S2 (sign 1 to sign 2) are

similar to the corresponding values for S2 to S3.  This pattern was also true for

signers MM and RE.
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Figure 3.11: Mean measurement-to-measurement times by elicitation condition,
signer AY

Signer TP, however, shows a slightly different pattern in Figure 3.12.  For

TP, the measurement-to-measurement times for S1 to S2 are higher than the

corresponding values for S2 to S3.  Further, there appears to be little difference in

mean measurement-to-measurement times between S2 and S3 for the Fast Clear

and Fastest rate conditions.  For the S1 to S3 interval, the individual rate

conditions are less overlapping than for the other intervals.
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Figure 3.12: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer TP

Location measurement points tended to fall at similar times during the

production of a sign.  For example, for the sign SMART, the location

measurement point tended to be near the beginning of the sign.  There was some

variability in the location of the measurement point, however.  The longest

measurement-to-measurement time, i.e. between the first and third location, was

considered to be the ideal duration measure, since any variability in the precise

timing of the measurements would be as small as possible relative to the duration

measurement.

3.1.5  Regression Analysis

Linear regression analyses will be presented to quantify the effect of

signing rate on the achievement of ASL location targets in the second sign in each

sequence.  Regression line equations, Pearson Product Moment Correlation
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coefficients and significance levels (p values) will be reported for each sign

sequence from each signer.  The regression models will consider several factors in

order to predict the variation in location values.  The location values of the

preceding and following signs will represent the phonetic context that the sign is

in, while a measurement-to-measurement time will represent the effect of signing

rate.  Location target values will also be included in each model.  Finally,

interactions between signing rate and phonetic context are expected, so

appropriate interaction terms will also be possible factors.  The models

constructed in this experiment will be analogous to those discussed in the

previous chapter.  The actual models are discussed in section 3.3 below.

3.2  RESULTS

As expected, location values were found to vary across the elicitation

categories and across phonetic contexts.  The chart in Figure 3.13 shows the

example of SMART CHILDREN SMART discussed in section 3.1.4.2 above.

This example was part of the data elicited in the Normal rate condition.  An

example of the same sequence from the same signer but in the Fastest rate

condition is shown in 3.14.  The time scale for these two Figures is the same.  The

location value of the second sign is much higher in the Fastest example than the

Normal example, with a difference of around 80 mm.  Notice, however, that the

location values for the first and third signs are roughly the same.
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Figure 3.13: Z-axis movement in SMART CHILDREN SMART in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY

Figure 3.14: Z-axis movement in SMART CHILDREN SMART in the Fastest
elicitation category, signer AY
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In the following sections, I will show how well this example represents

variation in ASL locations in the data.  The data will be discussed in two parts,

with sequences with neutral space signs in the second position in 3.2.1 and

forehead signs in 3.2.2.

3.2.1  Neutral Space Signs

3.2.1.1  Forehead-Neutral-Forehead Sequences

The sign CHILDREN is the neutral space sign that appears in second

position in the sign sequences in this experiment.  When preceded and followed

by the forehead located sign SMART, the location value of CHILDREN shows

rate dependent variation for all signers.  Figure 3.15 shows the mean location

values for CHILDREN in each rate condition for each signer.  For three of the

signers, the mean location values increase with each successive rate condition.  In

other words, as signing rate increases, the location of the neutral space sign moves

upward.  A similar progression is seen for signer MM, with the exception of a

high mean value for the Fast Unclear condition.
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Figure 3.15: Mean location values for the medial neutral space sign in
SMART CHILDREN SMART

Figure 3.16 shows the mean location values for this sequence from signer

AY.  The mean location value for CHILDREN in the Normal elicitation condition

is around 350 mm.  In the Fastest condition, the mean location value is around

430 mm.  The intervening elicitation conditions show appropriately ordered mean

values.  The mean locations for the sign SMART, however, are relatively stable

with little variation across the elicitation conditions.  Signer RE’s productions

follow this pattern.
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Figure 3.16: Mean location values for Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence,
signer AY

Signer MM shows a similar pattern for SMART CHILDREN SMART as

shown in Figure 3.17.  The only difference is that the third rate condition, Fast

Unclear, has a higher mean location than the Fastest condition.
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Figure 3.17: Mean location values for Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence,
signer MM

The fourth signer, TP, shows the same upward progression of location

means for the sign CHILDREN with each successive rate condition as shown in

Figure 3.18.  For TP, however, there is also some upward shifting of the forehead

located sign SMART as signing rate increases.
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Figure 3.18: Mean location values for Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence,
signer TP

When comparing location values with corresponding measurement-to-

measurement times, a negative correlation is found.  Figure 3.19 is a scatter plot

comparing these two factors from the production of signer AY.  As the time

between measurement points decreases, the value of the medial sign’s location

increases.  This pattern holds for the other signers as well.
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Figure 3.19: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence, signer AY

Table 3.3 summarizes the correlations for each signer.  As can be seen

from the slope of the regression equations, the correlation is negative for each

signer.  This analysis suggests that the sign CHILDREN moves upward in space

as the signing rate increases, bringing this sign closer to the neighboring forehead

located signs.

Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = -0.124x + 480.7 -0.90 <.001

MM y = -0.215x + 552.0 -0.78 <.001

RE y = -0.048x + 371.0 -0.59 <.001

TP y = -0.121x + 568.9 -0.75 <.001

Table 3.3: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and vertical location
for the second sign in the forehead-neutral-forehead sequence
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3.2.1.2  Neutral-Neutral-Neutral Sequences

When the sign CHILDREN is placed into a neutral space environment,

undershoot style rate effects are not expected because there is no contextual

pressure to direct the variation in location values.  Figure 3.20 shows the mean

location values for CHILDREN in a forehead environment.  Even though rate

dependent variation is not expected, the mean values for signer TP’s productions

follow an upward progression with each successive rate condition, similar to the

pattern seen for CHILDREN in a neutral space environment.  The other signers

show some degree of this upward progression, although not a strongly as TP.

Figure 3.20: Mean location values for the medial neutral space sign in
LATE CHILDREN LATE

Figure 3.21 shows the mean location values for signer AY for the

sequence LATE CHILDREN LATE.  While the variation in mean location values

is small across the rate conditions, that variation follows the same pattern as for
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the preceding sequence; the sign CHILDREN moves upward as the rate

conditions increase.  The first LATE also shows an upward progression.  All four

signers show some degree of upward movement of the signs CHILDREN and

LATE.  Signer TP shows the strongest effect of signing rate as shown in Figure

3.22.

Figure 3.21: Mean location values for Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence,
signer AY
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Figure 3.22: Mean location values for Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence,
signer TP

The scatter plot in 3.23 demonstrates the relationship between the vertical

location of CHILDREN and the time between measurements.  As expected the

correlation is negative, confirming the upward progression of CHILDREN as

signing rate increases.  The correlation between these two factors was negative for

each signer, though the correlation is not significant for signer MM.  Table 3.4

reports these correlations.
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Figure 3.23: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence, signer AY

Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = -0.037x + 382.2 -0.41 0.008

MM y = -0.017x + 319.2 -0.13 ns

RE y = -0.045x + 382.9 -0.45 0.005

TP y = -0.113x + 612.9 -0.64 <0.001

Table 3.4: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and vertical location
for the second sign in the neutral-neutral-neutral sequence

3.2.1.3  Overall Effects on Neutral Space Signs

Rate effects were unexpected for neutral space signs in a neutral space

environment.  This variation seems to indicate that, under certain circumstances

signing rate influences location values independent of the phonetic environment.
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It could be that this variation is a result of a ballistic movement of the hands into

the signing space.  Typically, at the beginning of each phrase, the signer’s hands

were resting in his or her lap.  In faster signing, signers may have made extremely

fast upward movements to achieve an appropriate neutral space location as

quickly as possible.  In effect, the force of these upward movements may have

resulted in signers overshooting the vertical position they typically used for

neutral space signs.  Once this level was achieved, signers simply maintained it

throughout the neutral space sequence.

Speaker

Regression Equation

SMART CHILDREN SMART

Regression Equation

LATE CHILDREN LATE

AY y = -0.124x + 480.7 y = -0.037x + 382.2

MM y = -0.215x + 552.0 ns

RE y = -0.048x + 371.0 y = -0.045x + 382.9

TP y = -0.121x + 568.9 y = -0.113x + 612.9

Table 3.5: Regression equations for forehead-neutral-forehead and
neutral-neutral-neutral sequences

Table 3.5 compares the regression equations from each phonetic context.

For signers AY and TP, the regression line’s slope is steeper for the forehead

context than for the neutral context.  This pattern indicates that the strength of an

upward rate effect on neutral space location values is stronger when those neutral

space signs are in the forehead environment than when they are in a neutral space

environment.  For signer RE, the slopes are similar across the two environments.
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3.2.2  Forehead Located Signs

3.2.2.1  Neutral-Forehead-Neutral Sequences

The forehead-located sign that appears in medial position in this

experiment is the sign FATHER.  When FATHER is placed into a neutral space

environment, it is possible that the location of FATHER will shift in the direction

of the neutral space signs surrounding it, especially as signing rate increases.  For

one signer, MM, this was the case.  Figure 3.24 shows the mean location values

for FATHER in a neutral space environment.  For MM, the mean values decrease

across the rate conditions, indicating that the sign FATHER is shifting downward

as rate of signing increases.  For TP, however, the opposite was found: the sign

FATHER seems to move upward as signing rate increases.

Figure 3.24: Mean location values for the medial Forehead located sign in LATE
FATHER LATE
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A chart showing the mean location values for MM is shown in Figure

3.25.  The mean location for the sign FATHER was highest in the Normal

elicitation condition and that the mean location was lower in each successive

condition.  The difference between mean location values for the Normal and

Fastest conditions was around 110 mm.  At the same time, the neutral space signs

before and after FATHER showed a substantial amount of variation.  The first

sign LATE showed an overall increase in mean location as signing rate increased.

The variation in means for the final sign did not follow a lawful pattern.  As

expected, the correlation between vertical location and the time between

measurements is positive for MM, indicating that as signing rate increases, the

location value decreases, bringing the forehead sign closer to the value of the

neutral space signs.10

                                                  
10 One way to bring a forehead sign closer to a neutral space location would be to lower the
forehead location itself, i.e. by bowing the head.  For MM’s fast articulations of LATE FATHER
LATE, however, the hands tended to not even approach the forehead during the sign FATHER.
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Figure 3.25: Mean location values for Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence,
signer MM

Figure 3.26: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence, signer MM
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Signers AY and RE showed little variation in location values for this sign

sequence.  A chart showing mean location values in Figure 3.27 demonstrates this

situation for signer AY’s productions.  The correlation of location value and time

between measurements is shown in Figure 3.28 to be positive but slight.

Figure 3.27: Mean location values for Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence,
signer AY
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Figure 3.28: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence, signer AY

The productions of the fourth signer, TP, show a radically different

pattern.  The mean location values in Figure 3.29 show that the mean location

value for the sign FATHER is lowest in the Normal condition and increases with

each of the next two conditions.  The Fast Unclear and Fastest means are similar.

The location values for the neutral space signs are also rising as signing rate

increases.  The scatter plot in Figure 3.30 indicates that individual location values

for FATHER rise as the time between measurements decreases.  This result was

completely unexpected.
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Figure 3.29: Mean location values for Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence,
signer TP

Figure 3.30: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence, signer TP
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TP’s productions of the sequence LATE FATHER LATE were considered

unusual at the time the data was collected.  At faster rates, TP articulated the sign

LATE at the forehead, adding an unexpected contact between the thumb and

forehead to the sign.  In these samples, TP often maintained contact throughout

the signed sequence.  The signs were also articulated with the signer’s elbow up

and away from the signer’s body.  The resulting sign sequence involved primarily

movement of the wrist: down for the first LATE, up for FATHER, and down

again for the second LATE.

Visual inspection of the regular video data revealed that the variation in

the location value of the sign FATHER is accompanied by a difference in the

palm orientation during that sign.  At slower rates, TP typically produced the sign

FATHER with the palm oriented toward his right side with his fingers pointed

upward.  At faster rates, TP rarely achieved the regular orientation of the palm,

rather his palm tended to be oriented partially downward during the sign

FATHER with his fingers pointed to his right.  The downward palm orientation

may cause a higher wrist position during the sign, and in turn a higher location

value for the wrist marker, even if the position of the contact is unchanged.

Table 3.6 summarizes the correlation between vertical location of the sign

FATHER and the time between location measurements.  Signer TP shows a

negative correlation between these two factors as discussed above.  MM’s

productions yielded a positive correlation.  For signers AY and RE, correlations

are found to be not significant.
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Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = 0.014x + 585.9 0.31 ns

MM y = 0.157x + 424.9 0.69 <0.001

RE y = 0.010x + 578.5 0.16 ns

TP y = -0.100x + 735.5 -0.72 <0.001

Table 3.6: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and vertical location
for the second sign in the neutral-forehead-neutral sequence

3.2.2.2  Forehead-Forehead-Forehead Sequences

The second sequence to be discussed in this section is a sequence of signs

all with forehead locations: SMART FATHER SMART.  For three of the signers,

AY, RE and TP, the mean vertical locations of FATHER in this phrase showed

little or no variation across the elicitation conditions.  For MM, however, a

downward progression of means across the rate conditions indicates that as

signing rate increased, MM’s productions of FATHER moved downward.
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Figure 3.31: Mean location values for the medial forehead-located sign in
SMART FATHER SMART

Figure 3.32 shows the mean location values for signer AY.11  The

resulting correlations between vertical location and time between measurements

was essentially zero for signers AY and TP as exemplified in the scatter plot in

3.33.  Signer RE did show a slight positive correlation between vertical location

and time between measurements which is shown in Figure 3.34.  This correlation

indicates that there was a slight decrease in the location value as the time between

measurements decreased.

                                                  
11 Notice that the location values for the sign SMART are lower than those of the sign FATHER.
This difference is a result of the region of the hand that contacts the forehead.  For FATHER, the
tip of the extended thumb makes contact with the forehead while for SMART, the side of the
index fingertip contacts the forehead.  Both signs are articulated with the palm orientated to the
signer’s contralateral side with the finger(s) pointing upward.  With this orientation of the hand,
the thumb is lower that the index finger.  As a result, the hand must be higher in space during the
sign FATHER to allow contact between the thumb and the forehead during that sign.  In effect, the
location of the sign is related not only to the position of the hand, but also to the orientation and
contacting region of the hand.
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Figure 3.32: Mean location values for Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence,
signer AY

Figure 3.33: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence, signer AY
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Figure 3.34: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence, signer RE

Signer MM showed a stronger rate effect than the other signers for this

sequence.  In Figure 3.35, her productions show an overall decrease in mean

location values as signing rate increases for each sign in the sequence.  The scatter

plot in Figure 3.36 shows a positive correlation between the vertical location of

FATHER and the time between measurements.
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Figure 3.35: Mean location values for Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence,
signer MM

Figure 3.36: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence, signer MM
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The Table in 3.7 summarizes the rate effects for the sequence SMART

FATHER SMART.  Signers AY and TP show small negative correlations, while

MM and RE show positive correlations.

Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = -0.005x + 594.7 -0.13 ns

MM y = 0.048x + 583.9 0.45 0.004

RE y = 0.017x + 567.8 0.35 0.027

TP y = -0.003x + 568.6 -0.04 ns

Table 3.7: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and vertical location
for the second sign in the forehead-forehead-forehead sequence

3.2.2.3  Overall Effects on Forehead Signs

Table 3.8 summarizes the rate effects on FATHER in the two phonetic

environments.  MM showed a downward shift in the location of FATHER in both

contexts.  However, this rate effect was much stronger in the neutral space

environment than in the forehead environment.  This difference in effect strength

fits expectations about undershoot, namely that rate effects are directed by

phonetic context.  Signer TP showed a rate effect contrary to expectations when

the forehead sign was placed in the neutral space environment.  As explained

above, this effect was most likely due to a change in palm orientation during TP’s

production of the sign FATHER at faster rates.
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Speaker

Regression Equation

LATE FATHER LATE

Regression Equation

SMART FATHER SMART

AY ns ns

MM y = 0.157x + 424.9 y = 0.048x + 583.9

RE ns y = 0.017x + 567.8

TP y = -0.100x + 735.5 ns

Table 3.8: Regression equations for neutral-forehead-neutral and
forehead-forehead-forehead sequences

3.2.3  Rate Effects across Location Types

The most notable difference between neutral space signs and forehead

located signs is that neutral space locations seem highly prone to undergoing rate

effects, while forehead locations tend to resist rate effects.  This difference can be

seen when comparing the effect of rate on sign locations when those signs are

placed in antagonistic environments, i.e. neutral space signs in a forehead

environment and forehead signs in a neutral space environment.  For each signer,

the slope of the regression line for the neutral space location in the forehead

context was positive.  Excluding TP whose articulations of LATE FATHER

LATE confound the use of the wrist marker as an indicator of location, only

signer MM shows any substantial rate effect on the location of FATHER.
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Speaker

Regression Equation

SMART CHILDREN SMART

Regression Equation

LATE FATHER LATE

AY y = -0.124x + 480.7 ns

MM y = -0.215x + 552.0 y = 0.157x + 424.9

RE y = -0.048x + 371.0 ns

TP y = -0.121x + 568.9 y = -0.100x + 735.5

Table 3.9: Regression equations for forehead-neutral-forehead and
neutral-forehead-neutral sequences

One critical difference between these two types of signs has not yet been

addressed.  As described earlier, body located signs involve contact or close

proximity between one or both hands and the body.  It may be that this contact or

near-contact specification inhibits location variation for these signs.  That is,

signers may resist tendencies toward undershoot in favor of this phonological

aspect of a sign’s production.

Upon visual inspection of the data, signer MM is found to neglect the

forehead contact in the sequence LATE FATHER LATE in faster signing.  In

these productions, she adjusts the position of the dominant hand during the sign

FATHER.  When she signs FATHER, the dominant hand does not approach the

midline.  Instead it remains to MM’s right side, matching the lateral position of

the sign LATE.  No attempt is made by MM to bring the hand into proximity with

the forehead.  Once the specification for proximity with the body location has

been ignored, the sign FATHER may be as free to shift its position as readily as a
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neutral space sign.  One consequence of this, however, may be the loss of

intelligibility of the sign.

3.3  MODELING VARIATION IN LOCATION VALUES

As demonstrated in the previous section, location values are influenced

both by signing rate and phonetic context.  In order to better quantify these

effects, multiple linear regression models were created.  These models were

constructed in a manner analogous to the models discussed in chapter 2 for stop

consonants in English.  Three main factors were included: location values of the

preceding and following signs, and signing rate as reflected in the time between

measurement points.  Two interaction terms were included in a stepwise manner:

the interaction of preceding sign’s location value with the time between location

measurements and the interaction of following sign’s location value with the time

between location measurements.

The location value of the preceding or following sign should have a

positive effect on the observed location of the medial sign.  That is, if the

preceding location is low, we generally expect that the location of the second sign

will be relatively low.  The same conclusion is expected for location values of the

following sign on the location of the medial sign.

Section 3.2 has demonstrated the effect of signing rate on actual location

values of signs.  Generally, the effect of signing rate is not the same across all

phonetic contexts, however.  The inclusion of interaction terms will determine the

significance of the influence of phonetic context on the effect of signing rate.
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Ideally, both interaction terms would be significant in each model.

However, in each sequence, the preceding and following signs have the same

location specification.  Consequently, preceding and following location values, as

well as the two interaction terms based on preceding or following location and

measurement-to-measurement time, should be correlated with the location of the

medial sign in similar ways.  However, when these factors are evaluated within

the models, the fraction of the variance in the dependent variable that correlates

with both of the context factors may be assigned primarily to whichever factor

happens to be more strongly correlated with the dependent variable.  The other

factor will only be a significant contributor to the model if its fraction of the

remaining variance is significant.  As a result, it should not be surprising if only

one of the two neighboring location values is significant or if only one of the two

interaction terms is significant.  Models considering only one of the two

neighboring location values (i.e. including either preceding location or following,

but not both) were also computed.  These models were generally similar to the

models presented here.

3.3.1  Models of Variation in Neutral Space Locations

The multiple linear regression models generated to describe variation in

neutral space locations are described in Table 3.10.  Each model was significant.

Coefficients are listed for each factor.
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Signer Factor Coefficient r2 p
AY Constant

Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

240.3
0.0777
0.296
0.166 (ns)
-0.000381
(not included)

0.794 < 0.001

MM Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

66.0 (ns)
0.228
0.630
0.282
-0.000832
(not included)

0.739 < 0.001

RE Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

408.2
-0.0459
-0.170 (ns)
0.0962 (ns)
(not included)
(not included)

0.315 < 0.001

TP Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

309.4
0.258
-0.169 (ns)
0.670
(not included)
-0.000689

0.388 < 0.001

Table 3.10: Multiple linear regression models of neutral space variation

The simplest of the four models generated represents RE’s productions.

For this model, only measurement-to-measurement time was found to be a

significant contributor to the neutral space location in the medial sign.  The

correlation between these two factors is negative as expected from the discussion
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of neutral space signs in section 2.2.1.  Based on this model, phonetic

environment was found to have no effect on variation in neutral space locations,

either as an independent factor or as part of an interaction.  This result supports

the observation that in RE’s production of sequences with medial neutral space

locations, neutral space locations varied in similar ways regardless of the phonetic

environment.

There are several similarities between the models for the other three

signers: AY, MM, and TP.  When the contribution of a neighboring sign’s

location was found to be significant to variation in the location measurement of

the medial sign, the correlation between the two factors was positive.  Further, the

overall contribution of the measurement-to-measurement time was positive for

these signers’ models.  As mentioned above, the expected direction of this

correlation is negative for neutral space locations.  The main effects of

measurement-to-measurement time are mitigated by negative interaction terms for

each of these three signers.

In section 2.3.1, a method was introduced for interpreting interaction

terms in multiple linear regression models describing F2 onset variation in

English.  The same procedure is used here to interpret interactions in these models

of location variation.  One interaction term was found significant for each of the

models of variation in AY, MM and TP’s articulations of neutral space signs.  In

each case, the interaction coefficient was negative. By analogy with the

interactions in section 2.3.1, we can expect that when this kind of interaction term

is negative, the correlation between the medial neutral space location and the
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measurement-to-measurement time will become more negative as the location

value of the neighboring sign rises.  Conversely, the correlation of the medial

neutral space location with the measurement-to-measurement time will become

more positive as the value of the neighboring sign’s location falls.  Table 3.11

summarizes the interaction of preceding sign location with measurement-to

measurement time for signer AY.  As expected, the highest negative slope is

matched with the highest location value for the preceding sign.  The slope

becomes shallower as the location value of the preceding sign decreases.  These

interactions are graphed in Figure 3.37.  Similar patterns are seen for the

interactions in MM and TP’s models.

S1 Location Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 307.1 S2 Location = 399.3 - 0.0390 x M2M

Mean 421.7 S2 Location = 433.2 - 0.0825 x M2M

Mean + 1 SD 536.3 S2 Location = 467.1 - 0.1261 x M2M

Table 3.11: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of S1 location and
measurement-to-measurement time for neutral space locations for
signer AY
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Figure 3.37: Interaction of measurement-to-measurement time and location value
of the preceding sign for the prediction of neutral space locations,
signer AY

S1 Location Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 274.9 S2 Location = 347.1 - 0.000717 x M2M

Mean 407.5 S2 Location = 430.6 - 0.111 x M2M

Mean + 1 SD 540.1 S2 Location = 514.2 - 0.221 x M2M

Table 3.12: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of S1 location and
measurement-to-measurement time for neutral space locations for
signer MM
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Figure 3.38: Interaction of measurement-to-measurement and location value of
the preceding sign for the prediction of neutral space locations,
signer MM

S3 Location Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 433.6 S2 Location = 515.7 - 0.0408 x M2M

Mean 501.5 S2 Location = 561.2 - 0.0875 x M2M

Mean + 1 SD 569.4 S2 Location = 606.7 - 0.1343 x M2M

Table 3.13: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of S3 location and
measurement-to-measurement time for neutral space locations for
signer TP
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Figure 3.39: Interaction of measurement-to-measurement and location value of
the following sign for the prediction of neutral space locations,
signer TP

3.3.2  Models of Variation in Forehead Locations

Table 3.14 summarizes the models generated for variation in the

articulation of the forehead location.  Each of these models was found to be

significant.  Coefficients are reported for each factor.
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Signer Factor Coefficient r2 p
AY Constant

Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

565.3
0.0518
0.0690 (ns)
-0.0151 (ns)
-0.000104
(not included)

0.143 0.021

MM Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

208.3
0.329
0.572
0.0980 (ns)
-0.000514
(not included)

0.604 < 0.001

RE Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

574.8
0.0169
0.0923 (ns)
-0.0993 (ns)
(not included)
(not included)

0.114 0.026

TP Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

23.2
0.476
-0.0890 (ns)
1.112
(not included)
-0.000802

0.547 < 0.001

Table 3.14: Multiple linear regression models of forehead location variation

The model for RE’s productions of the forehead location includes only

measurement-to-measurement time as a significant factor.  The fact that variables

related to the phonetic environment, i.e. the location values of the preceding and

following signs, were not found to be significant indicates that variation in the
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articulation of the forehead location dependent on signing rate is independent of

phonetic context.

The interaction of measurement-to-measurement time and the location of

the preceding sign for AY’s model is summarized in Table 3.15.  While this

interaction was significant, the actual effect of the interaction is small.  The three

regression lines reported for this interaction are very similar as shown in Figure

3.39.

S1 Location Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 338.1 S2 Location = 581.8 + 0.0166 x M2M

Mean 450.1 S2 Location = 589.6 + 0.00500 x M2M

Mean + 1 SD 562.1 S2 Location = 597.3 - 0.00665 x M2M

Table 3.15: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of S1 location and
measurement-to-measurement time for forehead locations for signer
AY
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Figure 3.39: Interaction of measurement-to-measurement and location value of
the preceding sign for the prediction of forehead locations, signer
AY

The interaction of preceding location and measurement-to-measurement

time for MM’s model is summarized in Table 3.16.  In this interaction, a positive

correlation between measurement-to-measurement time and the medial neutral

space location becomes stronger as the location of the preceding sign decreases.

This result supports the individual cases of MM’s productions discussed in

section 3.2.2.
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S1 Location Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 298.2 S2 Location = 419.8 + 0.176 x M2M

Mean 431.3 S2 Location = 495.9 + 0.107 x M2M

Mean + 1 SD 564.4 S2 Location = 572.0 + 0.0389 x M2M

Table 3.16: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of S1 location and
measurement-to-measurement time for forehead locations for signer
MM

Figure 3.40: Interaction of measurement-to-measurement and location value of
the preceding sign for the prediction of forehead locations, signer
MM

For the interaction of measurement-to-measurement time and following

sign in TP’s model, a positive correlation is found for low location values for the

following sign and a slight negative correlation for high values.  This does not
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match the results discussed in section 2.2.2 for TP’s articulation of medial

forehead locations.  Table 3.17 repeats the results discussed in that section.  When

the preceding location was low, i.e. a neutral space sign, the correlation between

the measurement-to-measurement time and forehead location value was negative.

S3 Location Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 445.6 S2 Location = 472.1 + 0.119 x M2M

Mean 537.5 S2 Location = 574.3 + 0.0449 x M2M

Mean + 1 SD 629.4 S2 Location = 676.5 - 0.0288 x M2M

Table 3.17: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of S3 location and
measurement-to-measurement time for forehead locations for signer
TP

Figure 3.41: Interaction of measurement-to-measurement and location value of
the following sign for the prediction of forehead space locations,
signer TP
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Speaker

Regression Equation

LATE FATHER LATE

Regression Equation

SMART FATHER SMART

TP y = -0.100x + 735.5 ns

Table 3.18: Regression equations for neutral-forehead-neutral and
forehead-forehead-forehead sequences, signer TP

3.3.3  Overview of ASL Location Models

Table 3.19 summarizes the relationships between the independent

variables and the medial location value for all the multiple linear regression

models in this chapter.  The models for signers AY, MM and TP are similar.

Each model shows a positive correlation between measurement-to-measurement

time and the middle sign’s location.  This correlation was mediated by a negative

interaction of measurement-to-measurement time and a neighboring location

value.  In five out of these six models, the location value of a neighboring sign

was also a significant contributor to the model, showing a positive correlation

with the dependent variable.  Recall that it was not expected that both neighboring

locations or both interaction terms would be significant (c.f. section 3.3).

The model for signer RE was different, however.  For RE, only

measurement-to-measurement time was a significant predictor of the variance in

the medial sign’s location.  For neutral space signs, the correlation of

measurement-to-measurement time with location was negative, indicating that as

signing speed increased, and consequently as measurement-to-measurement time
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decreased, location values of the neutral space sign increased.  This correlation

was positive for forehead located signs, indicating that location values fell as

signing rate increased.  In both of these models, the interaction terms were found

to be not significant.  On the surface the model seems to show that rate effects

were uniform across the two phonetic environments for each set of data.

However, as discussed above in section 3.2.1.3, the raising of neutral space

locations may arise from two sources.  In faster signing, when the first sign in a

sign sequence is a neutral space sign, the hands may overshoot the typical neutral

location when rising from the rest position in the lap.  Neutral space signs in a

forehead environment may have higher location values because of phonetic

pressure from the neighboring forehead locations.
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Speaker Factor Neutral Space Forehead
AY Meas-to-Meas Time

Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

Positive
(ns)
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

MM Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
(ns)

Positive
Positive
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

RE Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

Negative
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)

Positive
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)

TP Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

Positive
(ns)
Positive
(ns)
Negative

Positive
(ns)
Positive
(ns)
Negative

Table 3.19: Multiple linear regression models of location variation

3.4  CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have shown that undershoot effects are found in a signed

language, ASL.  Vertical location values were shown to be dependent on rate and

phonetic context.  These dependencies generally matched pre-existing ideas about

target undershoot phenomena.  One aspect of location undershoot may not have a

correlate in speech undershoot.  It appears that not all location values undergo
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undershoot for all speakers possibly as a result of a phonological specification for

body contact.

Undershoot results for location values were analyzed statistically through

a multiple linear regression modeling.  As with English stop consonants,

relatively few variables are needed to describe the variation in observed location

values to a fairly high degree of precision.  The results of this experiment will be

discussed further in chapter 5, especially as these results relate to the other

experiments in this dissertation.
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Chapter 4:  Undershoot of ASL Handshapes

The experiment on ASL locations in the previous chapter demonstrated

that the methodologies related to phonetic undershoot can be successfully applied

to a signed language.  This chapter will extend that methodology to an additional

aspect of signed languages.  During the articulation of a sign, the fingers can

assume different positions resulting in different handshapes.  When neighboring

signs have different handshapes, one or more fingers must change position to

articulate that sequences of signs.  As signing rate increases, it is possible that

handshapes will not be fully formed, i.e. the configuration of the fingers may not

fully change when changing from one handshape target to the next.  Variation in

handshapes will be examined in hopes of finding dependence of handshapes on

signing rate and phonetic environment.

4.1  METHODOLOGY

4.1.1  Participants

The participants in this study were the same participants from the ASL

location experiment.  Data for both experiments were collected in a single

elicitation session.
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4.1.2  Signed Samples

The data in this experiment consisted of signs with either an index

handshape or a 5-handshape.  Typically, the 5-handshape involves the extension

of all four fingers and the thumb.  The 5-hand signs analyzed here are shown in

Figures 4.1 and 4.2.  The sign MOTHER involves repeated contact between the

signer’s thumb and chin as the hand repeatedly moves toward and away from the

chin.  The sign SAD begins with one or both hands raised in front of the face with

the palms facing the face.  The hands then move downward.  Signers RE, MM

and TP preferred the single handed sign, while AY tended to use both hands.

Only the handshape of the dominant hand was analyzed in this experiment.

Figure 4.1: ASL Sign MOTHER
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Figure 4.2: ASL Sign SAD

Signs with index handshapes are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.  The sign

DEAF is made by touching the cheek twice, first near the ear, then near the

mouth.  The order of the contacts may be reversed so that the first contact is near

the mouth.12  Only signer MM preferred this reversed order.  The sign TRUE

involves an arcing movement of the index finger away from contact with the chin.

Figure 4.3: ASL Sign DEAF

                                                  
12 For more information about the direction of the movement in the sign DEAF, see Bayley, Lucas
and Rose (2000).
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Figure 4.4: ASL Sign TRUE

These signs were combined to make the four phrases listed in Table 4.1.

Undershoot effects are expected for those phrases which juxtapose the two

handshapes.  In these cases, as signing rate increases, the signer may not have

enough time to fully articulate each of the handshapes.  The other two phrases

contain only one handshape each.  Rate effects are not expected for these phrases,

since the signer may simply configure the fingers to form the handshape at the

beginning of the phrase and not change that configuration throughout the phrase.

Sequence of Handshapes Sign Phrases

5-Index-5 SAD DEAF SAD

Index-5-Index TRUE MOTHER TRUE

5-5-5 SAD MOTHER SAD

Index-Index-Index TRUE DEAF TRUE

Table 4.1: Sign phrases
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As with the previous experiment, signers were asked to articulate the

handshape phrases in four rate conditions:  a) normal, relaxed signing, b) signing

faster than normal but not so fast that the participant or experimenter felt the

signing lost intelligibility, c) signing that was even faster but without any special

regard for clarity, and d) sign that was “as fast as possible”.  Ten repetitions of

each phrase were elicited in each rate condition resulting in a total of 160 tokens

for each signer.

4.1.3  Recording Signed Samples

As mentioned above the data for this experiment were collected using the

Vicon system and were collected simultaneously with the data for the location

experiment.  Sign phrases for the handshape experiment were randomly mixed

with phrases for the location experiment and the combined group of phrases was

presented to signers as if they were a single set.  A description of the Vicon

system and the nature of the data collection process can be found in section 3.1.3.

4.1.4  Measurements

4.1.4.1  Determining Sign Landmarks

Similar to the ASL location experiment, the first step in the data analysis

was to identify the beginning and end of each sign in a signed sequence.  As

mentioned before, a sign’s endpoints were defined based on the sign’s movement

in one of the three dimensions captured by Vicon.  An example of the steps taken
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in this process are described in section 3.1.4.1.  Table 4.2 describes the movement

landmarks for each of the signs in this experiment.

Sign Beginning Ending
MOTHER X-axis maximum for the wrist

marker: the first time the
wrist begins to approach the
chin13

X-axis minimum for the wrist
marker: the final time the
thumb contacts the chin

SAD Z-axis maximum of the wrist
marker: the beginning of the
downward movement of the
hands

Z-axis minimum of the wrist
marker: the end of the
downward movement of the
hands

DEAF First X-axis minimum14 for the
wrist marker: the beginning
of the elliptical movement
with contact on the cheek
near the ear (or mouth for
the reversed order)

Second X-axis minimum for
the wrist marker: the end of
the elliptical movement with
contact on the cheek near
the mouth (or ear for the
reversed order)

TRUE X-axis minimum of the wrist
marker: the contact between
the index finger and the chin

X-axis maximum of the wrist
marker: the end of the
forward movement away
from the chin

Table 4.2: Endpoint landmarks for ASL signs in the location experiment

As with some signs in the location experiment, the endpoints of SAD and

TRUE were often difficult to distinguish when those signs appeared in the final

                                                  
13 In some analyses, this landmark may represent the beginning of a transition movement into the
sign MOTHER.  For this experiment, sign landmarks serve as general guidelines for locating
individual signs in the sign stream.  The status of each landmark is relatively unimportant.
14 Initially, I had anticipated that the movement of DEAF would involve two tapping movements
articulated largely along the y-axis separated by a forward or backward movement to shift the
hand from tapping near the mouth to tapping near the ear.  The result of this movement for a right-
handed signer would be two maxima in the y-axis aligned with an increasing value on the x-axis.
For the sign DEAF in this study, the reverse was found to be true.  DEAF was characterized by
two minima in the x-axis combined with a fairly consistent increase in the y-axis dimension when
the sign began at the ear and a consistent decrease in the y-axis when the sign began at the mouth.
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position in a sign sequence.  The downward movement of SAD often led directly

into the downward movement of the hands into a rest position.  Similarly, the end

of the arcing movement of TRUE away from the chin sometimes blended with a

continuing outward movement towards the rest position.  In these cases, the

endpoint was matched to a plateau or other irregularity in the trajectory that might

correspond to a pause or a change in intention on the part of the signer.

4.1.4.2  Handshape Measurements

Following Cheek (2001), the two handshapes, index and 5, were

differentiated by the distance between a marker placed at the wrist and a marker

on the tip of the pinky.  The pinky marker is situated on the ulnar side of the

pinky next to the fingernail.  This precise position is important to prevent the

marker from interfering with the closure of the pinky.  As a result, the pinky

marker will remain visible, sticking out of the closed portion of the index

handshape.  The wrist marker was placed on the bony protrusion on the ulnar side

of the forearm, just below the wrist.

A 5-handshape, with all the fingers spread, can be characterized by a

relatively large distance between the two markers.  Conversely, for an index

handshape the pinky is expected to be bent and tucked in close to the palm,

resulting in relatively small distance between the pinky and wrist markers.  Figure

4.5 shows a graph of the distance between the two markers during a sequence of

signs with a 5-hand followed by an index handshape and then another 5-hand.

The beginning and end of each sign is marked with a diamond.  During SAD, the
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sign with the 5-hand, the distance between the pinky and wrist markers is large,

around 130 mm.  The sign DEAF is articulated with an index, and consequently,

the wrist-pinky distance is small, around 75 mm.  Similar to the location

measurements discussed in chapter 3, handshape measurements were taken at

maximum or minimum values within the determined endpoints of each sign.

Figure 4.5: Wrist-Pinky distance in SAD DEAF SAD in the Normal elicitation
category, signer AY

The measurement of the wrist-pinky distance for 5-hands was

unexpectedly complicated.  Figure 4.6 below shows a graph of the wrist-pinky

distance for an index-5-index sequence.  As expected, wrist-pinky distances are

relatively low for the index sign TRUE in the first and third positions in the

sequence and relatively high for the 5-hand sign MOTHER in medial position.

However, the transition from index to 5 and back again is characterized by small

peaks that rise above the wrist-pinky distance during the 5-hand sign.  On
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occasion, the boundaries of the sign MOTHER may include one of the two peaks.

These peaks were found in the signing of TRUE MOTHER TRUE15 for all

participants at all signing rates.  It is not clear that these peaks indicate a

wrist-pinky distance associated with a target value for the 5-hand.

Figure 4.6: Wrist-Pinky distance in TRUE MOTHER TRUE in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY

To clarify the status of these peaks, some additional hand movements were

elicited from signer AY.  Figure 4.7 below shows the wrist-pinky distance as AY

changed back and forth from a 5-hand to an index handshape.  These handshape

changes were not made in conjunction with signing.  Rather AY held his hand up

                                                  
15 While the data from the location experiment in chapter 3 were not analyzed for handshape
variability, upon inspection of wrist-pinky distances, the sequence SMART FATHER SMART,
which is articulated with a handshape sequence similar to TRUE MOTHER TRUE, was found to
show similar peak patterns adjacent to the 5-hand.  Another index-5-index sequence in SMART
CHILDREN SMART exhibited a lopsided peak pattern, perhaps due to an interaction of the
handshape change with the orientation and location change in this sign sequence.
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with a straight wrist, fingers pointing upward and palm facing inward, i.e. toward

his left side.  The index hand was made with a tight closure of the middle, ring

and pinky fingers.  The 5-hand was made with all fingers fully extended without

being over extended.  The same small peaks seen in Figure 4.6 above can be seen

at the boundaries of the 5-hand in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Changes in Wrist-Pinky distance as a result of handshape change from
index to 5 to index outside of a signing context, signer AY

One explanation for this phenomenon is that the fully extended position of

the pinky may not necessarily result in the largest wrist-pinky distance.  Figure

4.8 shows a bird’s eye view of the movement of the pinky marker relative to the

wrist marker.  The data for this graph are taken from the data shown in Figure 4.7

above between 1000 ms and 1500 ms.  During this sample, the wrist marker was
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essentially stationary while the hand opened and closed.16  The x-, y- and z-axis

locations of the wrist marker were subtracted from the corresponding components

of the pinky marker’s location at each sample point.  The resulting values indicate

the pinky marker’s distance from the wrist marker in each axis.  Figure 4.8 shows

the movement of the pinky marker relative to the wrist marker in terms of a

forward direction (Vicon’s x-axis) and leftward direction (Vicon’s y-axis).  Note

that since the horizontal axis on the graph represents a leftward direction, the zero

point on this axis is on the right side of the graph.  The wrist marker if graphed

here would be located at the origin point.

Figure 4.8: Movement of the pinky marker relative to the wrist marker during the
transition from a 5-hand to an index handshape, signer AY

                                                  
16 The location of the wrist marker stayed within a range of less than 2 mm on each of the three
axes during the time sampled for Figure 4.8.
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The beginning of the transition from a 5-hand to an index handshape

shows a high value for the forward direction.  Recall that the pinky marker was

situated on the ulnar side of the pinky.  With the palm of the hand oriented to the

signer’s left, the pinky marker is oriented away from the signer in the forward

direction.  The fingers are spread in a 5-hand, but not in an index.  As the

handshape changes from the former to the latter, the pinky’s forward location

decreases, in effect moving closer to the signer’s torso.  The 5-hand also shows a

relatively low leftward distance.  As the hand closes, the pinky marker moves

toward the left and then back to the right.

The overall result of these two changes, as well as a change in the vertical

position of the pinky marker, is that the wrist and pinky markers are much closer

together for an index handshape than a 5-handshape.  The time point

corresponding to the peak wrist-pinky distance is marked with an open square.17

It is clear from this graph that distance between the open square and the origin is

larger than the distance between the diamond representing a true 5-hand and the

origin.  This results from two factors in the pattern of change.  First, the pinky

marker moves slightly forward at the beginning of the closing movement.

Second, the movement of the markers along these axes is not circular but

elliptical; the marker moves leftward much more quickly than it moves inward or

downward.

                                                  
17 If computed with respect to just the two axes illustrated in Figure 4.8, the largest distance
between the wrist and pinky markers is 33.3 ms later (closer to the index handshape) than the open
square indicated on the graph.  The peak wrist-pinky distance marked with the square reflects all
three dimensions.
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As a result of this unexpected aspect of the transition between index and

five hand in TRUE MOTHER TRUE18, the peak wrist-pinky distance during the

sequence was not considered to be representative of a signer’s articulation of a 5-

hand target.  An ideal articulation of the transition between these two handshapes

in this sequence would involve the achievement of the peak wrist-pinky distance

followed by a dip in the wrist-pinky distance.  In effect, this dip corresponds to a

fully extended 5-hand.  If the 5-hand is undershot, the dip will become more

shallow, i.e. the wrist-pinky distance would rise toward the peak wrist-pinky

distance.19  As a result, the ideal measurement of the wrist-pinky distance for the

5-hand in TRUE MOTHER TRUE will be reflected in a minimum value between

the two peaks.  Figure 4.9 repeats the graph in Figure 4.6 above with the addition

of the measurement point for the sign MOTHER, indicated by the open square.  In

effect, the measurement point chosen for MOTHER represents a stable portion of

the handshape curve in the upper range of the wrist-pinky values.  The peak

points are clearly transitory rather than stable values.

                                                  
18 Surprisingly, this kind of transition is not seen in the 5-index-5 sequence in this experiment:
SAD DEAF SAD (c.f. Figure 4.5).  The change in palm orientation may interact with the
handshape change in such a way as to obscure this effect.
19 If the 5-hand were sufficiently undershot, the peak wrist-pinky distance might not even be
achieved at all, resulting in a rounded wrist-pinky distance curve without peak points at the
boundaries of the 5-hand.  This was not observed in the data for this experiment.
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Figure 4.9: Wrist-Pinky distance in TRUE MOTHER TRUE in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY

A second irregularity in expectations about the wrist-pinky distance for the

sign MOTHER is seen in the 5-hand-5-hand-5-hand sequence, SAD MOTHER

SAD.  Figure 4.10 shows an example of this sequence from signer AY.  In this

example, the endpoints of the three signs are marked with diamonds.  The wrist-

pinky distance for MOTHER is lower than the wrist pinky distance for SAD,

despite the fact that the two signs are articulated with the same handshape.20  One

difference between the two signs is a difference in wrist position.  Generally, the

sign SAD, seen in Figure 4.1, is signed with a straight wrist, i.e. the back of the

hand is aligned with the forearm.  The sign MOTHER, seen in Figure 4.2, tends to

be articulated with a slightly extended wrist; the hand remains primarily upright

                                                  
20 Initially, it may seem that this effect is related to the dip effect in the sequence TRUE
MOTHER TRUE.  However, this is unlikely since that dip effect was found when signer AY
performed the handshape change in isolation.
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with the fingers pointing upward while the forearm is angled inward toward the

midline.

Figure 4.10: Wrist-Pinky distance in SAD MOTHER SAD in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY

To illustrate this an additional data sample from signer AY was elicited.

AY was asked to extend his wrist while maintaining a 5-handshape.  The two

graphs in Figure 4.11 show a portion of that sample.  In the top graph, wrist-pinky

distance is graphed for this sample.  The bottom graph shows the angle between

the hand and forearm for the same time points.  Notice that the wrist-pinky

distance changes by around 20 mm with higher values corresponding to a higher

wrist angle while lower wrist-pinky distances are matched by smaller wrist

angles.
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Figure 4.11: Changes in Wrist-Pinky distance as a result of wrist extension, signer
AY

For the sequence SAD MOTHER SAD, wrist-pinky values will be

expected to be relatively higher for the sign SAD (with a straight wrist) and

relatively low for the sign MOTHER (with a slightly extended wrist).  Again, the

ideal wrist-pinky distance will be the minimum distance within the endpoint for
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MOTHER.  Figure 4.10 is repeated below in Figure 4.12 with the inclusion of the

measurement point for the wrist-pinky distance for the sign MOTHER.  While a

5-hand would not be expected to undergo undershoot in a phonetic context like

SAD MOTHER SAD where there is no handshape contrast, the degree of wrist

extension might be undershot.  Signers may articulate this sequence with a

reduced degree of wrist extension in MOTHER to match the lack of extension in

SAD.  This kind of undershoot would be indicated by higher wrist-pinky

distances during the sign MOTHER.

Figure 4.12: Wrist-Pinky distance in SAD MOTHER SAD in the Normal
elicitation category, signer AY
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4.1.4.3  Duration Measurements

A time point was recorded for each handshape measurement.  The amount

of time between each measurement will be used to indicate signing rate.  As a

phrase is produced more rapidly, the signer changes from one handshape to

another in less time and thus measurement times should be closer together.

Figure 4.13 shows mean measurement-to-measurement times between the first

and second signs, the second and third signs and finally between the first and third

signs for signer AY.  As the signer progressed through the increasing rate

conditions, the mean time between measurements drops.  This pattern was also

found for signers MM and RE.

Figure 4.13: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer AY

One signer showed a slightly different pattern.  For TP, as shown in Figure

4.14, the two medial rate conditions were often fairly similar and for the time
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between the first and second signs, the progression of means is not orderly: the

third rate category has a slightly higher mean than the second.  The second and

third categories are not very clearly separated for any of the intervals.  For the

interval from the initial sign to the final sign, the difference between the Normal

and Fast Clear rate categories and between the Fast Unclear and Fastest rate

categories is high.  That is, the first and fourth categories are well distinguished

from the two medial categories.

Figure 4.14: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer TP

As in the location experiment, the time between the first and third sign

measurements was considered the best indicator of duration for these sequences.

As mentioned previously, variability in the exact timing of the measurements

would be small relative to this, the largest of the duration measurements.
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4.1.5  Regression Analysis

Linear regression analyses will be presented to quantify the effect of

signing rate on the articulation of ASL handshapes in the second sign in each

sequence.  Regression line equations, Pearson Product Moment Correlation

coefficients and significance levels (p values) will be reported for each sign

sequence from each signer.

Multiple linear regression models will consider several factors in order to

predict variability in handshape values.  The handshapes of the preceding and

following signs will represent the phonetic context in which the medial handshape

is produced, while a measurement-to-measurement time will represent signing

rate.  Finally, interactions between signing rate and phonetic context are expected,

so appropriate interaction terms will also be possible factors.  The models

constructed in this experiment will be analogous to those discussed in the

previous experiments.  The actual models are discussed in section 4.3 below.

4.2 RESULTS

As expected, handshape values varied across the elicitation categories and

across phonetic contexts.  Figure 4.15 shows wrist-pinky distance during an

example of a 5-index-5 sequence (SAD DEAF SAD) in the Normal elicitation

condition.  The next chart, Figure 4.16, shows the same sequence from the same

signer, but in the Fastest rate condition.  The wrist-pinky distance during the

index sign DEAF is expected to be low.  In the Normal condition example, the

wrist-pinky distance at the measurement point is around 75 mm.  In the Fastest
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condition, the corresponding value is about 90 mm.  This difference reflects the

anticipated direction of undershoot for this sequence.

Figure 4.15: Wrist-Pinky distance in SAD DEAF SAD in the Normal elicitation
category, signer AY
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Figure 4.16: Wrist-Pinky distance in SAD DEAF SAD in the Fastest elicitation
category, signer AY

The remainder of this section will discuss each handshape sequence in

terms of handshape variation and signing rate.  Sequences with an index

handshape in medial position will be discussed in 4.2.1, while information about

sequences with a 5-hand in medial position will be found in section 4.2.2.  Section

4.2.3 will compare rate effects between these two types of sequences.

4.2.1  Index signs

4.2.1.1  5-Index-5 Sequences

The first sign sequence discussed in this chapter, SAD DEAF SAD,

involves a change from an 5-hand to an index and back to a 5-hand.  If undershoot

of the index handshape occurs, the index handshape will not be as fully closed at
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fast signing rates as in the Normal rate condition.  This difference will result in a

larger wrist-pinky distance for the faster rates than for slower rates.

Figure 4.17 shows the mean wrist-pinky distance during the medial index

sign for each elicitation rate.  For two signers, AY and RE, the means follow a

progression that conforms with the expected realization of undershoot for the

index handshape: the Normal condition has the lowest wrist-pinky distance and

each successive condition has a higher value.  For signer MM, the Normal

condition value is not the lowest, but the other three conditions follow a

progression similar to those for AY and RE.  For the fourth signer, TP, there is

little or no difference between the first two conditions and the last two conditions

have much lower mean values.  This pattern is not expected but will be explained

below.

Figure 4.17: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial index sign in SAD DEAF
SAD
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Figure 4.18 shows the mean handshape values for this sequence from

signer RE’s productions.  This chart shows the means from Figure 4.17 in a

phonetic context.  In this chart, the pattern of means for the medial sign are the

same values in Figure 4.17, showing a progression of means that match the

expectations about undershoot for the index handshape in a 5-hand context.  The

wrist-pinky distances of the first and third signs show little variation across the

rate conditions.  The corresponding chart for signer AY shows a similar pattern,

but with a smaller range of values for the medial sign.

Figure 4.18: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer RE

A scatter plot comparing wrist-pinky distance with a duration measure (in

this case measurement-to-measurement time described in section 4.1.4.3)

provides a perspective independent of the discreteness of the elicitation

conditions.  As signing rate increases, the time between measurements decreases.

If the index handshape undershoot is rate dependent in this phonetic context, there
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should be a negative correlation between measurement-to-measurement time and

wrist-pinky distance, i.e. shorter measurement-to-measurement times should be

matched with larger wrist-pinky distances.  Figure 4.19 displays this kind of

scatter plot for signer RE’s productions of this sequence, showing the expected

negative correlation between the two factors.  Again, the corresponding plot for

signer AY is similar.

Figure 4.19: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-Index-5 Sequence, signer RE

Mean handshape values for signer MM’s productions are shown in Figure

4.20.  As mentioned above, the mean wrist-pinky distance for the Normal

condition is not the lowest value, but the other rate conditions follow the expected

progression of mean values.  For signer MM, the 5-hand signs also show a slight

downward progression of mean values across the rate conditions, possibly

reflecting a small degree of closure of the 5-handshape with increased signing
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rate.  The range of this downward progression is much smaller than the upward

progression of the index sign, however.  The corresponding scatter plot in Figure

4.21 shows the expected negative correlation between wrist-pinky distance and

measurement-to-measurement time, despite the relatively high mean value for the

wrist-pinky distance in the Normal condition.

Figure 4.20: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer MM
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Figure 4.21: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-Index-5 sequence, signer MM

Mean handshape values for signer TP’s productions are given in Figure

4.22.  Recall that for signer TP, the mean wrist-pinky distances for the index sign

did not follow a logical progression.  Rather, the means for the Normal and Fast

Clear conditions were similar, while the mean values for the two fastest

conditions were lower.  Some variability exists in the mean values for the first and

third signs, similar to the pattern seen above for signer MM.  The corresponding

scatter plot is shown in Figure 4.23.  Here we see the source of the low mean

values for the two fastest conditions.  For some tokens at these fastest rates, TP

produced handshapes with small wrist-pinky distances.  Considering all the data

from TP, the correlation between wrist-pinky distance and measurement-to-

measurement time is positive.  This finding does not agree with expectations
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about undershoot in this sequence.  However, if the tokens with extremely closed

index handshapes are excluded from the data, the resulting correlation is near 0.

Figure 4.22: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer TP

Figure 4.23: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-Index-5 Sequence, signer TP
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Table 4.3 summarizes the correlations between wrist-pinky distance and

measurement-to-measurement time discussed in this section.  The hypotheses

discussed above lead us to anticipate negative correlations between these two

factors.  This result was true for three of the subjects.  Signer TP’s productions

resulted in an unexpected positive correlation, but this correlation is weak and

non-significant.

Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = -0.0107 x + 89.9 -0.67 < 0.001

MM y = -0.0174 x + 137.0 -0.39 0.013

RE y = -0.0268 x + 123.9 -0.82 < 0.001

TP y = 0.0114 x + 124.8 0.19 ns

Table 4.3: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and handshape for
the second sign in the 5-index-5 sequence

4.2.1.2  Index-Index-Index Sequences

The next sign sequence, TRUE DEAF TRUE, consists only of signs with

index handshapes.  Because there is no contrast of handshape from one sign to

another, undershoot is not expected to occur for this sequence.  Rather, the signer

could simply make the index handshape at the beginning of the sequence and

articulate the rest of the sequence without changing that handshape.

The mean wrist-pinky distances for each rate condition are reported in

Figure 4.24.  The means for signer AY are similar across the rate conditions
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indicating that variability in handshape for AY was not especially linked with

signing rate.  For signers MM and RE, however, the mean wrist-pinky distance

increases across the rate categories, indicating that the index handshape became

more open as signing rate increased for these two signers.  With the exception of

the third rate category, the mean values for signer TP appear to show a slight

downward trend as signing rate increased, indicating that the index handshape

became more closed as signing rate increased.  This unexpected result may be

related to the results reported for TP in section 4.2.1.1 above.  It may be that at

some faster rates, TP sometimes articulated the index handshape in a highly

closed manner.

Figure 4.24: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial index sign in TRUE
DEAF TRUE

The mean handshape values for AY in Figure 4.25 show that AY’s

productions had little variability for any of the index handshapes in this sequence.
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Consequently, the correlation between wrist-pinky distance and measurement-to-

measurement time was extremely weak, as shown in Figure 4.26.  This result

matches expectations about undershoot in this sequence, namely that there is no

motivation for a signer to undershoot.

Figure 4.25: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer AY
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Figure 4.26: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-Index-Index Sequence, signer AY

Mean handshape values chart are given for signer MM in Figure 4.27.

Recall that for MM, as rate increased, mean wrist-pinky distance increased for the

medial index handshape.  This chart illustrates this effect for all three index

handshapes in this phrase.  The corresponding scatter plot, Figure 4.28, shows that

the correlation between wrist-pinky distance and measurement-to-measurement

time is negative for MM’s productions of this sequence.  This result was not

expected.  Similar patterns were found for signer RE.
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Figure 4.27: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer MM

Figure 4.28: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-Index-Index Sequence, signer MM

Signer TP, also shows consistent differences between the rate categories.

For TP, the mean wrist-pinky difference is consistent across all three index
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handshapes within each rate condition.  However, the order of the mean values

across the rate conditions do not follow any expectations about undershoot.  The

scatter plot for TP’s articulations in Figure 4.30 shows a positive correlation

between wrist-pinky distance and measurement-to-measurement time.  Again, this

is not an expected result.

Figure 4.29: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer TP
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Figure 4.30: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-Index-Index Sequence, signer TP

Table 4.4 below summarizes the correlations between wrist-pinky distance

and measurement-to-measurement time for the index-index-index sequence.  As

mentioned above, AY and TP showed positive correlations between these factors,

but in neither case was the correlation significant.  The correlations for signers

MM and RE are both negative and significant, indicating that as signing rate

increased, the index handshape became more open.  As noted above, the relatively

open index handshape was found for all indexes in these sequences in faster

signing rate conditions.
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Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = 0.0006 x + 80.1 0.05 ns

MM y = -0.0109 x + 119.5 -0.45 0.005

RE y = -0.0117 x + 94.6 -0.66 < 0.001

TP y = 0.0092 x + 119.9 0.31 ns

Table 4.4: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and handshape for
the second sign in the index-index-index sequence

4.2.1.3  Comparing  Sequences with an Index Handshape in Medial Position

In order to fully understand the rate effects discussed in the previous two

sections, it is necessary to compare rate effects across the two phonetic

environments studied in this experiment.  Table 4.5 lists the regression equations

from Tables 4.3 and 4.4 that were found to be significant.

Rate effects were expected for the sign sequence with a handshape

contrast, SAD DEAF SAD.  In this sequence, the correlation between wrist-pinky

distance and measurement-to-measurement time was expected to be negative,

indicating that as rate increases, the index handshape becomes more open.  This

correlation was found for three of the signers.

For TRUE DEAF TRUE, where each sign has an index handshape, rate

effects were not expected.  However, significant negative correlations between

wrist-pinky distance and measurement-to-measurement time were found for

signers MM and RE.  Again, this indicates that the index handshape becomes

more open as rate increases.
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For these two signers, similar rate effects were found for index signs

regardless of the phonetic context.  However, the magnitude of these rate effects

is not the same across the two contexts.  For each signer, the slope of the

regression line for the 5-index-5 sequence was larger than the slope of the

regression lines for the index-index-index sequence.  The slope indicates how

much the wrist-pinky distance changes for each unit of the measurement-to-

measurement time.  Consequently, the slope of the regression line indicates the

strength of the correlation between the two factors.  That is, changes in rate have

more effect on an index handshape when that index is in a 5-hand environment

than when the index is in an index environment.

Speaker

Regression Equation

SAD DEAF SAD

Regression Equation

TRUE DEAF TRUE

AY y = -0.0107 x + 89.9 (ns)

MM y = -0.0174 x + 137.0 y = -0.0109 x + 119.5

RE y = -0.0268 x + 123.9 y = -0.0117 x + 94.6

TP (ns) (ns)

Table 4.5: Regression equations for 5-index-5 and index-index-index sequences
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4.2.2  5-Hand Signs

4.2.2.1  Index-5-Index Sequences

The index-5-index handshape sequence in this experiment is TRUE

MOTHER TRUE.  As discussed above in section 4.1.4.2, the transition from

index to 5 and back to index results in two peak wrist-pinky distances before and

after the boundaries of the medial 5-hand sign, MOTHER.  As a result, the ideal

wrist-pinky distance measurement will be the minimal value during the sign

MOTHER.  Undershoot of the handshape would result in the wrist-pinky distance

approaching the value at the peaks before and after the sign as signing rate

increases.  Undershoot of the medial handshape is expected in this sequence, since

the transition from one handshape to the other may be difficult for signers to

articulate in an increasingly short period of time.

The mean wrist-pinky distance values for each rate condition are reported

in Figure 4.31.  For signers AY and MM, there is little variation in these values

across the rate conditions.  Signer RE’s productions show an upward progression

of mean values across the three faster categories, but the value of the mean for the

Normal condition is too high to fit with this progression.  Conversely, signer TP’s

articulation of this sequence shows a downward progression of means across the

faster categories, but a relatively low Normal condition mean.
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Figure 4.31: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial 5-hand sign in TRUE
MOTHER TRUE

Mean handshape values for AY’s production of TRUE MOTHER TRUE

in Figure 4.32 show that each of the handshapes in this sequence showed only a

miniscule amount of variation.
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Figure 4.32: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer AY

Signer MM’s mean handshape values are shown in Figure 4.33.  For her

productions, while the 5-hand showed little variation, the neighboring index

handshapes varied a great deal.  These index handshapes generally fit the pattern

of undershoot described above in section 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.33: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer MM

For AY, the corresponding scatter plot comparing wrist-pinky distance

and measurement-to-measurement time is shown in Figure 4.34.  The correlation

between the two factors was extremely weak.  This pattern was also true for

signer MM.
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Figure 4.34: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-5-Index Sequence, signer AY

Figure 4.35 shows mean handshape values for signer RE.  In this example,

a relatively small upward progression of the mean values for the 5-hand sign is

matched by a larger upward progression of mean values for the neighboring index

handshapes.  The index data match the findings of index handshape undershoot

discussed in the previous section.  The overall upward progression of mean wrist-

pinky distances for the 5-hand signs is confirmed by a small negative correlation

between wrist-pinky distance and measurement-to-measurement time shown in

Figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.35: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer RE

Figure 4.36: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-5-Index Sequence, signer RE

The mean handshape values for signer TP show variation in both the 5-

hand and the index handshapes.  However, the mean values do not follow a
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logical progression for either the 5-hand or the indexes.  The corresponding

scatter plot in Figure 4.38 shows a weak correlation between wrist-pinky distance

and measurement-to-measurement time.

Figure 4.37: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer TP
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Figure 4.38: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-5-Index Sequence, signer TP

Table 4.6 lists the details of the regression described for the index-5-index

sequence.  Three of the regressions were positive.  One regression was negative.

None of these regressions were found to be significant.

Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = 0.000478 x + 114.1 0.11 ns

MM y = 0.00157 x + 138.3 0.13 ns

RE y = -0.00476 x + 120.4 -0.23 ns

TP y = 0.00307 x + 150.0 0.17 ns

Table 4.6: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and handshape for
the second sign in the index-5-index sequence
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As discussed in section 4.1.4.2, wrist-pinky distance for a 5-hand can also

be affected by wrist extension.  Increased wrist extension leads to a lower wrist-

pinky distance.  MOTHER is typically articulated with a partially extended wrist,

it may be that at faster signing rates, that extension is heightened.  It is possible

that increased wrist extension could counter an increased wrist-pinky distance due

to undershoot in the index-5-index sequence.  However, the sign TRUE is also

typically articulated with a extended wrist.  As a result, the entire sequence could

be performed without changing the position of the wrist.  Since there is no

environmental pressure to increase wrist extension, it seems unlikely that wrist

extension would be increased during fast articulations of this sequence.

4.2.2.2  5-5-5 Sequences

Each sign in SAD MOTHER SAD is articulated with a 5-hand.  Due to the

lack of contrast in this sequence of handshapes, the medial 5-hand would not be

expected to undergo rate dependent undershoot.  However, as established in

section 2.1.4.2, wrist extension may cause variation in the wrist-pinky distance

independent of handshape.  For the sign SAD, the wrist is typically straight.

MOTHER on the other hand is articulated with some wrist extension.  As a result,

the wrist-pinky distance for SAD is larger than for MOTHER, even though both

are articulated with a 5-hand.  The contrast of wrist position between the two

signs may be undershot at faster signing rate.  That is, in faster signing the sign

SAD may be articulated with some wrist extension or the sign MOTHER may be

articulated with a reduced wrist extension.
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Figure 4.39 shows the mean wrist-pinky distance values achieved during

the 5-hand sign MOTHER for each rate condition.  For signers AY and MM, the

degree of variability in wrist-pinky distance is small across the rate conditions.

Signer RE shows an overall increase in wrist-pinky distance from the Normal

condition to the Fastest condition.  The mean values for TP’s articulations do not

follow a logical pattern related to the rate conditions.

Figure 4.39: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial 5-hand sign in SAD
MOTHER SAD

The Mean handshape values for AY’s productions of SAD MOTHER

SAD are shown in Figure 4.40.  The expected difference in wrist-pinky distance

between SAD and MOTHER is clearly present with the two examples of SAD

having wrist-pinky distances about 20 to 25 mm higher than the wrist-pinky

distance for MOTHER.  Overall the variability of each sign’s mean wrist-pinky

distance is small.  However, the scatter plot comparing wrist-pinky distance and
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measurement-to-measurement time in Figure 4.41 shows a slight negative

correlation between the two factors.  Normally, this degree of correlation would

not be expected to be significant.  The clustering of the data points around the

regression lines is very tight, however, and the regression is found to be

significant (p = .002).

Figure 4.40: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer AY
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Figure 4.41: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer AY

Signer MM’s productions of SAD MOTHER SAD also show little

variation in the mean wrist-pinky distances for the medial sign.  The initial sign of

the sequence does show an orderly decrease in mean wrist-pinky distance across

the rate conditions.  The correlation of wrist-pinky distance of MOTHER with

measurement-to-measurement time was found to be positive but small for this

sequence from MM.
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Figure 4.42: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer MM

Figure 4.43: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer MM

Signer RE’s mean handshape values in Figure 4.44 show a moderate

degree of upward progression for the medial sign, as was also seen in Figure 4.39
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above.  Similar to MM, the wrist-pinky distance of the first sign shows some

downward shifting as signing rate increases.  RE’s scatter plot of wrist-pinky

distance and measurement-to-measurement time is shown in Figure 4.45 with a

negative correlation between the two factors.

Figure 4.44: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer RE
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Figure 4.45: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer RE

Signer TP’s mean handshape values are shown in Figure 4.46.  The first

sign shows little variation in mean wrist-pinky distances.  The medial sign has

some variability, but as mentioned above, that variability does not fit a logical

pattern related to the rate conditions.  The mean wrist-pinky distance values for

the final sign in the sequence also show little variation with the exception of the

mean for the Fast Unclear rate condition which is much smaller than the others.

The scatter plot in Figure 4.47 shows a negative correlation between wrist-pinky

distance and measurement-to-measurement time despite the lack of a logical

progression for TP’s mean wrist-pinky distance values for MOTHER.
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Figure 4.46: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer TP

Figure 4.47: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer TP

Table 4.7 summarizes the regressions described in this section.  MM’s

productions resulted in a positive, but not significant correlation between wrist-
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pinky distance and measurement-to-measurement time.  For signers AY, RE and

TP, the correlations between these two factors were significant and negative.  A

negative correlation supports the hypothesis that the sign MOTHER may be

articulated with less wrist extension due to its proximity to signs articulated with a

straight wrist.

Signer Regression Equation r p

AY y = -0.00200 x + 116.7 -0.47 0.002

MM y = 0.00207 x + 139.6 0.17 ns

RE y = -0.0131 x + 122.5 -0.69 < 0.001

TP y = -0.00904 x + 159.6 -0.52 0.001

Table 4.7: Correlation of measurement-to-measurement time and handshape for
the second sign in the 5-5-5 sequence

4.2.2.3  Comparing Sequences with a 5-hand in Medial Position

For 5-hands in this experiment, undershoot of wrist-pinky distance was

expected when the 5-hand sign was placed into an index environment.

Conversely, in an environment lacking a handshape contrast, the wrist-pinky

distance of the 5-hand sign was not expected to show rate dependent variation.

Despite these expectations, the reverse was true.  In the contrasting handshape

environment, no significant correlations between wrist-pinky distance and

measurement-to-measurement time were found.  The lack of undershoot in index-

5-index sequences will be discussed further in the following section.  In a 5-hand
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environment, the wrist-pinky distance of the medial 5-hand did vary in relation to

signing rate.  I have attributed this phenomenon to an undershoot of wrist

extension.21

Speaker

Regression Equation

TRUE MOTHER TRUE

Regression Equation

SAD MOTHER SAD

AY (ns) y = -0.00200 x + 116.7

MM (ns) (ns)

RE (ns) y = -0.0131 x + 122.5

TP (ns) y = -0.00904 x + 159.6

Table 4.8: Regression equations for index-5-index and 5-5-5 sequences

4.2.3  Rate Effects across Handshape Types

A handshape sequence with contrasting handshape values within it was

expected to show rate dependent undershoot effects.  Transitions between

handshapes within a sign sequence would become more difficult as signing rate

increased and as a result these transitions might not be fully articulated.  There

were two of these sequences: a 5-index-5 sequence (SAD DEAF SAD) and an

index-5-index sequence (TRUE MOTHER TRUE).  The significant correlations

of wrist-pinky distance and measurement-to-measurement time for these two

                                                  
21 Wrist extension was not a factor considered in the original design of this experiment.
Consequently, when the signs were selected for this experiment, wrist position was not held
constant.
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phrases are listed in Table 4.9.  The 5-index-5 sequence showed significant rate

effects for three of the four signers.  For the index-5-index sequence, however,

rate effects were not significant for any of the signers.

Speaker

Regression Equation

SAD DEAF SAD

Regression Equation

TRUE MOTHER TRUE

AY y = -0.0107 x + 89.9 (ns)

MM y = -0.0174 x + 137.0 (ns)

RE y = -0.0268 x + 123.9 (ns)

TP (ns) (ns)

Table 4.9: Regression equations for 5-index-5 and index-5-index sequences

The difference in behavior between these two handshapes was not

expected.  There is no obvious phonetic or physiological reason why the index

handshape should be more variable than the 5-hand.  However, there are

differences between the two handshapes in terms of the phonological status of the

pinky finger.  Mandel (1981) defined handshapes in terms of selected fingers and

unselected fingers.  Selected fingers in Mandel’s model may assume several

positions; they may be fully extended, curved or hooked, but not fully closed, and

they may contact the thumb or cross another finger.  Unselected fingers may only

assume a fully extended22 or fully closed position.  According to Mandel,

                                                  
22 One crucial aspect to Mandel’s model is that selected fingers and unselected fingers must
contrast.  As a result, unselected fingers cannot be fully extended if the selected fingers are also
fully extended.
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unselected fingers are also precluded from being involved in contact, hand-

internal movement or pointing.

In an index handshape, the index finger is the one selected finger.  For an

ideal index handshape, the index finger is the only finger that is not fully closed.

The index finger can be involved in contact as in the sign TRUE where the index

finger makes contact with the chin.  The index finger can also participate in

hand–internal movement as in the sign QUESTION where the index finger

repeatedly changes from a fully extended position to a slightly hooked position.

Finally, the index handshape serves as the primary handshape used in ASL

pointing, where the index finger indicates the direction of the point.

Figure 4.48: ASL Sign TRUE
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Figure 4.49: ASL Sign QUESTION

In a 5-hand, all four fingers are selected.  If some fingers were unselected,

their finger position should contrast with the position of the selected finer(s).

However, all of the fingers and the thumb are fully extended in an ideal form of

the five hand.  All of the fingers can be involved in contact.  In the sign

AMERICA, for example, contact between the hands occurs by interlacing the tips

of all four fingers.  All of the fingers can participate in hand internal movements

as in a sign like CANDLE where all four fingers are involved in a trilling

movement.
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Figure 4.50: ASL Sign AMERICA

Figure 4.51: ASL Sign CANDLE

Based on Mandel’s handshape analysis, one difference between the index

and 5-hand is that the pinky finger is unselected in the index handshape, but

selected in the 5-hand.  It seems possible that selected fingers are more salient for

sign identification.  As a result, when the pinky is selected, its exact position is
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less flexible than when it is unselected.23  Additional testing would be required to

determine the reliability of this comparison.

Alternatively, the difference between undershoot behavior for the index

handshape and the 5-hand may arise from the position of the fingers regardless of

the phonological distinction between selected and unselected fingers.  It may be

that fingers in a fully extended position (e.g. the pinky is extended in the 5-hand)

resist coarticulation, while fingers in a closed position (e.g. the pinky in the index

handshape) may shift to a more open position due to coarticulatory factors.  This

difference may arise from a ballistic element in opening movements of the fingers

as opposed to more fine-grained control of closing movements (Peter

MacNeilage, personal communication).

A study comparing the index handshape with the F handshape may

distinguish between these two possibilities.  The F handshape is made with the

index finger contacting the thumb and with the middle, ring and pinky fingers

extended (i.e. similar the “okay” handshape commonly used in hearing

communities in the US).  In both the index and F hands, the index finger is

selected while the middle, ring and pinky fingers are unselected.  If the pinky

finger in the F handshape behaves like the pinky finger in the 5-hand, i.e. if it

resists coarticulation, then the extended position of the pinky rather than its status

as selected or unselected may be the cause of this resistance.  Conversely, if the

                                                  
23 This theory should also apply to the other unselected fingers in the index handshape: the middle
and ring fingers.  However, the status of these fingers in terms of undershoot cannot be evaluated
based on the data presented here.
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pinky finger in the F hand does coarticulate, then the relation between

coarticulatory resistance and a finger’s status as selected would be supported.

4.3  MODELING VARIATION IN HANDSHAPE VALUES

In this section, I will discuss multiple linear regression models to account

for the variability in 5-hands and index handshapes.  In the previous sections,

wrist-pinky distance was quantified in terms of measurement-to-measurement

time, an indicator of signing rate.  The models in the sections that follow will

compare several factors to account for this variability.  As in the previous section,

models will focus on the medial sign in the three sign sequences.  A model was

constructed for each medial handshape separately, resulting in two models for

each signer.24

Signing rate as reflected in measurement-to-measurement time will be

included in these models.  As described in section 4.2, signing rate was found to

be a significant predictor of handshape.  It is expected that signing rate will

remain a significant factor once additional variables are considered.

The wrist-pinky distance of the preceding or following sign may also

influence the wrist-pinky distance of the medial sign.  For example, an index

handshape in an index environment may exhibit a more ideal (smaller) wrist-

pinky distance.  This is the case for signer MM.  When the medial index

handshape is in a 5-hand environment, as in Figure 4.52, the mean wrist-pinky

                                                  
24 Models which consider both 5-hands and indexes simultaneously were considered.  However,
by splitting the models based on the type of handshape, all relevant interactions of the independent
variables were able to be considered without resorting to three-way interactions.
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distances for the index handshape ranges from around 115 mm to 135 mm.  In

Figure 4.53, we see that when the index handshape is in an index environment,

the mean values are lower, ranging from around 105 mm to 115 mm.

Figure 4.52: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer MM

Figure 4.53: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer MM
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Finally, based on the discussions in sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.2.3, rate

effects are not expected to be consistent across phonetic environments.  Referring

to Figures 4.52 and 4.53 above, the degree of wrist-pinky distance variability

across the rate conditions is greater when the index is in the 5-hand environment

than when it is in the index handshape environment.  To account for this kind of

difference, two-way interaction terms between measurement-to-measurement

time and wrist-pinky distance of the preceding sign and measurement-to-

measurement time and wrist-pinky distance of the following sign will be

considered.  These interaction terms will be entered into the models in a step-wise

manner.  It is important to remember that preceding and following handshape

specification are identical in each sign sequence.  As discussed in section 3.3, this

situation may lead to only one of the two handshape environment factors and only

one of the two interaction terms being identified as a significant contributor in

these models.

4.3.1 Modeling Index Handshapes

The index handshape models generated based on these variables are

summarized in Table 4.10.  Each independent variable is listed with a coefficient.

This coefficient is the slope for that variable’s regression line representing that

variable’s correlation with the dependent variable.  Each of these models was

found to be significant (p ≤ 0.001).  Main effects for the preceding and following

sign were not found to be significant factors for any of the signers.  Significant

rate effects were found for signers AY, MM and RE either through a main effect
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of measurement-to-measurement time or in an interaction of measurement-to-

measurement time with a neighboring sign’s wrist-pinky distance.

Signer Factor Coefficient r2

AY Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

68.4
0.0140
-0.0850 (ns)
0.236 (ns)
(not included)
-0.000174

.348

MM Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

80.3
-0.0139
0.322 (ns)
0.0267 (ns)
(not included)
(not included)

.437

RE Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

47.8
0.0183 (ns)
0.305 (ns)
0.246 (ns)
-0.000325
(not included)

.794

TP Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

99.1
0.00950 (ns)
-0.422 (ns)
0.577 (ns)
(not included)
(not included)

.234

Table 4.10: Multiple linear regression models of ASL index handshape variation

The model for signer TP’s productions did not include signing rate as a

significant factor, either as a main effect or as part of an interaction.  This matches
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the results discussed in section 4.1.2, where regression analyses comparing

measurement-to-measurement time and wrist-pinky distance were found to be

non-significant in both phonetic contexts for TP’s productions.

The model for signer MM’s index handshape production includes a

significant main effect for signing rate.  Measurement-to-measurement time was

found to be negatively correlated with wrist-pinky distance in the index sign

across the two handshape contexts.  In section 4.2.1.3, MM’s wrist-pinky

distance-measurement-to-measurement time correlations were found to be

negative for both handshape contexts.  The difference between the two

correlations may not have been large enough to be included in this model.

For AY, measurement-to-measurement time was found to be positively

correlated with wrist-pinky-distance in the medial index sign.  However, this

positive overall correlation was mitigated by a strong negative interaction

between measurement-to-measurement time and the wrist-pinky distance of the

following sign.  Signer RE’s model found the interaction of the preceding sign’s

wrist-pinky distance and the measurement-to-measurement time to be a

significant predictor of wrist-pinky distance of the index sign, even though a main

effect of signing rate was not found to be significant.

To understand these interactions, equations for each regression model

must be simplified to remove variables not involved in that interaction.  This

simplification is achieved by substituting mean values for the variables that must

be removed from the equation.  The resulting equation would involve only two

variables, either the wrist-pinky distance of the first or third sign and the
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measurement-to-measurement time. Substituting different values for the first or

third sign’s wrist-pinky distance will result in a range of regression equations

representing different rate effects for those wrist-pinky distance values.  Since

there are two interactions for each model, this process must be done twice for

each signer.  This process is outlined in more detail in section 2.3.1.

A set of regression equations listed in Table 4.11 represents the interaction

of following handshape and measurement-to-measurement time for signer AY.

These regression lines are graphed in Figure 4.54.  When the following sign has a

relatively low wrist-pinky distance, the slope of the regression line is positive but

small.  When the following handshape has a moderate wrist-pinky distance value,

the slope of the regression line is negative.  As the wrist-pinky distance of the

following sign increases from this point, the slope of the regression line remains

negative but becomes larger, indicating a strengthening rate effect.  This

interaction indicates that when the index handshape is in an index environment,

the rate effect is minimal.  If the index handshape is in a 5 hand environment, the

rate effect is stronger with a negative correlation between the index’s wrist-pinky

distance and the measurement-to-measurement time.  This interaction supports the

observations about AY’s index productions reported in section 4.2.1.3.
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S3 Handshape Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 78.4 mm Index = 77.6 + 0.00035 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean 109.5 mm Index = 85.0 - 0.00506 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean + 1 SD 140.6 mm Index = 92.3 - 0.01048 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Table 4.11: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of following
handshape and measurement-to-measurement time for signer AY

Figure 4.54: Interaction of following handshape and measurement-to-
measurement time for the prediction of index handshapes, signer AY

For signer RE’s productions of the index handshape, the interaction of the

preceding sign’s wrist-pinky distance and the measurement-to-measurement time

was significant.  For the resulting set of regression equations in Table 4.12 and

Figure 4.55, the slope was found to be consistently negative,25 but of increasing
                                                  
25 Based on RE’s model, a regression line with a slope of zero would result if the value of the
preceding handshape’s wrist-pinky distance were 56.2 mm.  This value was never achieved in
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magnitude as the preceding sign’s wrist-pinky distance increased.  This pattern

indicates that while the correlation between the medial index sign’s wrist-pinky

distance and the measurement-to-measurement time was negative in both

phonetic contexts, the effect was stronger in the 5-hand context than in the index

context.  The result of this interaction supports the observations about RE’s

productions of sequences with a medial index sign discussed in section 4.2.1.3.

S1 Handshape Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 88.0 mm Index = 102.1 - 0.0103 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean 113.2 mm Index = 109.8 - 0.0185 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean + 1 SD 138.4 mm Index = 117.4 - 0.02670 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Table 4.12: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of preceding
handshape and measurement-to-measurement time for signer RE

                                                                                                                                          
RE’s productions of TRUE DEAF TRUE.  In fact, the lowest value for TRUE in RE’s data was
76.2 mm.
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Figure 4.55: Interaction of preceding handshape and measurement-to-
measurement time for the prediction of index handshapes, signer RE

4.3.2 Modeling 5-Hand

The 5-hand handshape models generated are summarized in Table 4.13.

Each of these models was found to be significant (p ≤ 0.001).  Main effects for the

preceding sign were not found to be significant factors for any of the signers.  The

effect of the following sign’s wrist-pinky distance on the medial signs’ wrist-

pinky distance was only significant for signer TP.  In this case, the correlation of

following handshape with the medial handshape was positive, indicating that a

higher wrist-pinky distance in the following sign is matched by a higher wrist-

pinky distance in the medial sign.  In other words, if the following sign is a 5-

hand sign, the wrist-pinky distance of the medial 5-hand will be larger than if the
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following sign is an index sign.  Recall that in the case of the 5-5-5 sequences,

this rate effect represents a lessening of wrist extension.

Significant rate effects were found for signers AY, RE and TP either in a

main effect of measurement-to-measurement time or in an interaction of

measurement-to-measurement time with a neighboring sign’s wrist-pinky

distance.  Two of these models include signing rate both as a positive correlation

between wrist-pinky distance of the medial sign and the measurement-to-

measurement time and as part of a negative interaction term of a neighboring

sign’s wrist-pinky distance and the measurement-to-measurement time.  The third

case includes signing rate as a factor only as part of an interaction term.  These

cases are discussed in more detail below.
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Signer Factor Coefficient r2

AY Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

110.2
0.00422
0.0392 (ns)
0.00788 (ns)
-0.0000452
(not included)

.219

MM Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

123.9
0.000142 (ns)
0.0606 (ns)
0.0478 (ns)
(not included)
(not included)

.281

RE Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

101.4
0.0202 (ns)
0.238 (ns)
-0.0542 (ns)
-0.000248
(not included)

.377

TP Constant
Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Handshape
Following Handshape
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

115.4
0.0467
0.0599 (ns)
0.198
(not included)
-0.000323

.268

Table 4.13: Multiple linear regression models of ASL 5-handshape variation

The regression equations for signer AY’s interaction term are listed in

Table 4.14 and graphed in Figure 4.56.  When the preceding sign has a relatively

low wrist-pinky distance, the correlation of the 5-hand’s wrist-pinky distance and

the measurement-to-measurement time is positive but small.  When the preceding
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handshape has a moderate wrist-pinky distance value, the slope of the regression

line is negative.  Further, as the wrist-pinky distance of the preceding sign

increases, the slope of the regression line remains negative but becomes larger,

indicating a strengthening rate effect.  This interaction indicates that when the 5-

hand is in an index environment, the rate effect is minimal.  If the 5-hand

handshape is in a 5-hand environment, the rate effect is stronger with a negative

correlation between the 5-hand’s wrist-pinky distance and the measurement-to-

measurement time.  This interaction agrees with the discussion of AY’s 5-hand

productions in section 4.2.2.3.

S1 Handshape Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 78.1 mm 5-hand = 111.1 + 0.0007 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean 108.8 mm 5-hand = 115.3 - 0.0007 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean + 1 SD 139.5 mm 5-hand = 116.5 -0.0021 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Table 4.14: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of preceding
handshape and measurement-to-measurement time for signer AY
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Figure 4.56: Interaction of preceding handshape and measurement-to-
measurement time for the prediction of 5-hands, signer AY

For signer RE’s productions of the 5-hand, the interaction of the preceding

sign’s wrist-pinky distance and the measurement-to-measurement time was

significant.  The resulting set of regression equations are listed in Table 4.15 and

graphed in Figure 4.57.  The slope was found to be consistently negative26, but of

increasing magnitude as the preceding sign’s wrist-pinky distance increased.  This

pattern indicates that while the correlation between the medial 5-hand sign’s

wrist-pinky distance and the measurement-to-measurement time was negative in

both phonetic contexts, the effect was stronger in the 5-hand context than in the

index context.  This result is similar to the observations about RE’s productions of

medial 5-hand sequences in section 4.2.2.3.
                                                  
26 Based on this interaction, a regression line with a slope of zero would result if the value of the
preceding handshape’s wrist-pinky distance were 81.2 mm.  The lowest value achieved in RE’s
productions of TRUE MOTHER TRUE for the first TRUE’s wrist-pinky distance was 82.1 mm.
However, the lowest mean value for TRUE in first position was 87.0 mm in the Normal rate
condition.
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S1 Handshape Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 95.7 mm 5-hand = 117.8 - 0.0036 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean 116.9 mm 5-hand = 122.8 - 0.0089 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean + 1 SD 138.1 mm 5-hand = 127.9 - 0.0141 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Table 4.15: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of preceding
handshape and measurement-to-measurement time for signer RE

Figure 4.57: Interaction of preceding handshape and measurement-to-
measurement time for the prediction of 5-hands, signer RE

The regression equations for signer TP’s interaction term are listed in

Table 4.16 and graphed in Figure 4.58.  When the following sign has a relatively

low wrist-pinky distance, the correlation of the 5-hand’s wrist-pinky distance and

the measurement-to-measurement time is positive.  When the following

handshape has a moderate wrist-pinky distance value, the slope of the regression
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line is negative.  For a relatively high wrist-pinky distance of the following sign,

the slope of the regression line remains negative but becomes larger, indicating a

strengthening rate effect.  The presence of a positive correlation between the 5-

hand’s wrist-pinky distance and the measurement-to-measurement time in the

index environment matches the positive correlation found between the two factors

and discussed in section 4.2.2.1.  In that section, the correlation was not found to

be significant, however.  When the 5-hand handshape is in a 5-hand environment,

the rate effect is stronger with a negative correlation between the 5-hand’s wrist-

pinky distance and the measurement-to-measurement time.  This aspect of the

interaction also agrees with the discussion of TP’s 5-hand productions in section

4.2.2.2.

S3 Handshape Regression Equation

Mean – 1 SD 128.9 mm 5-hand = 150.1 + 0.0050 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean 150.9 mm 5-hand = 154.4 - 0.0021 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Mean + 1 SD 172.9 mm 5-hand = 158.8 - 0.0092 x Meas-to-Meas Time

Table 4.16: Regression equations resulting from the interaction of following
handshape and measurement-to-measurement time for signer TP
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Figure 4.58: Interaction of following handshape and measurement-to-
measurement time for the prediction of 5-hands, signer TP

4.3.3  Overview of ASL Handshape Models

Table 4.17 summarizes the direction of the correlations for each

independent variable and each interaction term with the dependent variable for the

models in this chapter.  The independent variables tended not to be significant

contributors to these models outside of their contribution to interaction terms.

Significant interaction terms were found for two of the index handshape models

and three of the 5-hand models.  However, the cases where no significant

interaction was found matched the results for individual sequences discussed in

section 4.2, however.  For example, MM’s productions of index handshapes

showed similar rate effects in both phonetic contexts, while TP’s productions

yielded no significant rate effects in either environment.
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Speaker Factor Index 5-Hand
AY Meas-to-Meas Time

Preceding HS
Following HS
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

Positive
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
Negative

Positive
(ns)
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

MM Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding HS
Following HS
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

Negative
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)

(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)

RE Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding HS
Following HS
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
Negative
(ns)

TP Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding HS
Following HS
Time x Preceding
Time x Following

(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)

Positive
(ns)
Positive
(ns)
Negative

Table 4.17: Multiple linear regression models of location variation

4.4 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have applied an undershoot methodology to another

aspect of a signed language, handshape.  The distance between the wrist and

pinky markers was shown to be dependent on rate and phonetic context.  Rate

effects on handshape measurements were found to agree with theories of target
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undershoot.  I suggest that an aspect of ASL phonology may interact with

undershoot of ASL handshapes, in a way similar to ASL location undershoot

analyzed in chapter 3.  It appears that fingers specified as selected in the

phonological description of a handshape may have little flexibility in terms of

their precise position within that handshape.  As a result, unselected fingers may

be more prone to rate dependent undershoot.

Undershoot results for handshape values were analyzed statistically

through a multiple linear regression modeling.  Similar to the results of models in

the previous experiments, relatively few variables are needed to describe the

variation in observed location values to a fairly high degree of precision.  The

results of all three experiments will be discussed further in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5:  Conclusion

The experiments in this dissertation have shown that English stop

consonants and ASL locations and handshapes are subject to the kind of rate and

context dependent variation that has been demonstrated for vowels in several

spoken languages.  The following sections summarize these findings and discuss

their ramifications for the study of phonetic variation.  Finally, possible future

directions of study are discussed in section 5.6.

5.1 UNDERSHOOT OF ENGLISH STOP CONSONANTS

5.1.1  Summary of Results

Chapter 2 detailed an analysis of closure and F2 onset values of vowels

following the English stop consonants [d] and [g].  For all VCV sequences studied

here, the degree of closure appeared to undergo undershoot as speaking rate

increased.  Second and third formants not normally expected to be visible on a

spectrogram during a stop closure were observed frequently in samples of faster

speaking rates for all speakers.  The presence of higher formants could be

explained by an increased F1 during closure (c.f. Fant’s 1960 explanation of the

contribution of F1 to the amplitude of higher formants during the articulation of a

vowel).  The value of F1 is related to the height of the jaw and/or tongue body,

with high F1 indicating a low tongue/jaw position.  This low tongue position may

lead to a decrease in the duration and area of contact between the tongue and the

roof of the mouth during a stop closure.  Some examples from the Fastest rate
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condition showed little difference in upper formant amplitude between the stop

consonants and their neighboring vowels, perhaps indicating that the degree of

contact was not just reduced, but incomplete during the stop.27  This experiment is

limited to acoustic data, however; direct observations of the articulators are

necessary to determine the actual contact patterns during these sequences.

When these consonants were preceded and followed by vowels with

relatively low F2 values, they displayed consistent rate effects for the study’s four

participants: the F2 onset value decreased as speaking rate increased.  The

preceding and following vowels each require the tongue body to be in a fairly

back position in the mouth, while the stop consonants required contact between

the tongue tip or body at a more forward position in the mouth.  As speaking rate

increases, the coarticulation of these two positions increases, resulting in an

altered configuration of the tongue as a whole during the stop consonant.  This

altered configuration was realized as a lowering of the F2 onset value.  The F2

onset value may have been altered by a backward shift in the point on the roof of

the mouth where contact with the tongue occurred.  Since this study is restricted

to acoustic data, the actual movement of the articulators is unknown.

These stop consonants were also placed in an environment where they

were preceded by a vowel with a high F2 and followed by a vowel with a low F2.

Some VCV sequences in this context showed a decreasing F2 onset value, similar

to the pattern seen for stops in a uniform low F2 environment.  In this kind of

                                                  
27 One suggestion regarding [d] in an intervocalic context is that the [d] may be articulated as a
flap.  In these phrases, the [d] did not appear in a syllable position where flapping is normally
expected.  Furthermore, flapping would not be expected for a [g], which showed identical patterns
with regard to formants visible during closure.
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example, the F2 onset value anticipates the following F2 value.  Other VCV

sequences showed F2 onset values that increased as speaking rate increased, a

result of perseverative coarticulation of the preceding vowel’s F2.  Finally,

several VCV sequences showed variation in F2 onset values that was not related

to speaking rate in any logical manner.  Overall, VCV sequences with a preceding

vowel with a high F2 and a following vowel with a low F2 place conflicting

demands on the stop consonant’s articulation.  As a result, increased rate could

lead to accommodation to the preceding vowel, the following vowel or neither.

Comparing the four speakers in this experiment, no explanation was found for

which VCV sequences would follow which pattern of F2 onset variability.

Comparing these two kinds of F2 contexts, it is important to note that

consistent rate dependent variation was only found when the stop consonants

were placed into an environment with low F2 values preceding and following.  An

unbalanced F2 environment led to three kinds of results: a positive correlation

between F2 onset and closure duration, a negative correlation between the two, or

no correlation.  Both positive and negative correlations were logical and

understandable in terms of phonetic environments and it was unpredictable which

sequences would show which type of correlation in this kind of environment.

Variation in English F2 onsets was not expected to be entirely dependent

on the speaking or signing rate.  Consequently, multiple linear regression models

were created to determine the relationship between the F2 onset and F2 values of

the preceding and following vowels.  Appropriate interactions of these factors

were included in these models in a stepwise manner, allowing the statistical
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package to determine if they were relevant contributors to the variation of the

dependent variable.  These interaction terms served to determine if the differences

in rate effects across phonetic environments were significant.  In 11 out of 12

models, an interaction term was found to be significant, supporting observations

made previously about variation in F2 onset values in individual VCV sequences.

5.1.2  Connections to Other Studies of Consonant Variation

Sussman, Dalston and Gumbert (1998) examined the effect of speaking

style on locus equations.  Locus equations compare CVs’ F2 onset values with

their F2 midpoint values for a range of consonants and vowels (e.g. Sussman,

McCaffrey and Matthews 1991).  The slope and intercept of the resulting

correlations is different for each consonant place of articulation.  These effects are

consistent across speakers and are highly significant.

In Sussman et al., alveolar and palatalized velar stops were found to have

locus equations that were steeper in spontaneous speech than in citation speech.

These differences were small but significant.  Figure 5.1 compares the regression

lines for the alveolar stop [d] for the spontaneous and citation form samples from

Sussman et al.
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Figure 5.1:  Regression lines for spontaneous and citation form speech for [d]
(graphed based on values in Sussman et al. 1998).

Sussman et al. assume that citation form speech will be slower and more

careful than spontaneous speech.  In effect the difference between citation form

speech and spontaneous speech may be analogous to the difference between the

rate categories in the stop consonant experiment in chapter 2.  Since the speech

experiment in this dissertation examines a limited set of CV combinations, it is

not possible to construct locus equations based on these data.  However, locus

equations are expected to be fairly stable across speakers and the equations shown

in Figure 5.1 may serve as a representative locus equation for [d] for the speakers

in this experiment.  Figure 5.2 repeats the graph in Figure 5.1 above with data

points from MB’s articulations of [oda] overlaid on the Sussman et al. locus

equations for [d].  MB’s data points straddle the locus equation lines, with the

Normal samples above the lines and the Fastest condition samples below the

lines.  If we assume that the point of crossing of the two locus lines in the upper
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right quadrant of the graph is a stable point, locus lines drawn from that point to

each of the rate conditions for MB would result in a range of lines similar to those

described in Sussman et al.

Figure 5.2:  Comparison of locus equations from Sussman et al. (1998) with [oda]
samples from speaker MB

For [oda], F2 onset values were found to fall as speaking rate increased for

all speakers.  However, in MB’s articulation of [ida], F2 onset values were found

to rise as speaking rate increased.  This overall increase in F2 onset value is not as

large as the overall decrease in F2 onset values for [oda].  Figure 5.3 plots F2

onsets and midpoints for the [ida] sequence with the Sussman et al. locus lines.

Despite the slight increase in F2 onset values, the data points still conform to the

locus lines due to a concurrent increase in F2 midpoint values.
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Figure 5.3:  Comparison of locus equations from Sussman et al. (1998) with [ida]
samples from speaker MB

Overall the data from this experiment support the findings of Sussman et

al.  However, the differences in the effect of rate between the two preceding

vowels can be seen by comparing Figures 5.2 and 5.3.  The range of variation of

the data points in the [oda] sequence is broader and more perpendicular to the

locus lines than the data points for the [ida] sequence.  Again assuming that the

crossing point of the two lines is some kind of stable point, a set of locus lines for

the [oda] sequence would be spread over a broader range than the set of locus

lines for [ida].  In short, I would expect that the result of this style of locus

equation investigation would be affected by the identity of the preceding vowel in

terms of the size of the rate or style effect.
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5.2  UNDERSHOOT OF ASL LOCATIONS

5.2.1  Summary of Results

The experiment on ASL locations in chapter 3 focused on two ASL

locations: the forehead and neutral space.  Expectations were that a sign’s vertical

location would show rate dependent undershoot when that sign was placed in an

environment in which the neighboring signs had a contrasting location.  When a

neutral space sign was preceded and followed by a forehead sign, the neutral

space sign was found to move upward in the signing space as signing rate

increased for all signers.  In effect, the neutral space sign was shifted to be closer

to the forehead sign in faster signing.  The converse effect was generally not

found, however.  Only one signer displaced the forehead-located sign in a

downward direction when it was preceded and followed by the neutral space sign.

Body-located signs involve contact or close proximity between the hand(s) and

the body.  I suggest that forehead-located signs may resist undershoot of the

location parameter in favor of maintaining this contact.

When signs were placed into an environment such that all three signs in

the sequence had the same location, undershoot effects were not expected.

However, for three signers, the neutral space target sign moved upward as signing

rate increased even in a neutral environment.  With increased signing rate, one

signer’s forehead-located signs moved downward in a forehead environment.  In

three of these cases, the rate-dependent shift in location was clearly smaller when

the sign was in a location environment that did not contrast with its own location
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value.  For one signer, however, the upward movement of the neutral space sign

was similar regardless of the location of the surrounding signs.

These examples indicate that some degree of rate dependent variation

exists regardless of phonetic context pressures.  Two studies of sign production

found location variation that was not obviously related to phonetic context.

Wilbur & Schick (1987) studied the phonetics of stress in ASL.  They found that,

among other things, stressed signs had a tendency to be raised in the signing

space.  They suggested that the raising of signs brings them into a position that

corresponds to a region of higher visual acuity for the observer  (c.f. Siple 1978).

In a study of signing across large distances, Mauk (1999) also found that signs

tended to be higher in the signing space than expected.  The raising of neutral

space signs may be related to the effects seen for stressed sign production and

distance signing.

Overall rate dependence seen in this experiment may be componential; an

element of rate dependence that arises from aspects of the phonetic context added

to an element that is not related to phonetic context (i.e. overshoot of a typical

neutral space location due to ballistic movement of the hands from a resting

position in the lap).  Both kinds of rate dependence result in a contracted signing

space in faster signing.  Rate dependence related to the presence of contrasting

locations in the phonetic environment was expected, since signers may reduce

movement excursions to conform to pressures of signing rate.  Rate dependence

independent of phonetic environmental factors may result from an alteration in

the manner of signing not addressed in this experiment, perhaps an overall change
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in the attitude of the arms or the selection of arm joints during the articulation of

the signed sequences.

Undershoot of ASL locations was related to signing rate reflected by

duration measures.  Variation in location values was not expected to be entirely

dependent on signing rate, however.  Multiple linear regression models were

created to determine the relationship between location of a sign, the rate of

production and the location value of the preceding and following signs.  As with

the other experiments in this chapter, interaction terms were included to test the

significance of the difference in rate effects based on the identity of the preceding

or following handshape.  In 6 out of 8 models created, an interaction term was

found to be significant, supporting the observation that rate effects varied across

phonetic contexts.

5.2.2  Connections to Other Studies of Location Variation

Few studies have focused on variation in the location parameter in signed

languages.  One study relevant to this experiment--Lucas, Bayley, Rose and Wulf

(2002)--examines the shift of forehead-located signs downward to a cheek

location.  Lucas et al. find that the grammatical category of the sign is the

strongest predictor of whether a sign will shift downward.  Function words were

found to be the most likely to shift, adjectives the least likely and nouns and verbs

somewhere in between.  Location of the preceding sign was found to be a

significant predictor with signs produced at locations lower than the head being
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more likely to be followed by a downward shifted sign than signs articulated with

a face or head location.

This finding suggests that forehead signs are prone to be shifted

downward to the cheek when in a neutral space environment.  And since the

forehead sign FATHER is a noun, it fits the profile of a sign that could shift.

Further, the downward shift of the forehead sign would alleviate some of the

contextual pressure due to neighboring neutral space signs.  It would seem that

downward shift would be a likely result of rate dependent undershoot of the

forehead location.  However, the shift from forehead to cheek was never observed

in this experiment, even for the one signer who did shift the forehead located sign

downward in the neutral space environment at faster signing rates.  It is possible

that testing a broader range of forehead signs might elicit this shift in fast signing.

5.3 UNDERSHOOT OF ASL HANDSHAPES

5.3.1  Summary of Results

The ASL handshape experiment analyzed sequences with combinations of

5-hands and index handshapes.  Contrasting handshapes in a sequence of signs

were expected to result in undershoot of the handshape measurement.  When an

index handshape was placed into a 5-hand environment, the index handshape was

articulated in a more open manner as signing rate increased.  Similarly, a 5-hand

in an index environment was made with the fingers in a partially closed position

at faster signing rates.
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For three out of the four signers, the index handshape in a five-hand

context was found to vary in this fashion.  The fourth signer’s articulations did not

result in a significant correlation of signing rate and handshape measurement for

the index handshape.  For the 5-hand in an index environment, however, no

significant correlations between handshape and signing rate were found for any of

the signers.  I suggested two possible motivations for the lack of undershoot in the

articulation of the 5-hand.  First, the difference in behavior in these two

handshapes may be a result of the phonological specification for selected fingers

in the two handshapes (c.f. section 4.2.3 or Mandel 1981 for a discussion of

selected fingers).  In the index handshape, only the index finger is selected, while

in the 5-hand, all the fingers are selected.  It may be the case that the exact

position of unselected fingers is less important than the exact positioning of the

selected fingers.  Alternatively, it may be that fingers in a closed position,

regardless of any phonological specification, are more prone to undershoot than

fingers in an extended position.

When the two handshapes were placed into environments with like

handshapes, e.g. the index handshape in an index environment, variation in

handshape measurements was not expected.  For two signers, however, when the

index handshape was surrounded by other index handshapes, the medial

handshape was found to open as signing rate increased.  The degree of opening in

this situation was smaller than when the index sign was in a 5-hand environment.

This result indicates a degree of rate dependent variation that is not related

to pressures from the phonetic context.  As discussed above in section 5.2.1, the
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rate dependence found here leads to a reduction in the contrast between the two

handshapes discussed.  When phonetic pressure exists in the sign sequence, i.e.

neighboring signs have different handshapes, this reduction in contrast eases the

transition from one handshape to the other.  The presence of rate dependent

variation even when no phonetic pressure exists may also serve to ease the

articulation of that handshape.  In the case of the index handshape, it seems

plausible that keeping the middle, ring and pinky fingers in a tightly closed

position may requires more control of the articulators and additional motoric

effort.

Variation in ASL handshapes was not expected to be entirely dependent

on signing rate.  Multiple linear regression models were used to determine the

correlation of a sign’s handshape with a duration measure and the value of the

preceding and following handshape.  Terms representing the interaction of

duration and neighboring handshape were included in these models in a stepwise

manner, allowing the statistical package to determine if they were relevant

contributors to the variation of the dependent variable.  Of the eight models

created, five included significant interaction terms, supporting the previous

observations about the relationship between rate effects and phonetic

environment.

5.3.2  Connections to Other Studies of Handshape Variation

Cheek (2001) examined variation in the ASL index hand caused by the

proximity of an ASL 5-hand.  In many ways, a portion of that study served as a
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precursor to the handshape experiment in this dissertation.  Cheek also used the

Vicon system for data collection and devised the arrangement of the markers at

the wrist and pinky that enabled a measurement that would distinguish index

handshapes and 5-hands.  Cheek’s goal was to induce variation in the index

handshape and determine if that variation was related to coarticulatory (phonetic)

effects or assimilatory (phonological) effects.  Cheek analyzed the index

handshapes in both normal and fast signing and found that signing rate was a

factor in the degree of variation in the handshape measure, which was part of her

justification for determining that this variation was the result of coarticulation

rather than assimilation.  The results from the handshape undershoot experiment

in this dissertation support Cheek’s results and conclusions.  In this study, the

index handshape is seen to be susceptible to rate induced variation.  Further, the

degree of openness of the index handshape was never observed to approach the

openness of a typical 5-hand even at the fastest signing rates.

5.4  IMPROVING MODELS OF RATE DEPENDENCE

In these experiments, speaking or signing rate was indicated by the

amount of time between two landmarks, i.e. the time from the offset of the first

vowel to the release of the stop closure or the time between two location or

handshape measurement points.  As the production rate increased, the time

between measurements decreased and acoustic or spatial excursions were often

reduced.  However, the actual velocity of the articulators was not taken into

account.
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In the introduction to this dissertation, I described a “real world” situation

similar to undershoot in language.  Figure 5.4 repeats the diagram  from that

discussion of a walk in the park.  The idea here is that someone walking through

the park would normally  be expected to follow a path designated by a sidewalk.

However, when a limited amount of time is allowed to traverse the park, a walker

may deviate from that path and may proceed directly from the point marked

‘start’ to the point marked ‘home’.  The experiments in this dissertation analyze

undershoot in a way that is analogous to this proposition.  The question in each

experiment is how far does the articulation deviate from the expected value as the

rate of production increases.

Figure 5.4:  ‘A walk in the park’ analogy for language undershoot

However, another solution to the problem of time constraints exists: a

walker may follow the sidewalk through the park at a faster velocity, presumably

at the expense of increased articulatory effort.  Similarly, when participants are

Start

Park

Home
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asked to speak or sign more quickly, the excursions of the articulators may be

reduced, or the velocity may be increased, or both (c.f. Nelson 1983, Nelson,

Perkell & Westbury 1984, Brownlee 1996).  The experiments as they have been

described have focused on the reduction of movement excursions and

consequently the undershoot of phonetic targets.  However, it is possible that

phonetic targets will be maintained by moving the articulators with increased

velocity.  Inclusion of peak velocity measurements may lead to more accurate

modeling of production rate variation.28

Velocity measurements were readily available only for the data in the

location experiment.  Peak velocities in the vertical dimension were measured

during the transition from one location to the next for each phrase in signer MM’s

data.  The multiple linear regression analysis of MM’s articulation of forehead

located signs resulted in a model with an r2 value of 0.604.  Figure 5.5 compares

observed location values with this model’s predictions for those locations.

                                                  
28 It is important to note that the measurement proposed here is the highest single velocity
achieved during a period of time.  This measurement is not the same as an average velocity
calculated by dividing the overall length of the movement excursion by the amount of time
required to execute that excursion.
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Figure 5.5:  Comparison of predicted location values with observed location
values for forehead located signs before the inclusion of peak
velocity measurements, signer MM

Two peak velocity measurements can be included in the model, one to

represent the peak velocity during the transition from the location of the first sign

to the location of the second sign, the other to represent the peak velocity during

the transition from the second to the third.  When these velocity factors are

included, the r2 value of the resulting model jumps to 0.931.  The model for MM’s

productions of the 5-hand presented in Chapter 4 and this improved model are

summarized in table 5.1.  The effect of the following location is now included as a

significant factor and one interaction term has been substituted with the other.

The other factors are largely unchanged.  Figure 5.6 compares the predictions of

this new model with the observed location values.
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Signer Factor Ch. 4 Model

Including

Peak Velocity
MM Constant

Meas-to-Meas Time
Preceding Location
Following Location
Time x Preceding
Time x Following
Velocity S1 to S2
Velocity S2 to S3

208.3
0.329
0.572
0.0980 (ns)
-0.000514
(not included)
NA
NA

-170.5
0.327
0.560
0.667
(not included)
-0.000472
0.117
-0.0725

Table 5.1: Effect of including velocity in 5-hand models, signer MM

Figure 5.6:  Comparison of predicted location values with observed location
values for forehead located signs after the inclusion of peak velocity
measurements, signer MM
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When forced to increase signing rate of sign sequences with contrasting

locations, signers have two options: undershoot a phonetic location target or

increase articulatory effort so that they can achieve the location targets more

quickly.  In the example discussed here, the inclusion of an articulatory velocity

factor improves the resulting model of location variation.  This revised model

serves as a more complete picture of the possibilities for the articulation of fast

utterances.

Moving an articulator more quickly requires additional force.  Peak

velocity terms can serve as an indicator of effort expended on the part of the

speaker or signer.  When faced with the demands of fast utterances, a speaker or

signer may choose to undershoot targets or may make an additional effort to

achieve those targets.  Because speakers and signers have choices, individual

differences are to be expected.  Consequently, the significance of each variable

and interaction may be different from person to person.  Models of variation that

take into consideration both target undershoot and articulatory effort will cover a

broader range of possible choices that are open to the participants.  The power of

such models will be in how well they account for individual cases, rather than in

the similarity of the models.

5.5  UNDERSHOOT IN TWO MODALITIES

The three experiments discussed in this dissertation indicate that

methodological procedures used to investigate undershoot and coarticulation can

be successfully applied to stop consonants and the handshape and location aspects
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of signed languages.  Pressures from the phonetic environment and the rate of

production lead to predictable variation in the production of these elements.

Results from these studies were in line with expectations based on theories of

vowel undershoot.

In the sign experiments, one handshape and one location seemed less

prone to rate dependent variation, perhaps due to phonological aspects of those

units.  Based on the experiment on stop consonants and the literature on vowel

reduction, this may seem to be a difference between the two language modalities.

However, there is evidence that some consonants in spoken languages also resist

coarticulation.

Bladon and Al-Bamerni (1976) proposed the idea of coarticulatory

resistance to account for different degrees of coarticulation in different types of [l]

in British RP.  The light [l] showed the greatest degree variability due to

coarticulation with a neighboring segment.  Dark [l] showed a smaller amount of

variability due to coarticulation and almost none when the dark [l] was voiceless,

i.e. when following a voiceless consonant.  Bladon and Al-Barerni proposed that

degrees of coarticulatory resistance of some consonant allophones may be

language specific while others may be (semi-)universal across languages.

Recasens (1985) reports that dark [l] and the apico-alveolar trill [r] in

Catalan show less variability in the value of the F2 onset than the other coronal

sounds studied [t], [d], [s] and [z].  For the coronals in general, the tongue tip

must approach the alveolar ridge, but the shape of the tongue body is relatively

unimportant and free to coarticulate to tongue body configurations of neighboring
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vowels.  Recasens suggests that dark [l] and trilled [r] each require a more

specific tongue shape than other consonants in order to achieve their articulatory

and acoustic targets.  Consequently, the tongue body during these two sounds is

not free to approximate a neighboring vowel configuration.  Recasens, Fontdevila

and Dolors Pallares (1995) showed that coarticulatory resistance varies across

languages.  They found that the light [l] in German seemed to resist coarticulation

in a way similar to the dark [l] in Catalan.  However, they report that light [l] in

languages like English, French and Spanish does not seem to be particularly

resistant to coarticulation.

Recasens’s (1985) explanation of coarticulatory resistance supports the

asymmetries in ASL handshape and location undershoot.  In the description of the

ASL location experiment, I suggest that the requirement of proximity to a body

location inhibits undershoot of the vertical location of the hand in space.  When

there is no body location specified, i.e. for neutral space signs, the position of

hand(s) is more likely to vary.

To explain coarticulatory resistance in the production of the 5-hand in

ASL, I suggest two possibilities: that unselected fingers may be more likely to

vary than selected fingers or that fingers in a closed position may be more likely

to vary than fingers in an extended position.  Based on Recasens’s idea that

coarticulatory resistance is linked with specification of articulatory parameters, it

might be tempting to say that the unselected fingers are not specified for a finger

position.  However, unselected fingers are not always closed.  In some

handshapes (e.g. the F-hand) in which the selected fingers are bent, the unselected
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fingers are fully extended.  Since there are two positions for unselected fingers, it

is problematic to say that unselected fingers are not specified for a position

feature.

The results of these experiments reveal that the occurrence and realization

of rate effects are similar across the modalities, possibly even in their absence.

Signs and speech sounds are created through the action of two seemingly

unrelated and dissimilar sets of articulators.  The results of these actions are also

very different: the vibration of air particles versus the movement of the hands

through space.  Based on these differences, it would not be surprising to find

differences between the two modalities.  However, the articulation of language is

based on a physical system regardless of the language modalities.

That is not to say that no modality differences exist at the phonetic level,

however.  The issue of coarticulatory resistance seems to be sensitive to features

of linguistic systems.  The possible interaction of this resistance with a

phonological aspect of handshape like the selected/unselected fingers features is

clearly modality specific in that spoken languages seem to have no obvious

correlate to this feature.

5.6  DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

5.6.1  Extended Production Experiments

The primary goal of the experiments in this dissertation was to establish

that rate dependence could be induced in stop consonants and ASL handshapes

and locations and that such variation would be lawful and predictable.  To meet
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this goal, these experiments focused on a set of stimuli selected to heighten

phonetic pressures on the units of interest (e.g. consonants with high F2 values

paired with vowels with low F2 values).  This data set and the resulting variation

models are not intended to represent variation in all English consonants and ASL

handshapes and locations.  A more complete data set should include additional

phonetic units to represent at the least both ends of the phonetic continua being

studied (e.g. consonants with both low and high F2 values).

In further studies, sequences of units should be formulated to capture all

combinations of those units.  In the ASL handshape experiment, for example, an

index handshape was always preceded and followed by an index handshape or

preceded and followed by a 5-hand.  This kind of arrangement can determine if

rate-dependent coarticulation occurs, but cannot address the direction of

coarticulation.  Rate effects in sequences like index-index-5 or 5-index-index

would indicate the presence and relative strength of progressive and regressive

coarticulation.

The experiments on ASL handshape and location variation indicated that

some values of the ASL formational parameters resist coarticulation.  Additional

production experiments could arrange sequences of signs to further explore this

issue.  For example, one might ask whether unselected fingers show variation in

their position when extended as they do when closed.
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5.6.2  Modeling Utterances from a Naturalistic Setting

One limitation of these studies is the language samples were elicited and

does not necessarily represent natural language use outside of a lab condition.

Lab speech is useful in that researchers can precisely control the sequence of

speech sounds or ASL signs, so that a large number of utterances containing

sequences of interest in a variety of specified environments can be collected in a

small data sample.  Naturalistic data collection may better represent actual speech

or signing habits, but investigators cannot insure that specific combinations of

units will be produced.  Future studies that include a broad set of combinations of

units from a lab speech situation could result in regression models of sufficient

complexity to be applied successfully to spontaneous speech samples.  In this

way, lab speech could be used to predict real world speech.

5.7  CONCLUSION

As mentioned in chapter one, the speech and sign articulators are

dissimilar in physical form.  Meier (2002) lists several ways that the articulatory

systems of the two modalities differ.  He also suggests that while these differences

may be great, the organization of motor systems in general may lead to

commonalities in the articulation of language in the two modalities.

In this dissertation an undershoot methodology was applied to language

samples from the two modalities in as similar a way as possible.  The success of

this approach has shown that a phenomenon related to production constraints, i.e.

rate- and context-dependent target undershoot, is common to both modalities.
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Modeling of variation revealed that the factors related to the deviation from

expected target values were similar for the two modalities and affected observed

values in similar ways.

Like Cheek (2001), this dissertation supports the application of phonetic

methodologies previously used in the study of speech to the study of signed

languages.  If phonetic issues are similar across the two modalities, signed

languages may serve as an untapped source of data for the field of phonetics.

There is one advantage to working with phonetic data from a signed

language over data from a spoken language.  The articulators for speech are

largely hidden and can only be studied through the use of highly specialized and

often intrusive equipment.  Alternatively, the speech articulators can be studied

indirectly through assumptions about the acoustic consequences of articulatory

movements.  The sign articulators are directly visible to investigators and the use

of three-dimensional movement-tracking systems can provide a high level of

phonetic detail.
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Appendix A: Charts related to Ch. 2

Figure A.1: Mean durations by elicitation condition, speaker AT

Figure A.2: Mean durations by elicitation condition, speaker CW
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Figure A.3: Mean durations by elicitation condition, speaker FH

Figure A.4: Mean durations by elicitation condition, speaker MB
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Figure A.5: Presence of visible F2 during stop closure, speaker AT

Figure A.6: Presence of visible F2 during stop closure, speaker CW
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Figure A.7: Presence of visible F2 during stop closure, speaker FH

Figure A.8: Presence of visible F2 during stop closure, speaker MB
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Figure A.9: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [oda]
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Figure A.10: Mean F2 values for [oda], speaker AT

Figure A.11: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oda], speaker AT
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Figure A.12: Mean F2 values for [oda], speaker CW

Figure A.13: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oda], speaker CW
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Figure A.14: Mean F2 values for [oda], speaker FH

Figure A.15: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oda], speaker FH
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Figure A.16: Mean F2 values for [oda], speaker MB

Figure A.17: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oda], speaker MB
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Figure A.18: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [odo]
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Figure A.19: Mean F2 values for [odo], speaker AT

Figure A.20: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [odo], speaker AT
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Figure A.21: Mean F2 values for [odo], speaker CW

Figure A.22: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [odo], speaker CW
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Figure A.23: Mean F2 values for [odo], speaker FH

Figure A.24: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [odo], speaker FH
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Figure A.25: Mean F2 values for [odo], speaker MB

Figure A.26: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [odo], speaker MB
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Figure A.27: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [oga]
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Figure A.28: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker AT

Figure A.29: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oga], speaker AT
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Figure A.30: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker CW

Figure A.31: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oga], speaker CW
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Figure A.32: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker FH

Figure A.33: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oga], speaker FH
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Figure A.34: Mean F2 values for [oga], speaker MB

Figure A.35: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [oga], speaker MB
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Figure A.36: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [ogæ]
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Figure A.37: Mean F2 values for [ogæ], speaker AT

Figure A.38: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ogæ], speaker AT
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Figure A.39: Mean F2 values for [ogæ], speaker CW

Figure A.40: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ogæ], speaker CW
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Figure A.41: Mean F2 values for [ogæ], speaker FH

Figure A.42: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ogæ], speaker FH
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Figure A.43: Mean F2 values for [ogæ], speaker MB

Figure A.44: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ogæ], speaker MB
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Figure A.45: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [ida]
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Figure A.46: Mean F2 values for [ida], speaker AT

Figure A.47: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker AT
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Figure A.48: Mean F2 values for [ida], speaker CW

Figure A.49: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker CW
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Figure A.50: Mean F2 values for [ida], speaker FH

Figure A.51: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker FH
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Figure A.52: Mean F2 values for [ida], speaker MB

Figure A.53: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ida], speaker MB
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Figure A.54: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [ido]
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Figure A.55: Mean F2 values for [ido], speaker AT

Figure A.56: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ido], speaker AT
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Figure A.57: Mean F2 values for [ido], speaker CW

Figure A.58: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ido], speaker CW
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Figure A.59: Mean F2 values for [ido], speaker FH

Figure A.60: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ido], speaker FH
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Figure A.61: Mean F2 values for [ido], speaker MB

Figure A.62: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [ido], speaker MB
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Figure A.63: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [iga]
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Figure A.64: Mean F2 values for [iga], speaker AT

Figure A.65: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [iga], speaker AT
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Figure A.66: Mean F2 values for [iga], speaker CW

Figure A.67: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [iga], speaker CW
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Figure A.68: Mean F2 values for [iga], speaker FH

Figure A.69: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [iga], speaker FH
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Figure A.70: Mean F2 values for [iga], speaker MB

Figure A.71: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [iga], speaker MB
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Figure A.72: Mean V2 F2 Onset value for [igæ]
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Figure A.73: Mean F2 values for [igæ], speaker AT

Figure A.74: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [igæ], speaker AT
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Figure A.75: Mean F2 values for [igæ], speaker CW

Figure A.76: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [igæ], speaker CW
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Figure A.77: Mean F2 values for [igæ], speaker FH

Figure A.78: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [igæ], speaker FH
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Figure A.79: Mean F2 values for [igæ], speaker MB

Figure A.80: Correlation of V2 onset with closure duration in [igæ], speaker MB
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Appendix B: Charts related to Ch. 3

Figure B.1: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer AY

Figure B.2: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer MM
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Figure B.3: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer RE

Figure B.4: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer TP
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Figure B.5: Mean location values for the medial neutral space sign in
SMART CHILDREN SMART
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Figure B.6: Mean location values for Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence,
signer AY

Figure B.7: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence, signer AY
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Figure B.8: Mean location values for Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence,
signer MM

Figure B.9: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence, signer MM
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Figure B.10: Mean location values for Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence,
signer RE

Figure B.11: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence, signer RE
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Figure B.12: Mean location values for Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence,
signer TP

Figure B.13: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Neutral-Forehead sequence, signer TP
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Figure B.14: Mean location values for the medial neutral space sign in
LATE CHILDREN LATE
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Figure B.15: Mean location values for Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence,
signer AY

Figure B.16: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence, signer AY
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Figure B.17: Mean location values for Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence,
signer MM

Figure B.18: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence, signer MM
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Figure B.19: Mean location values for Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence,
signer RE

Figure B.20: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence, signer RE
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Figure B.21: Mean location values for Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence,
signer TP

Figure B.22: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Neutral-Neutral sequence, signer TP
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Figure B.23: Mean location values for the medial Forehead located sign in LATE
FATHER LATE
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Figure B.24: Mean location values for Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence,
signer AY

Figure B.25: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence, signer AY
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Figure B.26: Mean location values for Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence,
signer MM

Figure B.27: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence, signer MM
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Figure B.28: Mean location values for Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence,
signer RE

Figure B.29: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence, signer RE
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Figure B.30: Mean location values for Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence,
signer TP

Figure B.31: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Neutral-Forehead-Neutral sequence, signer TP
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Figure B.32: Mean location values for the medial forehead-located sign in
SMART FATHER SMART
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Figure B.33: Mean location values for Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence,
signer AY

Figure B.34: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence, signer AY
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Figure B.35: Mean location values for Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence,
signer MM

Figure B.36: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence, signer MM
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Figure B.37: Mean location values for Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence,
signer RE

Figure B.38: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence, signer RE
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Figure B.39: Mean location values for Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence,
signer TP

Figure B.40: Correlation of vertical wrist position and Target1-to-Target3 time in
Forehead-Forehead-Forehead sequence, signer TP
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Appendix C: Charts related to Ch. 4

Figure C.1: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer AY

Figure C.2: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer MM
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Figure C.3: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer RE

Figure C.4: Mean durations by elicitation condition, signer TP
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Figure C.5: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial index sign in SAD DEAF
SAD
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Figure C.6: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer AY

Figure C.7: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-Index-5 Sequence, signer AY
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Figure C.8: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer MM

Figure C.9: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-Index-5 sequence, signer MM
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Figure C.10: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer RE

Figure C.11: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-Index-5 Sequence, signer RE
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Figure C.12: Mean handshape values for 5-Index-5 sequence, signer TP

Figure C.13: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-Index-5 Sequence, signer TP
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Figure C.14: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial index sign in TRUE
DEAF TRUE
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Figure C.15: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer AY

Figure C.16: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-Index-Index Sequence, signer AY
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Figure C.17: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer MM

Figure C.18: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-Index-Index Sequence, signer MM
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Figure C.19: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer RE

Figure C.20: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-Index-Index Sequence, signer RE
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Figure C.21: Mean handshape values for Index-Index-Index sequence, signer TP

Figure C.22: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-Index-Index Sequence, signer TP
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Figure C.23: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial 5 hand sign in TRUE
MOTHER TRUE
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Figure C.24: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer AY

Figure C.25: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-5-Index Sequence, signer AY
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Figure C.26: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer MM

Figure C.27: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-5-Index Sequence, signer MM
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Figure C.28: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer RE

Figure C.29: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-5-Index Sequence, signer RE
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Figure C.30: Mean handshape values for Index-5-Index sequence, signer TP

Figure C.31: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in Index-5-Index Sequence, signer TP
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Figure C.32: Mean Wrist-Pinky distances for the medial 5 hand sign in SAD
MOTHER SAD
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Figure C.33: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer AY

Figure C.34: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer AY
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Figure C.35: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer MM

Figure C.36: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer MM
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Figure C.37: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer RE

Figure C.38: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer RE
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Figure C.39: Mean handshape values for 5-5-5 sequence, signer TP

Figure C.40: Correlation of vertical wrist position and measurement-to-
measurement time in 5-5-5 Sequence, signer TP
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